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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BACKGROUND
The global growth in the use of fossilfuelshas aroused concerns that the associatedcombus-
tion processes may be increasing atmospheric COs and causing environmental and climatic
changes. Ifclimatic changes are in fact occurring, actions must be taken to mitigate their
impact. For these actionstobe effective,they must be based on informed and timely decisions.
General circulationmodels (GCMs) are used forpredictingclimaticchanges due toincreasing
atmospheric CO2. The algorithms in the GCMs that characterizecertainphenomena must. be
physically accurate and reliable.Therefore, they must be verified and defined in specific
spatialand temporal zones ifthe GCMs' predictivecapabilityisto reach a useful level.The
ongoing research on atmospheric CO2-induced climatic changes under the auspices of DOE,
has produced numerous models of the climate and carbon cycle. In order to verify and
discriminate among competing GCMs and toimprove the predictivecapabilitiesofthe models,
additional credible and verifiabledata are needed. Data are also needed to validate and
further develop these models.
Effortsmust continue to identifythe most sensitiveparameters -- those that can bestserve as
early indicatorsof long-term climatic changes that are due to increases in atmospheric C02.
However, itisalso important to investigatethe various optionsfor monitoring these parame-
ters and acquiring the necessary data about them.
One of the most promising options isthe use of satellites.Satellites,particularlyas used in
remote sensing, have already contributed importantly to the scientificstudy ofthe biosphere
and atmosphere. The evolving capabilitiesof space-based sensor systems can provide new
information that will increase our understanding of the effectsof atmospheric COs on the
climate and the environment. In addition,a range of space transportation options isavailable
for deploying a variety of satellitesin selectedorbitsthat will provide data on geographical
areas that have not been studied and that will extend synoptic observations over longer
periods.
STUDY OBJECTIVES
This study had three objectives:
Compile and select those Scientific Data Requirements (SDR's)* pertinent to the
DOE's CO2 Research Program that have the potential to be more successfully
achieved by utilizing space-based sensor systems.
*"Scientific Data Requirements"(SDRs) in the contextof thisstudyare the data specificationsfor selected parameters
relatedto CO2. (AppendixA)
Assess the potential of space technology in monitoring those parameters which
may be important first indicators of climate change due to increasing at-
mospheric CO2, including the behavior of the West Antarctic ice sheet, and
Determine the potential of space technology for monitoring those parameters to
improve understanding of the coupling between atmospheric CO2 and cloud
cover.
STUDY SCOPE
The system study on utilization of space technology for CO2 research was performed by Arthur
D. Little, Inc., Ball Aerospace Systems Division and Boeing Aerospace Company, from April
1983 to April 1984, with ten months devoted to technical work and two months to documenta-
tion. The study was funded at a level of $250,000 and performed on behalf of the Marshall
Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The study consisted of the following tasks:
1.0 Space systems requirements definition including the formulation of scientific data
requirements (SDRs) and determination of the SDRs that can be satisfied through effec-
tive use of space-based sensor systems.
2.0 Preliminary concept definitions of space-based sensor systems including present sensor
systems, new system concepts and integrated system concepts.
3.0 System and subsystem recommendations for three (3) time frames: Level I, 0-5 years,
Level II, 5-10 years, and Level III, 10-20 years.
4.0 Programmatics and cost estimates for recommended space-based sensor systems in-
cluding project schedules, work breakdown schedules, and cost analyses.
5.0 Program reviews and documentation.
6.0 Data management concepts applicable to the CO 2 Research Program.
STUDY STRATEGY
The study strategy included the following:
• Compilation and selection of SDRs that have the potential to be satisfied
through the utilization of space ' ' 'Lecnnomgy.
Application of systems engineering approach to:
-- Formulation of SDRs,
-- Definition and selection of space-based sensor systems,
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-- Study of data-basemanagement forCO2 SDRs,
m Conceptualdesignsforsatelliteconfigurations,and
-- Requirementsforpayloadintegrationand forspacetransportationsystems.
• Assessment ofexistingor modifiedspace-basedsensorsystems and considera-
tionof planned and new systems.
• Assessment ofcurrentlyplanned and futuresatellitesand missions,as wellas
new satellitesand missions.
• Investigationof data-basemanagement concepts.
STUDYRESOLTS
Science Data Requirements
SDRs were identified through contacts with the science community. Twenty-three SDRs which
could potentially be met using space-based sensor systems were identified. Space-based sensor
systems were selected that have the potential to satisfy these SDRs.
Space-Based Sensor _ystem Selection
The 23 SDRs were matched to space-based sensor systems that are currently available or that
may be developed during the three time frame levels. The new sensor system concepts include:
An STS-Launched RecalibrationPackage toprovideforcontinuityofmeasure-
ment and intercalibrationbetween differentsatellites.The RecalibrationPack-
age, which carriesradiometers that are extremely accurate at selected
wavelengths,coulduse cryogenstocoolthe detectorand avoidmeasurement
inaccuraciesas a resultofdeteriorationofdetectors,opticsand other sensor
subsystems.The Package couldbe deployedin an orbitdifferentfrom the orbit
ofa satellitewith sensorsystemsthatrequireperiodicalibrationby arranging
forcoincidentviews ofselectedtargetareas.
A High OrbitRadiationBudget (HORB) satelliteusingradiometerscouldview
an entirehemisphere ina higherthangeosynchronousorbit.The HORB orbit
and altitudecould be chosen to meet spatialand temporal sampling require-
ments toestablishthe globalradiationbudget.Because the radiometerscould
measure the ratioofsolarand terrestrialf uxes,the need forabsolutecalibra-
tionwould be reduced to providinga stable,diffusesolarreflector.
A High AltitudePowered Platform(I;IAPP)CO2-rnonitoringsystem toprovide
high resolutioncontinuousmonitoringofselectedregionalclimateparameters.
Sensor systems at an altitudeof about 20 km could providehigh-resolution,
continuousmonitoringofCO2-relatedphenomena inregionssuch as the West
Antarcticorthe Amazon. Propulsionpower tomaintain the HAPP on a desired
flightpath couldbe obtainedfrom solarcellarraysmounted on the HAPP or
from microwavesbeamed from a groundtransmittertoa receiveron the HAPP.
A ParallaxSensorbasedon opticalcorrelationofconsecutiveimages toprovide
cloudaltitude.Thissensorconceptmay providedataabouttheverticaldistribu-
tionof cloudswith opticalcorrelationof consecutivecloud images because
relativecloudmotion would be smallin relationtothe parallaxcausedby the
motion of a satellite.
DirectMeasurement ofCO2 by a passivemethod usingthe infraredregionofthe
spectrum.Such a method couldbe based on obtainingthe atmospherictemper-
atureprofilefrom the oxygen band in the microwave regionand invertingthe
CO2 band measurements using the temperatureprofile.Activesensing,using
LIDAR, might be more accuratethan passiveatmosphericsounding when the
accuracyand operatinglifeofthe requiredlasershave been improved.
CO2 Research Satellite (CORS) Design Configuration
An existingSpaceTransportationSystem (STS)satellitebus conceptforthe LevelIImissions
was selectedto reduce satellitedevelopment costs.For the Level Illmission,a primary
structureusing existingSpacelab palletswas selectedto minimize development costs.
The selectedesignconceptcouldreducerequiredground operatorinteractionand control.A
large,on-boardcommand memory would permitlongerintervalsbetween command loads.On-
board softwarestatusmonitoringfordetection,redundancy management and safetyofoper-
ationscouldincreasesatelliteautonomy and reduceoperatorduty requirements.
Considerationwas given tousing STS capabilityand todefininginterfaceswith the CORS
withoutimposingspecialrequirementson the STS forperformingthe missions.The Level II
configurationwould occupy one-eighthof the orbitalcargo bay and about 17% of the STS
launchcapabilityby mass.
The CORS bus designconceptprovidesexceptlonalsensorsystem placementcapabilitiesand
fieldsof view to increasemissionsciencedata return.
Data-Base Management System Concepts
Concepts for a data-base management system for the DOE CO2 Research Program's use of the
space-based sensor system data products were studied. These included the following:
• Centralizedresponsibilitiesfordata base management systems.
• Timely accessto highly segmented data.
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An alternative to publication as a means of scientific information exchange by
means of a C02 data-base management center where processing, archiving,
inventorying and accessing all classes of space-based sensor system data prod-
ucts could occur.
• Access to the analytical tools, data search strategies, and interpretive heuristics
of scientific investigators.
These concepts took into account the interdependencies within and across SDRs and met
requirements for partial measurements from several sensors, partial data recording and
specialized data processing. The individual SDR parameters suggest that data bases be
organized as small data units rather than as sensor outputs.
CONCLUSIONS
• Space-based sensor systems have the potential to satisfy the 23 SDRs and
provide global coverage over very long periods.
• Several C02 climate parameters could be measured continuously or at frequent
intervals for several decades after space-based sensor systems are operational.
The data requirements for the space SDRs have the potential to be met by
multichannel space-based sensor systems and systems with continuous spectral
coverage.
• New data base management concepts are emerging to enable more flexible user
data interfaces.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Specific efforts are recommended for Levels I, II and III to develop space-based sensor systems
which could make effective use of future STS missions and to provide near-term data, data
satisfying all SDRs and data of increasing value to the DOE C02 Research Program. Pro-
ceeding with efforts recommended for Levels I, II and III could ensure that information on
pressing issues associated with COs-induced climate changes could be obtained consistent
with the needs of the scientific community. Elimination of efforts recommended for Level I or
Level II could delay obtaining significant data and increase space-based sensor system devel-
opment risks.
Level I (0-5 Years)
The focus of this effort should be on:
Development of a data acquisition system that will combine realtime output
from NOAA, NASA and DMSP. This system should include a user-interface
specifically designed to support the user requirements of the DOE CO2 research
program. It could make it possible for satellites differing in spatial and temporal
coverage to provide information relevant to the DOE C02 Research Program.
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Development of a HAPP CO2 monitoring system. A HAPP could maintain
sensor systems above 20 km for extended periods to provide near-term data on
cloud altitude and temperature, calibrate satellite data, and observe the forma-
tion and disposition of snow cover and other important selected regional
phenomena.
Secondary efforts could include:
• Review and improvement ofinfraredand microwave sounding methods, espe-
ciallywith wider spectralcoverage.
Feasibilityassessmentofan STS RecalibrationPackage toprovidecontinuityof
measurements with subsequent generationsof satellitesand intercalibration
among differingsatellitesoperatingsimultaneously.
Investigation of the potential of a HORB satellite, in a higher than geosynch-
ronous orbit. An HORB may be capable of observing a large part of the
hemisphere of the earth, to complement earth radiation budget data.
The expected results of Level I efforts are:
• An early start on the definition and development of a CO2 data-base manage-
ment system.
• Near-term use of existing space technology to meet some of the immediate needs
of the DOE CO2 Research Program.
• Definitionof needed infraredand microwave measuring methods and sensor
subsystemsbased on operationalexperience.
• Development and initialoperationofa HAPP.
Level II (5-10 Years)
The focus of this effort should be on developing and placing into operation:
A CO2 Research Satellite (CORS) in polar sun-synchronous orbit for global
coverage. The CORS should consist of improved versions of existing space-based
sensor systems capable of remote measurements including atmospheric parame-
ters and phenomena, surface phenomena, cloud structure, terrestrial and solar
radiation, stratospheric aerosols and gases, sea level, wave height and Antarctic
ice cap altitudes.
• The HAPP to provide high-resolution continuous monitoring of selected regional
CO2 climate parameters and information on cloud structure.
• The STS RecalibrationPackage toimprove accuracyofinfraredand microwave
radiometers.
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Secondaryeffortscouldinclude:
• Continued development of advanced Fouriertransform infraredand multi-
channel microwave radiometers.
• Continued development ofLIDAR.
• Identificationf space-basedsensorsystem forthe potentialHORB satellite.
Expected resultsofLevel IIeffortsare:
• An operationalCORS.
• An operationalSTS recalibrationpackage.
• An operationalHAPP.
• Development of advanced space-basedsensorsystems.
Level III (10-20 Years)
The focusofthiseffortshouldbe on:
• Development ofimproved and new space-basedsensorsystemsusinga dedicated
CORS which couldbe partofa free-flying,unmanned, spaceplatformina polar,
sun-synchronousorbit,and servicedby the STS.
• Development ofan advanced,verywide coverageFouriertransformspectrome-
tertoprovidebetterinterpretationofatmosphericradiancedata includingthe
measurement of verticaltemperatureprofilesand concentrationof molecular
speciesand aerosolswhich would resultin more accurateC02 climatedata.
• Deployment ofLIDAR forverticalsounding,Doppler wind data,and altimetry
measurement.
• Continued operationofHAPP and of the STS Recalibrationpackage.
Expected resultsof Level Illeffortsare:
• Advanced space-based sensor systems.
• Advanced space-based sensor systems integrated with a free-flying space
platform.
• Data which satisfyallSDRs.
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1.0 SPACE SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
1.1 OBJECTIVES
2/s 
The objectives of Task 1.0 were to compile C02 SDRs for space monitoring systems through
iterative cycles of science review and measurement systems evaluations. The emphasis was on
selecting parameters related to CO2-induced climatic changes.
1.2 METHODOLOGY
The definition of the space systems requirement for a CO2 climate monitoring system required
the compilation of a set of SDRs of value to the CO2 scientific research community. (See
Appendix A.)
The compilation of SDRs were based on discussions with a representative cross section of the
scientific community and a selective survey of the extensive literature dealing with the
measurement of CO2-induced climatic changes. This approach resulted in a baseline set of
SDRs to determine what could be accomplished with space-based sensors.
The scientists contacted by this study team are listed in Table 1. These experts in climatology
and general circulation models discussed those parameters which they believed to be the most
important for long-term CO2-induced climatic changes; explained the rationale for selecting
these parameters; and where possible, provided requirements for the resolution, accuracy, and
precision, as well as references, and other information considered relevant.
The key literature references surveyed as part of this task are listed in the bibliography.
References specific to an SDR are provided in Appendix A.
The SDRs were compiled and reviewed to select those for which data could most effectively be
provided by space-based sensor systems. Twenty-three SDRs emerged as the basis for the
investigation of space systems in this study.
1.3 COMPILATION OF SCIENTIFIC DATA REQUIREMENTS (SDRs)*
The earth's climate is so complex and includes so many nonlinear interactions that it may not
be possible to give a fully satisfactory accounting (either explanatory or predictive) of its
behavior. In addition to the diurnal and seasonal cycles, the climate varies stochastically with
time, and the geographical distribution of climatic patterns is constantly shifting. It is
therefore very difficult today to identify the exact causes of a given climatic change because it
is not certain whether an observed change is due to a permanent trend or to a random
fluctuation. In addition, climatic changes occur gradually in time and space so both the rate of
change and cumulative magnitude of change in each parameter must be determined. The
climate system is deterministic, however, and predictions of an average expected state given a
change in a specific driving force (such as CO2 concentration) may be possible.
*See Appendix A for SDRs.
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Professor Reid Bryson
Dr. James Coakley
Dr. George Kukla**
Professor Edward Lorenz
Dr. Michael MacCracken
Dr. Roland Madden
Dr. Syukuro Manabe
Professor Michael McEIroy**
Dr. Jerome Namias
Dr. John Perry
Professor Richard Pfeffer
Professor David Staelin**
Professor Peter Stone
Dr. Wei-Chyung Wang**
Dr. Warren Washington**
Professor Jay Winston
TABLE 1
SCIENTISTS CONTACTED*
Affiliation
Universityof Wisconsin, Madison, Wl
National Center for Atmospheric, Research, Boulder, CO
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, Columbia University,
Palisades, NY
Massachusetts Instituteof Technology, Cambridge, MA
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory/NOAA, Princeton, NJ
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Scripps Institutionof Oceanography LaJolla, CA
National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, DC
University of Florida/GFDI
Massachusetts Instituteof Technology, Cambridge, MA
Massachusetts Instituteof Technology, Cambridge, MA
Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc., Cambridge, MA
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
Universityof Maryland, College Park, MD
*Sdentistswereidentifiedin cooperationwiththeOfficeof CO=Research,DOE.
**Theseselectedscientistsalso actedas consultantso the project,givingguidanceonseveralissues.
Typically these predictions can be made by using mathematical models which represent the
physics of climate as a series of coupled differential equations. The simplest models may be
solved analytically, but normally they must be solved numerically using a computer.*
The most comprehensive models are known as general circulation models (GCMs). GCMs
represent the underlying physics of the atmosphere, oceans, and cryosphere in considerable
detail and give the expected global distributions of such climate indicators as sea surface
temperature, soil moisture and snow cover. While other (i.e., non-GCM) classes of climate
models provide valuable insights into certain aspects of climatic processes, only GCMs can
provide'long-term predictions for future DOE management decision-making with regard to
fossil fuel and CO2 reactions/interactions.
An assessment of CO2-induced climatic change can be formulated addressing the following
questions in succession:
• Is the climate changing on the timescale of observations, and if so, how are the
changes defined?
• To what factors are the changes attributable?
• What are the predicted effects (nature, magnitude, location) of future climate
changes?
• What components of cliinatic change are due to CO2?
The question of whether a change is occurring may be answered by performing time series and
other statistical analyses of modern, direct measurement data, as well as of historic data such
as that from ice cores and tree rings. Discovering the cause of the change requires several
classes of climate models executed in a steady-state mode. Determining future trends requires
running the models in a time-dependent mode in order to describe fully the changing dynamics
over a relatively long period.
The models inturn requiredescriptionsofboth short-and long-termdynamic effects,as well
as an accuratemeasurement ofthe climatestateforcomparing and calibratingmodel predic-
tionswith observedconditions.The modelsalsorequireinformationon parameters such as
radiativelyactivegasesbelievedtobe causingthe observedchanges.
Figure 1 depicts the type of information required to answer the questions listed above as well
as their interrelationships. (See Table 2 and the accompanying text for more information.) The
information categories include:
• Modern Measurements. These provide data which can be employed to determine
whether or not a climatic shift is occurring.
*An excellent overview of the hierarchy of climate models developed during the last fi,_een years may be found in the
Harper's Ferry Conference Proceedings referenced in the bibliography.
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TABLE 2
LINKAGE OF THE SELECTED SCIENTIFIC DATA REQUIREMENTS
TO THE DOE CO2 CLIMATE PROGRAM
Time
Scientific Modern Dependent Climate Short-Term Long-Term
Requirements Measurements input State Feedbacks Feedbacks
Radiation (Incoming) •
Radiation (Outgoing) • • •
Clouds: % Coverage • •
Clouds: Vertical • •
Trace Gases •
Aerosols •
Temperature: Vertical • • •
Wind •
Precipitation • •
Water: Vertical: • •
Sea Surface Temp. • •
Sea Ice Extent • •
Ocean Current •
Oceans: SFC. Winds •
Sea Level •
Oceans: SFC. ATM. Pres. •
Soil Moisture • •
Snow Cover • • •
Surface Albedo •
Land Ice • •
Ground Temperature • • •
Biosphere • •
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External Factors. These parameters represent those factors independent of CO2
concentration that can potentially affect climate as greatly as CO2. Their varia-
tions over time provide a confounding effect which must be considered when
attempting to establish causal mechanisms.
Short-Term Feedbacks. These feedbacks involve parameters which interact with
the rest of the climate system on a time scale of months to a few years. In
general these parameters have large interannual fluctuations.
Long-Term Feedbacks. These parameters are involved primarily in long-term
climatic effects, i.e., those on a time scale of decades or more. In general they
have relatively small interannual fluctuations.
Climate State. These variables are those that calibrate models under steady-
state conditions and serve to verify model predictions of time-dependent climatic
behavior when modeling the transient response.
The analysis of likely CO2-induced climatic change is a special case of the more general
climate predictions. Its uniqueness lies in the fact that it is an externally-induced change
occurring over many decades and with a relatively straightforward cause. Because the climate
will continue to fluctuate randomly, it will be difficult to predict its year-to-year or decade-to-
decade response to increasing levels of CO2. Compounding these difficulties are the limitations
of the GCMs used to make those predictions. Some of these limitations may be due to flaws in
the GCM concept and some may be due to a lack of reliable data.
These difficulties will be resolved only gradually over a period of years as more data are
gathered through routine meteorological and geographical measurements, special experi-
ments (such as TOPEX), improved computational capabilities, and long-term measurements
with space-based sensors systems. After the new data are analyzed, they must be incorporated
in GCMs. The improved GCMs must be run again in order to reexamine CO2 effects, and the
entire process must be iterated. This process, while complex and difficult, is the most likely to
provide reliable predictions of CO2-induced climatic changes.
The SDRs address primarily macroscopic, physical quantities required in the assessment of
climatic change caused by increases in CO2 concentration. The information related to each
SDR was formulated in such a way as:te provide the basis for selecting space-based sensor
systems. The SDRs include the following information:
• A brief description of the parameter and a short rationale for its inclusion;
• Temporal and spatial resolutions (of the SDR itself, not necessarily of the
measurements);
• Error tolerances required for model processing and for establishing climate
change trends;
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• Previous remote sensingexperiences,ifany; and
• Persons who may provideguidance on implementationdetails.
The information most difficult to determine was the specification of the required resolutions
and error tolerances. The term "error tolerance" is used (rather than accuracy and precision)
because it best describes the way in which the scientific community considers problems of
accuracy and precision. In discussions with members of the scientific community, almost all of
them stressed the difficulty of specifying the different requirements for accuracy and
precision.
For the purposes of thisstudy,itwas criticalthatthe distinctionbetween accuracy and
precisionbe made asexplicitlyas possible;thisdistinctionisdiscussedindetailinAppendix B.
Brieflyput,themain pxoblem isthataccuracyand precisionaredefinedonlywithrespecttoa
specificaveragingtime and measurement frequency,and many ofthe parameters (e.g.,soil
moisture)have never been systematicallymeasured overa longperiodoftime on a global
scale.
In addition to the previously mentioned difficulties there are requirements for:
• Monitoring the earth'sclimateforevidencethata change isoccurring.
• Comparing climatemodel predictionswith actualobservations.
• Developing empiricalparameterizationsused in climatemodels to represent
subgridphenomena.
These requirementsare difficultto separatein practice.For climatemonitoringpurposes,
measurements which provide high precisionbut which have coarse resolutionmay be
adequate.Comparison withGCM model outputs,on theotherhand,requiresthatdata should
be availableatleastatthespatialresolutionofthemodelsthemselves(typicallyasregionalor
zonalmeans).Finally,developingempiricalapproximationstobe used inthemodels requires
a stillfinerresolutionand a much more severesetofaccuracy and precisionconstraints.
The resolutionofthederivedinformationmay be much coarserthan thatoftheraw measure-
ments. For example, ifan instrument isdesignedtotake dailymeasurements of a specific
parameter on a 10-kingridinordertocalculatemonthly averageson a 20-or 100-km gridand
ifthereissignificantnoiseintheseraw measurements,the weekly averageson a 20-km grid
willbe lessreliablethan the monthly averageson a 100-km gridbecauseofthe decreasein
measurements per gridpoint.Finer-scaleaveragingcan bedone but thereisno assurancethat
thequalityofthe resultswillbe acceptabletothesciencecommunity. Ifweekly averageson a
20-kingridare essential,an alternativemeasurement techniquemay be required.These
trade-offsbetween resolutionand accuracyare discussedfurtherin Appendix B.
In order to permit tradeoffsto be made when required,a range of resolutionand error
tolerancesthatspans the possibleusesofthe databy the scientificcommunity was indicated
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for many ofthe SDRs. In general, whenever a range ofresolutionand error tolerance isgiven,
candidates fora space-based sensor system include allofthose measurement techniques which
can provide derived climatic data within those ranges.
1.4 DETERMINATION OF SDRs THAT CAN BE SATISFIED THROUGH
EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF SPACE-BASED SENSOR SYSTEMS
The listofSDRs which could be satisfiedusing space-based sensors was constructed using the
following criteria:
• The uniqueness of space-based measurements.
• The overall technical feasibilityof a measurement technique.
Table 3 shows the finalset of SDRs which met these criteria.The Table was developed using
the procedure shown in Appendix C. Each SDR (see Appendix A) includes a general descrip-
tion,technical description,related parameters, geographical extent, resolution,errm toler-
ance and references to applicable existing space-based sensor systems. The information
provided for each SDR indicates the assumptions and the quality of available information
which was used as the basisforevaluating the effectiveuse ofspace-based sensor systems.
The following SDRs were found not tomeet the criteriaforeffectiveutilizationofspace-based
sensor systems or were included in the other SDRs for the reasons indicated:
. Diurnal cycle of clouds: This SDR was included as a subset of"cloud coverage," or ver-
tical structure of clouds, because data on diurnal cloud variations is considered part of
general cloud coverage measurements and may be important on both a regional and a
global scale.
. Air-sea temperature difference: This parameter is more amenable to measurement at
the surface; e.g., with a series of automatic instrumented buoys. Although sea surface
temperature can be measured easily, as yet surface air temperature (from the vertical
temperature profile) cannot be measured with sufficient accuracy to determine air-sea
temperature differences.
. Ocean heat flux: This extremely important parameter is calculated using two separate
sets of measurements: ocean temperature and ocean currents. Moreover, poleward
flux occurs throughout the boundary layer; thus measurements of this parameter from
space would require extrapolation from surface conditions to the entire boundary
layer.
.
r/_L ..... I.'.. - I I
,,_, ,,_u_.ue aeptn. Direct remote sensing of this parameter seems impractical. It may
be possible to measure the thermocline depth with blue-green lasers but this possi-
bility requires a detailed feasibility study. A series of instrumented buoys is the
presently preferred method for making long-term measurements of this parameter.
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TABLE 3
LIST OF SDRs
Clouds Vertical Distribution
Cirrus Clouds
Global Radiation Budget
Trace Gases (Including 03)
CO2
Soil Moisture
Temperature Vertical Profile
Temperature (Ground)
H20 Vertical Distribution
Sea Ice
Cloud Percent Coverage
Sea Currents
Sea Level
Precipitation
Snow Cover
Vegetation Index
Aerosols
Surface Albedo
Sea Surface Temperature
Sea Surface Wind
Land Ice
Wind Field (Vertical)
Sea Surface Pressure
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5. River runoff'. This phenomenon conceivably could be established through space-based
measurement by observing the color difference due to a silt "plume" created by rivers.
Surface-based measurements appear preferable.
6. Evaporation and evapotranspiration: These two SDRs were eliminated because they
are best measured indirectly by first observing other parameters, such as temper-
ature, moisture, and wind, and then estimating moisture flux empirically.
Some oftheSDRs forvariousparameterscan serveseveralpurposes.For example,some might
be usefulformonitoring climaticchanges as well as being model-related(e.g.,outgoing
radiation);or some might be ofinteresto biologists,as well as to climatologists(e.g.,soil
moisture).For classificationpurposes,however, onlyprimary requirementswere considered.
These primary requirementsare indicatedin Figure2,where each SDR isidentifiedwith a
specificaspectofthe DOE CO2 Research Program. The categorieshown representonly a
primary focusofeach SDR, not theirtotalrange ofusefulness.
1.5 ANALYSIS OF THE SPACE SDRs
Analysis of the 23 space SDRs, interviews with the scientific community, (See Appendix A),
and reviews of the selected literature resulted in the following findings which were used to
guide systems engineering efforts.
1.5.1 Space-Based Sensor System Selection Considerations
• The goalforaspace-basedsensorsystemshouldbe toprovideglobalcoverageof
selectedparameters.
The primary requirement isfor continuousmeasurements of severalbasic
parameters (at relativelyfrequentintervals)for at leasttwo decades.Most
models predicthatatleast20 yearsofincreasingCO2 levelswillhave tooccur
(assumingan eventualdoublinginthenextcentury)beforethe climatichanges
can be detected.Many ofthe parametersthatarerelatedtofirstdetectionhave
been measured forshortperiodson otherspace missionssuch as the Nimbus
series.However, thereappearstohave been no continuous(calibrated)recordof
thesemeasured parameters.Long-term coverageisneeded to helpverifythat
climaticchanges due to increasingCO2 are occurring.
Selectedspace-basedsensorsystems potentiallyshould satisfyallthe SDRs.
Quasi-redundantcoverageofSDRs by systemsoroverlappingofspectralranges
ispotentiallydesirableto ensure system intercalibrationa d establishthe
reliabilityofthedataoutput.Multispectralimaging (invisual,IR,UV and MW
channels)by severalsystems with a coordinatedfieldofview (FOV) has the
potentialto providedata forallthe SDRs. Each SDR, however, willrequire
differentstatisticaltreatment -- e.g.,zonal and regional gridding,dai-
ly/monthly/seasonal/annualaveraging m and storage(as globallyaveraged
contourmaps, or in digitizedform).
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A polar sun-synchronous, fixed-attitude satelltt@ _vill provide repetitive solar
irradiation conditions and continuous exposure of solar cell arrays for maximum
power.
Satisfying some of the SDRs to be measured with space-based sensors may
require additional ancillary equipment. For example, space measurement of sea
surface temperatures, currents, and precipitation may require instrumented
buoys and platforms on the ground. Examples are:
-- an IRLS (Interrogation, Recording and Location System), which determines
the satellite position and collects data from ground stations.
-- a DCS (Data Collection System), to receive, process and store data from
buoys and balloons and relay it to ground stations.
1.5.2 Orbit Selection Considerations
To obtainuniform geographiccoveragewith emphasis on polarregions,such as the West
Antarctic,circularpolarornear polarorbitsare required.The most usefulrange ofaltitudes
extendsfrom about 800 to 1200 kilometers.The atmosphere setsa lowerlimitwhile ground
resolution,the range ofactivesensorsand the earth'sradiationbeltsplacean upper limiton
altitude.
The orbital period is weakly dependent upon altitude. At ground speeds around 6.5 km/sec,
satellites cross the equator about every 105 minutes, with the tracks between 25 and 30 ° apart.
When the plane of the orbit is inclined with respect to the meridian, the oblateness of the earth
causes it to precess, so that the satellite either becomes sun-synchronous or sweeps over local
solar time in the course of weeks to years. Sun-synchronous orbits provide repetitive observa-
tions at constant local solar time.
Swath width,i.e.,the width ofcross-trackscan,isdeterminedby permissibleslantangle and
distortionofthe footprint.Swath width determinesthe revisitimefora givenorbitpattern.A
swath of about 2900 km samples the entireearth twice daily.Orbitalparameters can be
chosentoprovidea repetitiveground tracewith a setofrevisitimes thatmatches several
differentspace-basedsensorsystems with SDRs. In such an orbitrepeatcycle,instruments
with narrower swath widths sample lessfrequently;thatisthey have longerrevisitimes.
Figures3 and 4 show theserelationshipsand areaccurateenough toallowatentativechoiceof
orbitpatternand repeatcycle.
An orbit and a repeat cycle provide both the required temporal coverage, i.e., revisit time and
the required emphasis on high latitude observations. Table 4 shows the SDRs topics with their
respective temporal sampling rates, local (solar) time requirements, accuracy requirements,
grid size and "Appropriate Swath."
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Sensor/System
SDR
TABLE 4
SORe AND ORBIT PATTERN AND REPEAT CYCLE
Temporal Approx. Achievable Local
Sampling Swath Temporal Time
Hours Sampling Req't
Days (kin) (Days) (Estlm.)
Months
Clouds Vertical Distrib. 0.5D
Cirrus Clouds ID (IM)
Global Radiation Budget UV I D
Other 1M
Trace Gases Including08 I M LIMB
CO= High Accuracy (1M) 2300 3
Soil Moisture 1M 800 4
Temperature Vertical (5D) 2300 3
Profile
Temperature (Ground) 1M 3000 1
H20 Vertical Distdbution 2D 2300 2
Sea Ice 5D 800/3000 4/1
Cloud Percent Coverage 0.SH(5D) 2300/3000 3/1
Sea Currents 1M 3000 1
Sea Level 1M NADIR 4
Precipitation 1D 800 4
Snow Cover 5D 800/3000 4/1
Vegetation Index 1M 3000 1
Aerosols 1M LIMB
Surface Albedo 1M 3000/2300 4/2
Sea Surface Temperature 5D 800/3000 4/1
Sea Surface Wind 1M 800 4
Land Ice 12M 800/3000 4/1
Wind Field (Vertical) 0.5D -- 4
Sea Surface Pressure 1M -- 4
Required
Accur_y
(SOR)
2300/3000 3/1 scan 1/2
3000 1 scan --
3000 1 scan 0.1-5%
any
any
scan
scan
scan
any
any
scan
any
any
scan
any
any
any
any
scan
scan
any
scan
scan
0.5ppm,l%
1ppm,0.3%
10%
1-2°C
1°C
10(1)°/o
1%
5(1)%
2-5cm/s
10cm
10%
5%
10%
2%
0.2-0.5°C
2m/s
1M Elevation
0.3m/s
1.5rob
Grid
Size
(son)
(kin)
200
200
1000
1000
500
5OO
5OO
5OO
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
1000
200
2O0
100
5O0
5O0
NOTE: ( ) refers to averages.
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The followingcan be deduced from Table 4.
The only requirement fora high observationrate isforcloud coverage.Two
observationsperhour arerequired,averagedoverfivedays.Thisrateispossible
from geostationarysatellites.
The SDRs forverticalcloudstructureand verticalwind fieldrequiretwo obser-
vationsper day.NeitherSDR can be measured with presentspace-basedsensor
systems.For example, existingsystems can observe only top cloud altitude.
Cloud thicknessand the extentofunderlyingcloudlayersat presentcannotbe
measured directly.Limitedinformationcan be obtainedabout underlyingcloud
layersinbrokencloudfields.Adequate systemsarenot expectedtobe available
inLevelIf.InLevelIll,theLIDAR may providedataon verticalwind fields.
With the above exceptions,the temporalobservationrequirementsrange from
12months toIday.Sensorswath widthsrangefrom 800 km (SMRR) to3000 km
(AVHRR). (See Figures 3 and 4.)
• The purpose of radar altimetersisto make observationsat the Nadir.
• SAGE-2, the limbsensorforaerosolsand tracegases,requiressunriseorsunset
tomake transmissionmeasurements using the sun as the radiationsource.
The followingorbitand repeatcycleswere selectedto meet the requirementsofTable 4:
55 orbits/cycle
4 nodal days/cycle
13.75 orbits/nedal day
982 km altitude
105 rain. approx, period
99.4 ° inclination (sun-synchronous)
In this pattern, directly consecutive orbits are 2909 km apart at the equator. The entire orbit
pattern shifts eastward every day by 727 km at the equator. A space-based sensor of 727 km
swath width will scan the earth in 4 days while a sensor of 2900 km swath width will scan the
earth daily. Each "scan" of a given location on the earth consists of one overflight in an
ascending and another in a descending mode, 12 hours apart. The data sampling rates are thus
double the number of "scans." The result is shown below.
Swath Scans Data Sampling Rate
800 k.m__(SMMR) 4 days 2 days
2300 km (HIRS-2) 3 days daily
3000 km (AVHRR) daily twice daily
24
Theinclinationof99.4°makestheorbitsun-synchronousandallowssingleaxisarticulationof
thesolararrays.In thisorbitalpattern,all dataatagivenlatitudearetakenat thesame(two)
solartimes(ascendinganddescendingmodes).Thisrestrictiononscanningofclimaticparam-
etersisatrade-offagainsthavingtoplacethesystemonasatellitewith aderotatedplatform,
orhavingto provide two-axis articulation for the Bolar arrays. As a compromise and to regain
some freedom to choose different local solar times, it would Le possible to rotate the orbital
plane with respect to the sun over a limited range at intervals of a few months.
25
2.0 PRELIMINARY CONCEPT DEFINITIONS
OF SYSTEMS/SUBSYSTEMS
2.1 OBJECTIVES
The objectives of Task 2.0 were to identify and to develop, to the extent necessary, preliminary
concepts for space-based sensor systems and subsystems to meet the SDRs identified in
Task 1.0.
2.2 METHODOLOGY
The approach involved the identification of the useful portions of the electromagnetic spec-
trum, as well as the preparation of Subsystem Fact Sheets (SFSs) to summarize the data on
remote sensing instruments presently available or under development.* The SFSs were then
matched to the desired spatial resolution, geographic coverage, temporal sampling frequency
or revisit time, precision and/or accuracy specified on the SDRs. Finally, any new sensors or
system concepts that have the potential to complement the SFSe in order to satisfy the SDRs to
the fullest extent possible were identified.
The various instruments were then assembled into systems and assigned to time frame levels,
which are defined as follows:
Level I: 1 to 5 years; minor modifications to currently operating instruments.
Level II: 5 to 10 years; techniques presently in research and development. Successful
experiments have been conducted.
Level III: 10 to 20 years; initial studies on the concept show scientific value and
feasibility.
In order to establish the time frame levels for these sensor subsystems and their capabilities in
satisfying the SDRs, specific sensor subsystems were selected based on the information
contained in the SFSs relating to performance and characteristics of each sensor subsystem.
Sensor subsystems which required additional development were identified and further infor-
mation on their performance and characteristics was obtained from the literature and from
interviews with knowledgeable individuals. The capability of a specific sensor subsystem to
meet an SDR was determined by using the performance data and characteristics of sensor
subsystems and applying the judgment of instrument developers in projecting the potential for
growth in sensor subsystem capabilities. The results of using this methodology in relating
sensor subsystems to SDRs for the three time frame levels were reviewed by the study team
members, consultants, and subcontractors. The results were presented at reviews with NASA,
*The SFSs were prepared by Ball Aerospace Systems Division and are provided in Appendix D to this report.
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DOE, and members of the science community, and their comments and suggestions were
solicited for incorporation in the final assessment.
2.3 USES OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
Space-basedsensingofthe climaticphenomena pertainingto the SDRs primarilytake two
forms:analysisof electromagneticradiationand readout of ground stationdata.The fan
diagram in Figure 5 indicatesthe electromagneticspectralranges that appear to be best
suitedtoestablishtheparametersassociatedwith theSDRs. Comparison ofthepossiblespace-
based sensorsystems with the SDRs led to the followingfindings:
Meeting any individual SDR requires several channels in different spectral
regions so that allowances can be made for the effects of the other parameters on
the measurement and to discriminate against systematic errors that may be
present in any single measurement channel.
• An SDR could require severalspectralchannels to permit the appropriate
algorithmsto be employed.
As these findings apply to a greater or lesser extent to all of the SDRs, the optimum space-
based sensors would use broad spectral coverage from the microwave through the infrared and
ultraviolet/visible regions. A number of SDRs can be equally well monitored in several of these
regions, but if the SDRs are simultaneously monitored in different spectral regions, allowance
can be made for interferences and systematic errors present in each experimental technique.
Such considerationshave resultedin the development ofa multichannelspace-basedsensor
system such as the one flown on Nimbus 6.1Figure 6 shows 22 channelsextendingoverthe
visibleinfraredand microwave regionswhich were used tomake measurements offiveSDR-
relatedparameters.Future space-basedsensorsystems willbenefitgreatlyfrom increasing
the number ofmicrowave channelsand substitutingcontinuousspectralcoveragein a broad
partofthe infraredspectrum forthe 16 channelsshown in Figure6.Broadband continuous
coveragein the IR could improve informationon: atmospherictemperatureprofile,surface
temperature,cloudtopaltitude,tracegasesincludingH20, CO2, and 03, aerosols,and surface
emittance.
For instance,as shown in Figures7 and 8,the spectralemittanceofthe surfaceor aerosols
(includingclouds)in the fieldofview shows significantdeparturesfrom blackbodybehavior.
In Figure7 the spectralvariationsarerelatedtothe surfaceemittanceofvariousmineralsin
the Sahara Desertand AtlasMountains. Not onlydoes such informationhelp diagnosethe
surfacecomposition,itisnecessaryfora goodestimateofthesurfacetemperature,becausethe
surfacecannotbe assumed tobe a blackbodyatany wavelength.The spectralsignaturesthat
areobtainedover a broad wavelength range allowa betterestimateofthe correctblackbody
temperatureoftheradiatingsurface.In Figure8 itcan be seenthathaze and "cloudcontami-
nation"ofthe spectraldata alsocausedeparturesfrom blackbodyshape.Again itispossible,
using infraredspectroscopy,to inferboth compositionand effectivemittance(and thereby
correctemperature),assuming thata sufficientlywiderange ofspectraldataisobtained.2,3
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The data shown in Figures 7 and 8 were obtainedmore than a decade ago by the IRIS
instrument.As Table 5 shows,Fouriertransformspectrometertechnologyhas evolvedcontin-
uously since then. Although such instrumentsare not being used in operationalmete-
orologicalsatellites,they couldbe developedtoobtainbroadband informationabout most of
the SDRs.
Radiance measurement in the 4.3-and 15-_m carbon dioxide bands have been used with
partial success to estimate the atmospheric temperature profile. A similar method has been
used in the microwave region with the 60-GHz oxygen band. While both the infrared and
microwave temperature sounding methods, have advantages, it appears that the best temper-
ature profile could be obtained by combining the two techniques. 4,5
Atmospheric sounding isa fundamental measurement techniqueforobtainingdata about
most oftheremaining SDRs. One such method isverticalsounding.For wavelengthsatwhich
the measured gas isvery opaque, most of the radiationobserved by the instrument will
originateatthehighestaltitudes.Conversely,iftheradiationmeasurement isinthe wings of
an absorptionband or line,the gas appearsrelativelytransparentso that the radiation
originatesat lower altitudesand sufferssome attenuation.Figure 9 shcws a typicalsetof
weightingfunctionsappropriatetoradiancemeasurements thatmay be obtainedfrom eachof
seven measurement channels as a functionofaltitude(Nadirviewing).(Assuming uniform
CO2 concentrations.)These weightingfunctionsrepresentthe contributionstothe measured
radiancesfrom the absorbingand emittinggasesatvariousaltitudesinthe atmosphere.The
breadth ofthesefunctionsindicatesthe verticalresolutionobtainableinatmosphericsound-
ing.This example isfrom the TIROS OperationalVerticalSounding Package (TOVS).
Measurements, such as the SAGE (StratosphericAerosoland Gas Experiment)are used in
limb viewingtomonitortheatmosphericaerosolcontent.6As shown by Figure10,information
on severalofthe tracegasesmay alsobe obtainedby simultaneouslyusingfourmeasurement
channels.Many channelsarenecessarytoobtainsufficientinformationtodistinguishnotonly
the radianceoriginatingfrom ozoneand NO2 from thatofaerosol,but todistinguishthe latter
from molecular scattering.Figures 10 and 11 indicatethatspecificaerosolsdifferin their
spectralextinction.As Figure11 shows,aerosoltypenot onlyinfluencesthe slopeand levelof
the aerosolextinction(andthereby,emission),but considerablestructureislikelytooccurin
the infraredregion.7 The particularstructurein Figure 11 originatesfrom speciessuch as
sulfates.
Regardlessofthe origin,however,structureconstitutesa seriousinterferenceinthe infrared
spectralregion.Limb measurements below 1tim wavelength tend to obtainonly a general
leveland slopeforthe aerosolextinction.They do not predictthe individualbands ofthe
varying kinds of aerosols.Ifsuch spectralfeatureswere presentin the limitednumber of
channels used in Nadir viewing by presentinfraredinstrumentation,they would cause
systematicerrors.
Aerosolshave been studiedprincipallyfortheireffectson radiationbalance.However, as
shown in Figure 11 and discussedabove,they alsoconstitutean interferencewhich may
partiallyinvalidateotherinfraredresults.When theseinterferencesintheinfraredregionare
33
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TABLE 5
FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROMETER EVOLUTION
Spectral Spectral Time Per
Date Platform Range Resolution Interferogram
(ram) (cm "1) (e)
IRIS M 1972
HIRIS 1975
JPL-Mark I 1976
Inst. of 1979
Aeronomy
(Belgium)
Univ. of 1979
Denver
IRIS-MOS 1980
JPL-Mark II (1981)
ATMOS (1982)
Mariner-9 5-50 1.2 18.2
Sounder 5-22 1.0 0.5
Rocket
Balloon 2-5.5 0.09 120
Balloon 2.5-14 0.08 1.0
Balloon 8-17 0.01 40
Data
Rate
(kbs)
8.1
480
48
500
Voyager 4-55 2.1 45.6 1.1
Balloon 2-16 0.01 120 65
Shuttle 2-16 0.01 0.01 16,000
Source: P.G. Morse, 80-1914-CP, AIAA Sensor Systems for the 80s Conference,
Colorado Springs, December 1980.
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significant, a broadband spectral examination of the data should reveal their presence and
allow appropriate corrections to be made. The corrections would be difficult or even impossible
with a limited number of channels. Fourier transform instruments could also be used to obtain
limb spectral measurements. The entire infrared region could be covered to improve measure-
ments of low concentrations of aerosols and trace gases. 8
2.4 PRESENT SPACE-BASED SENSOR CONCEPTS
Both passive and active remote sensing techniques are needed to meet the SDRs. In the
infrared and microwave regions of thermal emission passive sensing can indicate surface type,
state and temperature, atmospheric profiling and constituents, and gases and aerosols (includ-
ing clouds). In the ultraviolet, visible and near infrared spectral regions, passive techniques
can sense solar radiation, useful for mapping albedo and measuring stratospheric species by
backscatter or limb occultation.
Active methods are used chiefly in the microwave (radar) region, but more recently they have
been used in the visible and infrared regions (LIDAR). In any of the active methods, timing of
the return signal yields spatially resolved data directly, rather than inferentially as in passive
vertical sounding methods.
In addition to passive and active methods, remote readouts of in situ data taken at ground
stations,such as data buoys, balloons,and other meteorological stationsmay be utilized.For
some of the SDRs such techniques may be necessary, particularly to improve accuracy.
Sensor measurement capabilities currently include:
UV/Visible/Infrared Sensors. UV, visible, and infrared sensors directly measure
the outgoing/incoming radiation as part of a radiation budget experiment. They
provide information on the terrestrial albedo, the concentrations of H20, C02,
03 (particularly in the infrared), and various trace gases, aerosols, and surface
temperatures and provide information on the atmospheric temperature profiles.
For the topmost cloud layer temperature can be determined. In broken cloud
fields, it is possible to obtain some information on cloud layer temperature from
a lower lying cloud level, but in general, as infrared radiation does not penetrate
dense clouds, other measurement methods are necessary. Visible and near
infrared mappers can be used for cloud coverage and motion and to map ice and
snow.
Microwave Sensors. Microwave multichannel radiometers also theoretically pro-
vide vertical profiles of temperature and water vapor and measure surface
temperatures, sense snow/ice coverage, measure liquid water in the atmosphere,
and sea surface conditions. While there is considerable overlap in what can be
done in the microwave and infrared regions, the key feature of sensors in the
microwave region is that measurements can be made through cloud cover.
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Activemicrowave altimeterscan sensealtitudeofocean leveland ocean wave
height.
In allmicrowave sensorsystems,exceptforsyntheticaperture,radarantenna
sizelimitsthe spatialresolutionofthesensor.Sidelobes;i.e.,the wings ofthe
diffractionpatternofthe antenna,constitutea designchallengetocompensate
forthe effectsofspacecraftstructuralmembers near or in the "beam" ofthe
antenna.
Subsystem Fact Sheets(SFS)were preparedforthe 27 space-basedsensorsystems shown in
Table 6.
InTables7 to9 these27 space-basedsensorsystemsarecategorizedasmultispectralscanners,
radiometersor othertypesofinstruments.TheiravailabilityinLevelI,Level II,or LevelIIX
time frames isindicated.
Tables 10 to 12 show the estimate of the chosen sensor system's capability to meet the SDRs in
the three time frame levels based on present knowledge of the state-of-the-art. An open circle
indicates that measurements relating to the SDR can be made, but without having the desired
accuracy or coverage. A half filled circle indicates that the SDR may be largely met. However,
even if specific space-based sensor systems will significantly contribute to a SDR their contri-
bution is not additive and the SDR may not be fully met. Two concentric circles indicate there
is a potential that with further development over a 10 to 20 year period the SDR would be fully
met.
2.5 NEW SPACE-BASED SUBSYSTEM CONCEPTS
As the open circles in Tables 10 to 12 show, sensor capabilities may evolve in the next 20 years.
Future improvements in space-based sensors that will benefit the DOE CO2 Research Pro-
gram include:
• Continuous spectral coverage in the infrared region.
• More spectralchannelsin the microwave region.
• Periodic recalibration in space of satellite infrared and microwave radiometers.
The followingactivitiescouldleadto betteraccuracyofsurfacetemperature and radiation
budget measurements and improve verticalresolutionofatmosphericprofiles:
• An STS-launched High-OrbitRadiationBudget (HORB) satellitetoimprovethe
accuracyof globaldata taken at higherlatituderegions.
• A High-Altitude Powered Platform (HAPP) for continuous monitoring to
improve CO2 model parameters.
• Parallaxcloud sensorsto help resolvethe verticalstructureof clouds.
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TABLE 6
SFSs FOR SPACE-BASED SENSORS
CZCS
SMMR
OCI
AVHRR
SSU
HRIS
TM
MSU
SSH
DCS
AMSU
AMTS
SAR
LIDAR
LAMMR
LHS
CLIR
ERBE
MOMS
SPOT
SAGE
SBUV
MPS
IRIS
ATMOS
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
D
m
m
m
m
m
n
m
m
Coastal Zone Color Scanner
Scanning Multi-Channel Microwave Radiometer
Ocean Color Imager
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Stratospheric Sounding Unit
High Resolution Infrared Sounder
Thematic Mapper
Microwave Sounding Unit
Satellite Sounder Humidity
Data Collection System
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit
Advanced Moisture and Temperature Sounder
Synthetic Aperture Radar
LightDetection and Ranging
Large Antenna Multi-Fraquency Microwave Radiometer
Laser Heterodyne Spectrometer
Cryogenic Limb-Scanning Interferometer and Radiometer
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
Modular Optoelectronic Multispectral Scanner
Systeme Probatoira d'Observation de la Terra
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer
Microwave Pressure Sounder
Altimeter
Scatterometer
Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
Atmospheric Trace Molecules Observed by Spectroscopy
(High Resolution Interferometer Spectrometer)
4O
TABLE7
CZCS
Level
I
MULTI-SPECTRAL SCANNERS
Coastal Zone Color Scanner
OCI I -- Ocean Color Imager
AVHRR I -- Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
TM I -- Thematic Mapper
LAMMR
MOMS
III
I
Large Antenna Multi-Frequency Microwave Radiometer
Modular Optoelectronic Multispectral Scanner
SPOT II -- Systeme Probatoire d'Observation de la Terro
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TABLE8
RADIOMETERS
Level
SMMR
SSU
HIRS-2
MSU
SSH
AMSU
AMTS
LHS
CLIR
ERBE
SAGE-l-2
SBUV-2
IRIS
MPS
ATMOS
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
III
II
I
I
I
I
III
I
Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer
N Stratospheric Sounding Unit
High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder
Microwave Sounding Unit
Satellite-Borne Sounder, Humidity
m Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit
Advanced Moisture and Temperature Sounder
Laser Heterodyne Spectrometer
Cryogenic Limb Scanning Interferometer and Radiometer
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiments 1 and 2
Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer 2
Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
-- Microwave Pressure Sounder
Atmospheric Trace Molecules Observed by Spectroscopy
(High Resolution Interferometer Spectrometer)
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TABLE 9
OTHER TYPES OF INSTRUMENTS
DCS
SAR
LIDAR
SCAT
ALT
Level
I -- Data Collection System
I -- Synthetic Aperture Radar
III -- Light Detection and Ranging
I -- Scatterometer
I -- Altimeter
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TABLE10
SPACE-BASEDSENSORSYSTEMS(BASELINE)- LEVEL 1
r/System* TOVS** Z
Clouds Vertical Distrib. Top
Cirrus Clouds
Global Radiation Budget
Trace Gases Including 0 3 O
CO2, High Accuracy O O
Soil Moisture
Temperature Vertical Prof. O g g
Temperature (Ground) O
H20 Vertical Distribution O
Sea Ice
Cloud Percentage Coverage O
Sea Currents
Sea Level
Precipitation
Snow Cover
Vegetation Index
Aerosols
Surface Albedo
Sea Surface Temperature O
Sea Surface Wind
Land Ice
Wind Field (Vertical}
Sea Surface Pressure
Notes:
04
,,', m
m ¢3 :s
=c <c :z
uJ ¢n (n
Top
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
o
g
g
O O
O
O
O Meets SDR Partially
g Meets SDR Largely
*See Appendix D: "Subsystem Fact Sheets" for details.
**Tiros Operational Vertical Sounder
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O
0
o
0
0
0
F-
.J
0
@
0
o_
0
0
o
0
@
0
0
0
0
@
0
0
@
@
0
0
0
0
TABLE 11
SPACE-BASED SENSOR SYSTEMS- LEVEL II
o. I _ !_,_ _
Clouds Vertical Distrib. Top O Top
Cirrus Clouds O Q
Global Radiation Budget g
Trace GasesIncluding 03 Q O
CO2, High Accuracy O O
Soil Moisture O
Temperature Vertical Prof. Q Q
Temperature (Ground) O O
H20 Vertical Distribution Q •
SeaIce 0 Q
Cloud Percent Coverage 0 G
Sea Currents 0 0
Sea Level
Precipitation 0 g
Snow Cover 0 0
Vegetation Index 0
Aerosols g Q
Surface Albado Q 0 0
Sea Surface Temperature g Q O
Sea Surface Wind Q
Land Ice Q
Wind Field (Vertical)
Sea Surface Preuum
Notes: O Meets SDR Partially
g Meets SDR Largely
• Meets SDR Fully
• See Appendix D for details.
O
g
O
g
e
0
0
Q
Q
Q
Q
g
O
Q
O
Q
Q
0
0
Q
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TABLE 12
SPACE-BASED SENSOR SYSTEMS - LEVEL III
tem* 3
Clouds Vertical Distrib. 0 0 Top Top
Cirrus Clouds Q Q
Global Radiation Budget •
Trace GasesIncluding 03 O O O
CO2, High Accuracy O O O
Soil Moisture O
Temperature Vertical Prof. Q •
Temperature (Ground) O O O
H20 Vertical Distribution 0 •
Sea Ice Q •
Cloud Percent Coverage •
Sea Currents O O O
Sea Level •
Precipitation 0
Snow Cover Q O
Vegetation Index •
Aerosols ¢) ¢)
Surface Albedo Q O
Sea Surface Temperature 0 •
Sea Surface Wind • O
Land Ice • O O
Wind Field (Vertical) •
Sea Surface Pressure
¢)
Notes: OMeets SDR Partially
QMeets SDR Largely
• Meets SDR Fully
(_Potential for Fully Meeting SDR
*See Appendix D for details.
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• Temporal and spatial integration of CO2 column data for high-precision global
CO2 measurements.
• On-board data processingto reducedown-linkdata rates.
All the measurements made by remote sensing are radiometer based. The error sources in
radiometry can come from the sensor, the atmosphere, or the surface. In the sensors, scatter
and absorption in the infrared optics or microwave antennas or deterioration of front ends can
attenuate signals, generate spurious signals, or change the field of view or antenna patterns.
Detector performance will change with age and temperature. Passive coolers deteriorate and
change the detector temperature. Other errors are the result of changes in the background
being observed to meet a specific SDR. Aerosols can absorb and emit, and thus interfere with
othermeasurements. Likewise,varioustracegaseshave residualsignaturesthat interfere
with the measurements of other SDRs. Adequate allowancesneed to be made forthese
signaturesinordertoobtainaccuratemeasurements fora specificSDR. Finally,the surface
emittanceislikelyto be unknown unlessbroadband measurements are taken.
Both continuouscoverageand discretechannelsofferadvantages.Continuous coveragepro-
videsthe possibilityofgood spectralcorrelationand corroboration.Absorbinggaseousspecies
and aerosolscan be detectedbetterin the infraredregionthan in other regionsof the
spectrum.Continuous coverage willbe highlydesirableto permit detectionofunexpected
effects;however, data management requirementswillincrease.
Discrete channels provide more economical data rates, involve simpler design, and permit
some redundancy. In the multichannel radiometer, the detectors may be optimized, photon
noise will be minimized, and the spatial and spectral scans will not interact.
Because of these engineering advantages, present systems employ discrete channels, either in
the form of filter radiometers or grating (or prism) poly-chromators. Continuous spectral
coverage was utilized successfully a decade ago both on the Nimbus program and on planetary
missions such as Mariner. 9,1°
For continuousspectralcoverage,the scanninggratingmonochromator has been the standard
infraredradiometereven though ithas comparativelysmallopticalthroughput.Itismechani-
callysimple,but observesonlyone spectralresolutionelement ata time.Therefore,itcollects
comparativelylittlesignalpower,but ithas low photon noise.
By contrast,forat leasta decade the preferredconceptforremote detectionofa continuous
spectrum of an extended objecthas been Fourier transform spectroscopy(FTS). The
instrumentofchoiceisa Michelsoninterferometer.These instrumentshave verylargeoptical
throughput and view the entirespectrum continuously,providinggreaterinformationrates
than scanning gratingmonochromators can deliver.
Fouriertransform spectrometersare mechanicallycomplex and are potentiallylimitedby
photon noise in the instrument,which views allspectralelements simultaneously.The
mechanical/opticalproblemscan be solved,butthephotonnoiselimitationisfundamental and
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canonlybeamelioratednot eliminated.Nevertheless,becauseoftheadvanced developmentof
the FTS, thereisno significantreasonto use any othertechniqueforremote spectroscopyof
extendedobjectsin the infraredregion.
2.5.1 STS-Launched Recalibration Package
One ofthemajor challengesindataacquisitionwith space-basedsensorsistomaintain long-
term accuracyorprecision.Therefore,periodicrecalibrationsofspace-basedsensorswillallow
data from sensorsthat have to be replacedat intervalsto be standardizedwith data from
replacementsensors.Also,recalibrationwould make useablespace-basedsensordata other
than thatdedicatedto CO2 research.An STS-launched calibrationpackage carryingradio-
meters ofhigh accuracyatselectedwavelengthswould be usefulforthispurpose.The short
designlifeofsuch a package would allowthe use ofcryogensand limitthe deteriorationof
detectors,optics,orothersensorparts.A simplepointingcapabilitywould sufficetoarriveat
certainpointsintime and providethe same footprintas the space-basedsensorsystem being
calibrated.It is likelythat an atmosphericwindow, ratherthan atmosphericabsorption
channels,would providethe most uniform and thusbestsuitedfieldsofview forcalibration,
especiallyover the ocean.The calibrationpackage can be placedin an orbitthat is not
necessarilythe same as thatofthe radiometerbeingcalibratedas longas coincidentviews of
theselectedtargetareasareobtained.Thisprocedurewilltransfertheradiancecalibrationof
the recalibrationpackage to the operatingsatelliteradiometer.
The studyofthe feasibilityofa recalibrationpackage shouldincludeselectionofthe orbitsto
be used,definitionof the requiredhomogeneity ofthe fieldsofview and targetareas,the
requiredcoincidenceof viewing angles,the optimum spectralranges,and an engineering
specificationfora veryhigh accuracyradiometer.The specificationsshouldincludesensitivity
criteriand considerinternationalmeasurement standards.
2.5.2 High-Orbit Radiation Budget Satellite (HORB)
An STS-launchedcircularorbitsatelliteinhigherand,therefore,slowerthan geosynchronous
orbitwould letthe radiometersview almostan entirehemisphere at once.The inclinationof
the orbitand the altitudewould be chosento meet spatialand temporal sampling require-
ments forthe globalradiationbudget.Because the sensorradiometerswould measure the
ratioof solarand terrestrialfluxes,the need forabsolutecalibrationmay be reduced to
providingastablediffusesolarreflector.Furtherstudywould be requiredtodetermineby how
much thisconceptwould improve the accuracyof earthradiationbudget measurements.
2.5.3 High Altitude Powered Platform (HAPP) CO2 Monitoring System
A HAPP CO 2 monitoring system could maintain a sensor system above 20 km altitude for long
periods. It could have a useful field of view of about 120 km diameter and could hold its
designated position within 7 kin. Based on experiments performed in the early 1960's by
Raytheon, it has been estimated that such high-altitude microwave powered aircraft can have
very long lifetimes and carry payloads of more than 100 pounds. The propulsion power could be
microwave energy radiated at a wavelength of 2.45 Ghz from a ground transmitting antenna
to a thin-film etched circuit that forms the skin of the wings of the platform. Other energy
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sourcesfora HAPP couldbe lasersor solarenergy.The principalvalue ofsuch a platform
would be inhigh-resolution,continuous-monitoringofCO2 relatedphenomena insuch regions
as the West Antarcticand the Amazon. This capabilitycouldprovideinformationrequiredto
improve the parameters and algorithmsforC02-climatemodels.11
The HAPP couldbe suitableforthe continuoushigh-resolutionstereographicmonitoringof
cloudsat selectedlocationsto complement and calibratelower-resolutionsatellitedata.
Clouds are an important variableof the climatesystem. Climatic effectsof increased
atmosphericCO2 may be more correctlyassessedifthe relatedchanges incloudinesscouldbe
correlatedwithCO2 effects.The presentdataon clouddistributionislimited,partlybecauseof
theirextremelyhigh variabilityinspaceand time.Informationfrom geostationaryand polar
orbitingsatellitesis limitedin two importantaspects:the verticalcloud distributionis
difficultand sometimes impossibletodefineand thefractionalcloudcover,which ison a scale
smallerthan the resolutionofsatellitesensors,can be recognizedonlypartially.
Imagery from geostationarysatellitesisprovidedin 30 minute intervalsand reachesonlyto
approximately55N latitude.Polarorbitingsatellitesview a scenetwicea day,onceduringthe
daytime and once at night.This sampling frequencyisinsufficientfora reliableparame-
terizationof dailycloudiness.Another problem isencounteredin high latitudeswhere the
ground or the seaiceiscoveredby snow. Insuchsituationsthe cloudrecognitionisextremely
difficult.A HAPP carryingtwin televisioncameras operatinginthevisiblespectrumand twin
infraredimagers has the potentialto solvetheseproblems.
Figure12 shows thatHAPP couldprovidecontinuousstereoscopicimagery ofan areaaround
100 km in diameter with horizontalresolutionaround 5m and verticalresolutionofaround
10m at wavelengthsofapproximately0.70to0.75_m and 10.5_m. Sincethesebands are the
most commonly usedby satellitecloudsensors,the comparisonwith satelliteimagery willbe
facilitated.
The informationthatmight be derivedfrom the HAPP data includes:
-- Highest cloudtop height.
-- Middle level cloud top height and the highest cloud base height in the openings of the
high cloud.
-- Same for the low cloud.
-- Relativetemperaturesofindividualcloudtop levels.
-- Fractionalcoverage ofthe highestopaque cloud.
-- Daytime and nighttime averages ofthe above parameters.
-- Effectsof volcanicactivity.
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Examples ofpotentialobservationsitesand times are:
1. Arcticbasin.Sea icesiteoffAlert,Canada, orPoint Barrow,Alaska.Observationtime:1
year.This sitewould providecalibrationofpolarorbitingsatellitedata from the general
area,which accordingto climatemodels ishighlysensitiveto CO2 warming. Sea iceis
presentthroughoutmost oftheyear,snow coveron topoftheiceundergoesseasonalmelt in
summer, the sitehas polarnightforsixmonths and the low or middle levelcloudsare
frequentlywarmer than the surfaceorthe highaltitudeclouds,which makes the recogni-
tionofcloudlevelsand thedifferentiationofcloudsfrom thesurfaceespeciallydifficult.
2. Ross Sea off MacMurdo. Observation time: I year. Similar position in the climate system
and similar problems with recognition of cloud levels as in the Arctic.
3. Rocky Mountains in Colorado or Montana. Observation time: 6 months from November
through April. Monitoring of fractional cloud cover over snow. Area of very high daily vari-
ability.
4. North Dakota or Minnesota.Observationtime:6 months from November through April.
Area of frequentoccurrenceofmultilayeredclouds.
5. Additionalareaswithinthe Snow and IceTransitionZone (SITZ).During springand fall,
when thesnow coverchanges.The roleofthecloudsintheprocessand theinteractionofthe
cloudsand the surfacein SITZ are poorlyknown. Improved observationaldata from this
area couldbe utilized.
6. In the designofthe HAPP system,attentionshouldbe paidto system mobilitytoenable
cost-effectiver locationsonce or twice a year.
HAPP couldbe operationalneartheend oftheLevelItimeframe and potentiallycontributeto
the DOE CO2 Research Program.
2.5.4 PARALLAX CLOUD SENSOR
A sensorconceptbased on opticalcorrelationofconsecutiveimagescouldprovideparallaxand,
possibly,verticalresolutionofcloudimages.Thisconceptwould requirethatfeaturesoredges
between successiveimages becorrelatedand thattheeffectofuncertaintyintherelativecloud
motion be small compared tothe parallaxthatisdue tothe satellitemotion.
On-board opticalor videocorrelationmay be requiredtoreducethe down-linkdata rates.
2.5.5 DIRECT CO2 MEASUREMENT
High accuracy remote measurement of atmospheric C02 is difficult. Present knowledge con-
cerning the increase of atmospheric CO2 is based on surface station measurements. In
addition, global or regional measurements of C02 may be useful as a direct comparison with
the global and regional measurements of other parameters. Two methods might be employed.
The first method would use passive measurement of the C02 bands that occur in the infrared
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region of the spectrum. The method consists of obtaining the atmospheric temperature profile
from the oxygen band in the microwave region and inverting the CO2 band measurements
using the temperature profile. Considerable work will be required to establish the probable
errors in using such a method. However, if the method is relatively sensitive, it would have the
advantage that the same areas (volumes) would be sampled while other SDRs are being
monitored. Techniques for accurate global and/or regional averaging will need to be developed.
This concept would complement the present technique of inferring global concentrations from
a limited number of point measurements at selected sites.
A second method that is applicable is based on sensing by LIDAR. This technique could be
more accurate than passive atmospheric sounding, but the present reliability and operating
life of the required lasers are not yet sufficient for long-term missions.
2.5.6 On-Board Data Processing
Data management capabilities could improve over the next decades. However, the extremely
large quantities of data expected to be gathered on a long-term CO2 mission dedicated to
measuring many parameters to meet the SDRs, and the different spatial and temporal
sampling requirements, suggest that sophisticated data processing methods might be
required. In one obvious approach, averages and standard deviations of the individual meas-
urements would be obtained, although the individual data sets should also be archived. The
particular averages taken will depend on the individual SDR being met, but at a very
minimum, the data should be segregated with respect to time of day and season, geography of
the observation (arctic regions, forests, deserts, tropical oceans, etc.) as well as cloud cover.
An advanced on-board averaging system is justifiable when the down-link or record-
ing/playback capacity on the satellite is insufficient. In general, data processing on the ground
is preferable because it is expandable and flexible, and it is also easier to achieve sufficient
hardware reliability. In addition, the multilayer processor and memory capacity that is
available allows more sophisticated and comprehensive algorithms to be used and leads to
more reliable detection of faulty data.
2.6 SELECTED SPACE-BASED SENSOR SYSTEMS
Space-based sensor systems were selected for inclusion in future dedicated satellite missions
in three time-frame levels. Existing space-based sensor systems were clustered into the
package appropriate for Level I (0-5 years). This cluster of systems was used as the baseline for
system design and cost estimating purposes and as a comparison with Level II (5-10 years) and
Level III (10-20 years) space-based sensor packages. At the outset, data from existing satellites
were considered a preferred approach to provide near-term information for the DOE CO2
Research Program rather than the development of a satellite incorporating Level I space-
based sensor systems.
2.6.1 Level 1(0-5 years), CO2 Research Satellite (CORS) Baseline
Space-based sensor systems for CORS were considered as a means of providing a basis for
comparing of possible mission options. The Level I CORS could include the following:
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• The TOVS (TirosOperational VerticalSounder) which consistsof three
instruments:
-- HIRS-2 (High ResolutionInfraredRadiationSounder),comprisingtwelve
CO2 temperaturesounding channels,two IR window channelsnear 10tLm,
two water vapor absorptionchannels,and one visiblechannel.
-- MSU (Microwave Sounding Unit), comprising three CO 2 temperature sound-
ing channels and one window channel, near 50 Ghz.
-- SSU (StratosphericSounding Unit),comprisingthreepressuremodulated
CO2 temperature sounding channelsnear 15_m.
The operation,performanceand data processingofthe TOVS system have been describedin
detailin References12, 13,and 14.TOVS providesinformationon:
-- Temperature vertical profiles.
-- Ground and sea surface temperatures.
-- Water vertical distribution.
-- CO2 distribution, if independent vertical temperature profile from MSU is
available.
-- Some trace gases
-- Approximate cloud vertical distribution and percent coverage from analysis of
the HIPS 2 data.
A VHRR-2 (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer). A high-resolution
multispectral mapper operating in visible and infrared atmospheric window
channels at five wavelengths. Its high spatial resolution allows correction of
TOVS data for clouds and mapping of surface spectral features. Its five channels
give ground and sea temperatures, percent cloud coverage, some data on sea ice
distribution, snow cover, land ice, surface albedo, and a "vegetation index" from
the ratio of two near infrared channels. The operation and performance and data
reduction of AVHRR have been described in detail in References 13, 15, 16.
ERB (Earth Radiation Budget). Measures solar radiation in ten spectral chan-
nels and radiation from the earth in several spectral ranges. The earth is
scanned with eight narrow angle and four wide angle fields of view. A primary
goal in the design of ERB was to improve the models of angular distribution of
terrestrial radiation, in particular reflected solar radiation. A knowledge of the
earth's bidirectional reflectance properties is necessary before the earth radi-
ation budget can be measured with a non-scanning "flat plate" radiometer to
high accuracy. The ERB has been described in detail in References 17, 18, 19.
• SAGE-2 (Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment). A four-channel radio-
meter looking at the sun through the earth's limb. At sunrise or sunset it
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providesverticalprofilesof ozone, NO2, and aerosols with simple and reliable
uncooled sensors. Because SAGE requires sunrise or sunset, its orbital require-
ments must be coordinated carefully with those of the other instruments. Sun-
synchronous orbits, for example, restrict SAGE's geographic coverage. (See
References 19 and 20.)
ALT (Radar Altimeter). Provides data on sea level and the Antarctic cap to an
accuracy of approximately 10 cm. The radar altimeter, similar to the one flown
on SEASAT A will penetrate clouds and requires no special pointing accuracy
(0.1 ° will suffice) because itautomatically measures distance to the nadir. Its
pulse leading-edge detection circuitry in effect averages altitude over
approximately a 1.6-kin diameter. At 20 pulses per second, samples are taken at
300 to 350 meters spacing and a 1.6-kin footprint provides an appropriate low-
pass filter to prevent sampling (aliasing) errors. Because the antenna beam
width of the altimeter corresponds to approximately a 20-kin diameter on the
ground while the leading-edge pulse detection circuitry produces an
approximately 1.6-kin diameter footprint, all data are necessarily taken along
the ground track of the satellite. Over the ocean, subsequent ground tracks will
be close enough to produce useful maps even in short periods. To map the
Antarctic ice cap in detail, the orbit has to be chosen to provide a sufficiently
contiguous close pattern of ground track within the desired observation time.
(See References 19 and 21.)
SMMR (Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer). A dual polarization,
constant angle of incidence (50°), microwave mapper operating at five window
frequencies. It detects clouds, measures sea surface temperature, sea state, i.e.,
wind, sea ice from polarization ratio or brightness temperature, snow from
brightness/temperature ratios, and systematic ocean temperature fields
indicating sea currents. It also allows some estimates of soil moisture to be
made. (References 17, 19, 21, 22.)
2.6.2 Level I, Data Collection System
Because of the time and cost required to develop the CORS (see Section 4.3), even using state-
of-the-art space-based sensor systems, the approach selected for Level I is to utilize data
relevant to the CO2 Research Program provided by existing space-based sensors. The Level I
baseline system would consist of data from various satellites and from HAPP.
2.6.2.1 Data Collection from NOAA/NASA/DMSP Satellites
The operational meteorological satellite systems -- TIROS, Nimbus and D_MSP -- will be
continuously available during the next 5 years. Much of the necessary data that would be
available from such a dedicated CO2 research satellite could be extracted from them and from
other planned satellite systems as TOVS, ERB, AVHRR, and the DCS on TIROS. SBUV (Solar
Backscattered Ultraviolet) would provide ozone distribution, but no aerosol data.
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Topographic data on sea surface and polar ice caps can be provided by TOPEX. Microwave
mapping with the SMMR could be performed from NIMBUS. The ERBS (Earth Radiation
Budget Satellite) is planned in cooperation with NOAA F and G. Geosynchronous satellites
were assumed not to be relevant because polar regions cannot be adequately observed. Such
satellites are most useful for observations in the tropics and middle latitudes.
A data collection system, which would interface with the present operational NOAA, NASA
and DMSP satellites would be required because the data now obtained are not available in a
suitable form with respect to access procedures and the geographical and temporal distribu-
tion data requirements of the DOE CO2 Research Program. Such a data collection system
should be developed to provide a data stream at an early stage from these satellites. This
system would combine the data from different satellite sensor systems that differ in spatial
and temporal coverage to provide the required information. Continuity between subsequent
generations of TIROS and intercalibration between different satellites operating simu|tane.
ously could be a primary requirement for this approach. The shuttle recalibration package
might provide that capability. The advantages of such a data collection system are:
• The program could start receiving suitable data at an early date.
• Experience would be obtained in using the data to develop the methodology for
SDR analysis.
The disadvantages of this alternative are:
• Coverage of SDRs will be limited to the information presently obtainable from
existing satellites.
• There willbe uncertaintywith respectocontinuityinperformanceand oper-
ationofpertinentsatellites.
2.6.2.2 Level I, High Altitude Powered Platform (HAPP)
HAPP couldbe a componentoftheLevelIsystem.The descriptionofHAPP was presentedin
Section2.5.3.The HAPP CO2 systemhasthepotentialtobeoperationalinfivetosixyears.
2.6.3 Level II (5-10 years) C02 Research Satellite (CORS)
A Level II CORS (see Figure 13) could consist of the following space-based sensor systems:
(Refer to Appendix D on Subsystem Fact Sheets for details.)
Advanced IRIS (Infrared Interferometer/Spectrometer). A wide band Fourier
transform spectroradiometer covers the infrared region from 6.5 to 40_m. This
region includes many atmospheric windows as well as absorption bands and
lines of molecular species. The wide band coverage provides greater accuracy
and certainty in vertical profiling of temperature and/or concentration. This
system offers potentially a better interpretation of atmospheric radiance data
and should provide more reliable CO2 climate data.
\
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AMSU (Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit). A 20-channel microwave radio-
meter operating at about 18 to 180 Ghz performs vertical temperature sounding
from oxygen emission lines, and humidity soundings at 22 and 180 Ghz.
Atmospheric window channels permit measurements of surface temperature
and lower atmospheric phenomena; e.g., precipitation.
A VHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer). A next-generation
AVHRR will include improved on-board data processing, spectral channels
optimized for determining vegetation index, and detectors capable of operating
effectively in the desired channels to obtain more accurate temperature data.
ERBE (Earth Radiation Budget Experiment). A next-generation ERB is an
improved earth radiation budget sensor system consisting of two subsystems.
The first is a wide/medium optical field or view subsystem which contains five
channels, of which four are mounted on a single-axis gimbal to allow periodic
viewing of the sun. The fifth channel views the sun continuously. The second is a
scanning subsystem with three spectral channels that are scanned from horizon
to horizon.
• SAGE-2 (Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment). Serves the same purpose
as in Level I.
SMRR (Scanning Multi-channel Microwave Radiometer). Serves the same pur-
pose as in Level I. Its beam pattern could be improved by removing spacecraft
structural obstructions and reflections in and near its field of view and by
increasing antenna dialneter as far as practical on the available spacecraft.
ALT TOPEX (Radar Altimeter). The only active instrument on board is an
improved version of the instrument used in Level I. In addition to measuring
altitude, it senses wave height from the spreading of the return pulses as well as
precipitation. Improvements could include simultaneous operation at two fre-
quencies to reduce errors from ionospheric propagation uncertainties.
HAPP C02 (High-Altitude Powered Platform). Could be operational in about
five years from start of development effort. It will provide inputs to CO2 climate
models in a specified region, especially on details of cloud structure.
Shuttle Recalibration Package is a concept to improve the accuracy of radiance
data from space-based sensors. This package should provide inter-calibration:
a) between successive generations of one type of space-based sensor system such
as IR and microwave mappers or sounders, and b) between different satellites.
2.6.4 Level III (10-20 years), C02 Research Satellite
A Level III CORS shown in Figure 14 could consist of the following systems:
• FTS (Fourier Transform Spectrometer). The FTS is being developed for next-
generation IRIS and other ongoing developments such as ATMOS (Atmospheric
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Trace Molecules Observed by Spectroscopy). Improvements would be sought in
larger optical throughput, integrity of alignment, long-term reliability, and,
particularly, in solving the photon noise problem inherent to FTS instruments.
On-board data processing to reduce the very large data flow would be desirable
as long as sufficient flexibility in algorithms and processing methods can be
provided in the satellite.
• Microwave Sounder. An advanced AMSU with better front end to reduce noise
and with added channels to measure trace gases.
IR-VIS Mapper. Derived from AVHRR with improved image data processing
and long-term radiance accuracy, e.g., wavelengths selected to meet specific
requirements such as determining the vegetation index: improved spectral
selectivity with suitable filters, higher detector sensitivity and larger optics to
increase signal-to-noise ratio.
HORB (High Orbit Radiation Budget). A system concept to complement earth
radiation budget data by measurements taken from a satellite in very high orbit
where a large part of one hemisphere of the earth can be observed at once.
LAMMR (Large Antenna Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer). A next-gener-
ation Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer with more channels at
lower frequencies and a better defined narrower beam pattern. These features
would provide better detection and mapping of ice and snow as well as soil
moisture. The larger antenna should provide high resolution even at lower
frequencies.
Parallax Sensor. This system would provide information for estimating cloud top
altitude by correlating consecutive high-resolution images. On-board image
processing could help to reduce the down-link data rate.
LIDAR (Light Detecting and Ranging). A multi-purpose instrument to provide
altitude-resolved data on atmospheric species from backscatter at several wave-
lengths and/or from Raman-shifted backscatter and to help determine cloud
vertical profiles by comparing optical returns from clouds with radar altimeter
returns.
In addition, the LIDAR could perform opticalaltimetry on the surface of the ice caps at
positions off the track of the satellite.In contrast to radar altimeters, itsbeam is narrow
enough to be pointed off the nadir. In that mode, however, the pointing angle has to be
measured to high accuracy; e.g.,to0.1 arc second,in order tomeasure height to 10 cm. Present
attitudesensors are not that accurate.However, the accuracy goal appears technicallyfeasible
in the time available.
• ALT TOPEX (Radar Altimeter) unchanged from Level II.
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MPS (Microwave Pressure Sounder). This system will provide sea level
atmospheric pressure data over the oceans directly beneath the spacecraft.
Radar absorption measurements at two frequencies near 53 GHz must be cor-
rected by water vapor and other measurements at nearby frequencies for dis-
crete locations.
• HAPP (High Altitude Powered Platform). Continued in operation from time
Level II CORS.
• Shuttle Recalibration Package. Continued in operation from time Level II CORS.
2.7 PRELIMINARY INTEGRATED SYSTEM CONCEPT
Many options significantly affect the programmatics, structure, cost, and operation of the DOE
CO2 Research Program. The advantages and disadvantages of each of the major options are
discussed below for the preliminary integrated system concept for CORS.
2.7.1 DOE Agency Options
There are four different approaches to a new CO2 mission:
1. Add DOE CO2 Research Program, data requirements to other agency's existing or cur-
rently planned space programs.
2. Implement a new NASA CORS mission.
3. Initiate a new DOE CORS mission.
4. Initiate a new International CORS mission.
Add-on to Another Program. It is possible that arrangements could be made to
obtain existing data and perhaps add payload sensors to existing or currently
planned satellite programs. Candidate programs could include NOAA mete-
orological satellite programs (TIROS), the DOD defense meteorological satellite
program (DMSP), or new NASA programs such as the topographic oceanogra-
phy experiment (TOPEX) or search and rescue satellite program (SARSAT).
The advantage of this approach is that it could be implemented much sooner and at a lower
cost. Useful data would be available sooner than from a dedicated CORS.
The disadvantages are that new organizational procedures might have to be developed. Data
formats, coverage and access procedures might be different to meet the DOE CO2 Research
Program requirements.
A New NASA Mission. A new NASA CORS mission could meet all SDRs,
maximizing NASA's expertise developed on many programs. The potential
disadvantage is that a NASA CORS mission might compete with other NASA
missions, unless funded by DOE.
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A New DOE Mission. A new DOE COILSmission could meet all SDRs and assure
a timely program start. Arrangements could be made to utilize NASA expertise
and technical support. Such an approach could require new organizational
relationships.
A New International Mission. CO2-induced climatic changes are of worldwide
concern, and any mitigation strategies may have to be implemented on a
worldwide basis. It would be useful to obtain international support for a CORS
mission from the very beginning. An approach involving cooperative research,
with other nations would accomplish this purpose. In addition, an international
mission offers potential advantages in cost sharing and added international
cooperation.
The major disadvantagesofthisapproacharethatitcouldincreaseorganizationalcomplexity
and could delaymeeting program goals.
2.7.2 DOE Mission Mode Options
There are three mission mode options:
1. Use data from existing or currently planned missions,
2. Provide additional instruments for currently planned satellites,
3. Build dedicated CORS for the mission.
Use Data from Other Programs. The advantage to thisapproach isthat data
from an existingprogram couldbe availableinthe near term.Such data could
be used to help establishthe requirements for follow-onCO2 missions;to
developnecessaryorganizationalrelationshipsand data management's capabi-
lities;and to providea baselineforCOs measurement and calibrations.
Some of the disadvantages of this approach are that not all SDRs will be satisfied, global
coverage may not be available, and the data may not be available in the DOE CO2 Research
Program format. Formats may vary, and thereby increase processing costs and reduce data
return.
Provide Additional Space-Based Sensor Systems to Currently Planned Satellites.
This option provides near-term data return, allowing a gradual program build-
up with early concentration on CO2 user interfaces and data handling tasks. It
should allow an orderly progression to a dedicated CORS. This approach could
potentially meet most SDRs, maximize data management and acquisition, and
lower CO2 missioncost.
•The potentialdisadvantageofthisoptionisthatthe opportunitiestosharea missionmay be
limited.
BuildDedicatedCO2 Research Satellites(CORS).The advantagesofa dedicated
CORS make ita desirableapproach forLevelsIIand Ill.This approach could
meet allSDRs and itwould be usercontrolled,
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Thedisadvantagesofa dedicatedCORS arethatdatareturnwould be delayeduntila satellite
isoperational.
2.7.3 Launch Vehicle Options
The desired orbit is a sun-synchronous orbit at about 1000-km altitude, as discussed in Section
1.5.2. Four launch vehicle options considered within the scope of this study are:
1. SpaceTransportationSystem (STS)launchedfrom theWestern TestRange (WTR),
2. Delta launched from WTR,
3. Ariane launched from French Guiana,
4. Atlas Centaur launched from WTR.
STS. The advantages of the Space Shuttle launch make it the preferred launch
vehicle option. The estimated mass of a CORS is 2000 kg; the CORS therefore
would use only about 10 percent of the STS capability. Sharing the orbiter's
payload bay would reduce launch costs. Furthermore,the Space Shuttle provides
on-orbit capabilities. In the near future several flight-proven STS optimized
satellite designs will be available from which to select designs for a CORS.
The disadvantage of this option is that a separate ascent propulsion module will be required
for polar orbit insertion and circularization. At the present time, flights from the Western Test
Range will be limited to no more than four per year, which may make manifesting of the CORS
more difficult.
Delta.The advantage oftheDeltaexpendablelaunchvehicleisthatitprovides
launch on demand to the finaldesiredorbit.No additionalascentpropulsion
stagewillbe needed.Launch costsshouldbe higherthan with theSTS, but less
than forotherexpendables.A disadvantageisthatpayloadcapabilitytopolar
orbitand orbitcircularizationwillbe marginal fora 2000 kg satellite.Fewer
servicesare availablethan with the STS.
Ariane. The advantages and disadvantages of the Ariane expendable launch
vehicle are similar to the Delta's. A shared launch might lead to costs that are
comparable to those of the Delta. If a joint international mission is selected, the
Ariane might be attractive.
Atlas-Centaur.The Atlas-Centauralsohas advantages and disadvantagessim-
ilartothe Delta.Itdoeshave a greaterpayloadweightforpolarorbitinsertion,
but itisconsiderablymore expensive.
2.7.4 CORS Serviceability Options
Four serviceabilityoptionsare consideredin thisactivity:
1.A non-serviceablesatellite,
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2. An STS servicedsatellite,
3. An OrbitalManeuvering Vehicle(0MV) servicedsatellite,or
4. A space stationbased and servicedmission.OMV and space stationservicing
willbe candidatesforLevel IIand Illmissions.
Non-serviceable. This is the preferred approach for Level II. A non-serviceable
CORS would have a lower initial cost, and lower weight, better FOV, reduced
propellant requirements for orbit adjustments, and less degradation of pointing
communications and thermal capability than one that is designed for on-orbit
servicing.
STS Serviced. STS servicing would allow less redundancy in some satellite
subsystems because a failure could be corrected by manually replacing the
failed module. On the other hand, the CORS would have to carry a descent
propulsion stage to allow it to come down from its operational orbit to meet the
orbiter.
OMV (Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle) Serviced. The OMV could eliminate the
need for an additional satellite descent propulsion system. It could also provide
the capability to retrieve a disabled satellite, further reducing the need for
satellite subsystem redundancy. A potential disadvantage is that the repair
opportunities may be infrequent until space station based OMVs are
operational.
Space Station Serviced. This option is preferred for Level III. A space-station-
based mission could provide frequent repair opportunities, and potentially some
manned operation and film return which could increase scientific data return.
Further, the space-based sensor systems could use space station facilities such
as power, communications and thermal protection.
2.7.5 CORS Data Transmission Options
Three data transmission options were considered for the COILS:
1. Use of dedicated ground stations,
2. Use of the NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), or
3. Use of the Tracking and Data Acquisition System (TDAS).
Dedicated Ground Stations. Dedicated ground stations can operate at high data
rates, but they have two major problems. First, they have relatively high
installation and operation costs. Second, they would be in view of the CORS in
polar orbit only twice a day, therefore, either many ground stations would be
required for global data coverage, or the satellite would have to store data until
it was over a ground station when it would dump the data at a high rate.
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TDRSS (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System). The TDRSS system should
meet the SDRs and is available today. This is the preferred approach for Level
II. TDRSS has 3M bps S-band single-access capability. The disadvantages are
that on-board data storage would be required for the periods when a TDRSS
satellite was not in view or not available. Single-access TDRSS service would be
required to meet CORS data rate requirements, which may put a significant
strain on TDRSS availability.
TDAS (Tracking andData Acquisition System). The TDAS system is planned to
be the successor to TDRSS around 1994. It is the preferred approach for Level
III. It will have significantly increased capability with 600-1000M bps at 20/30
GHz. Because multiple satellites with high capacity cross links will be available
no on-board storage is required. The disadvantage is that it will not be available
until 1994.
2.7.6. CORS Bus Options
A satellite bus can be a new design or a modification of an existing design. For Level II an
existing STS optimized design could be modified. This approach could reduce satellite-bus
recurring costs. The integration process would be easier because the interfaces would be
known, and previously proven approaches could be used. This approach would also shorten the
satellite development schedule. An STS optimized satellite bus could be used to take
advantage of STS capabilities -- several proven candidates would be available by 1988. If the
full width of the orbiter cargo bay were used and satellite length minimized, launch costs could
be reduced significantly, and large instrument mounting areas would become available with
good fields of view and good thermal characteristics. In addition STS on-orbit deployment and
checkout capabilities can be used to reduce risk.
For Level III, an equipment rack on a potential solar Space Station platform is desirable. This
option could reduce space-based sensor system support requirements, while providing many
services and minimizing costs.
2.7.7 A Preliminary Integrated System Concept for CORS
The following is an example of a preliminary integrated system concept for a Level II CORS
mission. The COILS concept (Figure 15) would include the following space-based sensor
systems:
• Infrared Interferometer/Spectrometer (IRIS)
• Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
- J...... _n_ (AMSU)Auvanceu Microwave Sounder " ""
• Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR)
• Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE-2)
• Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
• Topex Radar Altimeter (ALT)
• Data Collection System (DCS)
-- advanced version
-- improved
improved
improved
m improved
-- improved
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This instrument package will weigh approximately 470 kg, will require approximately 600
watts dc power, and will transmit data at approximately 750K bps.
The CORS would be launched by the STS from the Western Test Range (WTR) into a circular
orbit at 99.5 ° inclination and 150 nautical miles altitude. The CORS would occupy
approximately one-eighth of the STS cargo bay. Launch costs could be shared among several
payloads. The CORS could be charged on the basis of payload bay length, rather than weight.
The CORS would be checked out in the payload bay. It would then be lifted from the payload
bay by the STS remote manipulator arm. Final checkout would be performed while the CORS
was attached to the arm and the satellite then released to ascend to its operational orbit at
1000 km using a separable hydrazine propulsion module.
The STS optimized satellite bus which spans the orbiter cargo bay provides a large surface
area and good fields of view for ease of instrument locating. A three-axis attitude control
system would provide nadir pointing to 0.2 ° throughout the mission. Electrical power would be
supplied by an articulated solar array and NiCd batteries. Communication with the CORS
payload operation control center could be via TDRSS. An on-board computer would control
satellite operations, and tape recorders would be used to store data when a TDRSS satellite is
not in view. Station keeping would be performed periodically using an on-board hydrazine
propulsion system. Thermal balance is achieved by a largely passive design using multi-
layered insulation and optical solar reflectors, supplemented by heaters.
The ground system consists of user receiver stations for DCS and AVHRR users, in-situ
measuring units and their transmitters for the DCS, a mission operations system (MIS)
including a payload operations control center (POCC), an orbit determination and tracking
system, and an Information Processing System (IPS). The IPS would receive, process, archive
and distribute the data. The engineering bus conceptual design is discussed in detail in
Appendix E.
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3.0 SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM CONCEPT
RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1 OBJECTIVES
Based on the results of Task 2.0 the objective of Task 3.0 is to recommend space-based sensor
systems to meet the SDRs. These recommendations are to serve as the inputs for the Task 4.0
efforts.
The recommendations for space-based sensor systems are based on the following criteria:
• Potential for early data acquisition.
• Established space-based sensor system performance.
• Ongoing development efforts to improve specific sensor subsystems.
• Potential for growth of sensor subsystems capabilities.
• Potential for utilization of advanced space technology.
Specific efforts are recommended for Levels I, II and III to develop space-based sensor systems
which could make effective use of future STS missions during several decades and to provide
near-term data, data satisfying to all SDRs and data of increasing value to the DOE CO2
Research Program. Proceeding with efforts recommended for Levels I, II and III could ensure
that information on pressing issues associated with CO2-induced climate changes could be ob-
tained consistent with the needs of the scientific community. Elimination of efforts recom-
mended for Level I or Level II could delay obtaining significant data and increase space-based
sensor system development risks.
3.2 LEVEL 1(0-5 YEARS)
The efforts should focus on:
Development and establishment of a data acquisitionand management system
which will combine realtime data output from existing NOAA, NASA, DMSP
satellitesthat differin spatial and temporal coverage.
• Development of the High-Altitude Powered Platform (HAPP).
Secondary effortscould include:
• Review and improvement of infrared and microwave sounding methods, espe-
ciallywith wider spectral coverage.
• Feasibility assessment of the STS Recalibration Package.
• Investigation of the potential of a High-Orbit Radiation Budget (HORB)
satellite.
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The expected results of Level I efforts are:
• An early start on the definition and development of a CO2 data management
system.
• Near-term use of existing space technology to meet the needs of the DOE CO2
Research Program.
• Definition of infrared and microwave measuring methods and sensor sub-
systems based on operational experience.
• Definition studies and engineering development of a HAPP.
3.3 LEVEL II (5-10 YEARS)
The focus of this effort should be on developing and placing into operation:
• A CO2 research satellite (CORS) with the instrument set shown in Task 2.0,
Table 11, "Space-based Sensor Systems -- Level II," for global coverage.
• The HAPP to provide high resolution continuous monitoring of selected regional
climate parameters and information on cloud structure.
• The STS Recalibration package to improve calibration of in-flight infrared and
microwave satellite radiometers.
Secondary efforts could include:
• Continued development of advanced Fourier transform infrared and multi-
channel microwave radiometers.
• Continued development of LIDAR.
• Identification of the space-based sensor system for the potential High-Orbit
Radiation Budget (HORB) satellite.
Expected results of Level II efforts are:
• An operational CORS.
• An operational STS recalibration package.
• An operational HAPP.
• Development of advanced space-based sensor systems.
7O
3.4 LEVEL III (10-20 YEARS)
Space-basedsensorsystems forLevel IIImight depend stronglyon the outcome ofstudies,
data,and developmentofsystemsduringthe timeframesofLevelsIand If.The focusofthis
effortshould be:
Development of advanced space-basedsensorsystems as shown in Task 2.0,
Table 12 "Space-basedSensor Systems -- Level Ill."They includeadvanced
very wide coverageFouriertransformspectrometerstoprovidemore accurate
CO2 climatedata and LIDAR forverticalsounding,Doppler wind data,and
altimetryfora dedicatedCORS which couldbe partofa free-flying,unmanned,
spaceplatformina polar,sun-synchronousorbitand which couldbe servicedby
the STS.
• Continued operationofHAPP and of the STS Recalibrationpackage.
Expected resultsof these effortsare:
• Advanced space-basedsensorsystems.
• Space-basedsensorsystems integratedwith a free-flyingspace platform.
• Data which satisfyallSDRs.
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4.0 PROGRAMMATICS AND COST ESTIMATES
FOR RECOMMENDED
SPACE-BASED SENSOR SYSTEMS
4.1 OBJECTIVES
The objectives of Task 4.0 were to: provide preliminary concept designs of the engineering bus
configurations for a CO2 research satellite (CORS); provide cost estimates and schedules for
these configurations, including launch and ground operations; and define the products and
services to be developed in the implementation phase of a CORS.
4.2 METHODOLOGY
The COPS engineering bus concepts for Levels I, II and III were used to establish project
schedules, develop Work Breakdown Structures (WBSs), and perform cost analyses. The CORS
concepts are based on:
Flight-proven major elements and a design optimized for use on a space trans-
portation system (STS) to substantially reduce technical, cost, and scheduling
risks.
Minor modifications to an existing satellite design. The CORS Level II missions
can use the topological oceanography experiment (TOPEX) satellite bus. For the
Level III mission, a design based on Spacelab pallets attached to an unmanned
polar space platform is proposed.
Existing technology so that no new engineering bus technology is required.
Flight-proven, off-the-shelf hardware, with known heritage and performance, is
used throughout the CORS engineering bus. All new design components will be
based on currently existing technology and proven capabilities or on technology
that will have been proven prior to award of the implementation phase contract.
4.3 CORS DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The design goal is to provide significant space-based sensor system data with low risk at a
minimum overall mission cost.* This goal could be accomplished by providing long-term global
coverage with gradual phasing from an early initial capability to more capable systems as the
program matures. For the CORS development program three missions are identified:
• Level I A system design baseline developed for cost estimation purposes to
provide a comparison with Levels II and III.
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• LevelII An intermediate-term mission to be flown in five to ten years using
modifications of existing space-based sensor systems.
• LevelIII A long-term mission with a new system complement to be developed
and flown in ten to twenty years.
Figure 13 illustratedthe CORS baselinesatellitedesign.The designmeets CORS mission
goalsand requirements,providingthe functionsnecessaryfora missionlifeofatleastthree
years.Major elements of the proposed designare summarized below.
A separableascentpropulsionmodule was designedto carry the satellitefrom the STS
parkingorbitotheobservationalorbit.The engineeringbus propulsionsystemwould provide
trimand orbitmaintenance maneuvers.The trackingand datarelaysatellitesystem(TDRSS)
would provideprimary command and telemetrylinksand dopplerand rangingdata fororbit
determination.In additiontothe TDRSS antenna,an omnidirectionalnadir-pointingantenna
would be usedtofacilitateemergency directground communications.The command and data
handling subsystem (CDHS) is based on ApplicationExplorerMission (AEM) equipment
which Boeing builtforthe NASA Goddard Space FlightCenter (GSFC).
Tape recorderswould storedata and allowsimultaneousdatarecordingand playback.Play-
backwould becompatiblewiththe attitudedeterminationand controlsubsystem(ADCS) and
would providethe requirednadir-pointingaccuracy.The ADCS would alsoensure accurate
thrusterpointingand controlduring orbitmaintenance maneuvering. The electricalpower
subsystem would generate and distributepower during periodsofoccultation.The thermal
controlsubsystem would use passive methods supplemented by heatersto maintain the
payload instrumentsand subsystem equipment withinpermissibletemperatureranges.
Modifications required for the Level II mission bus (shown in Figure 15), are minimal and are
limited to minor structural changes, additions to the electrical power subsystem to
accommodate changed payload requirements, and the addition of redundant components to
meet a five-year life requirement.
For theLevelIIImission(shown inFigure14),two Spacelabpalletswould providethe primary
structurewhich would be attachedinorbittoa freeflying,unmanned, spaceplatformusinga
"standard"space platform docking interface.The space platformwould provideelectrical
power,communications,and attitudecontrolservicesto the CORS module.
The technicalapproachminimizesoverallsystemcost;hence,thedesignminimizesthe costof
operations,launchvehicleintegration,and payloadintegrationaswellassatellitebus costs.
The designminimizesrequiredground operatorinteractionand controlofthe CORS. A large
onboard command memory permits relativelylongerintervalsbetween command |oads.
Onboard softwarestatusmonitoring,faultdetection,redundancy management, and sating
increasesatelliteautonomy and reduceoperatorduty requirements.
*The complete satellite bus definitions, cost estimates, project schedules, and work breakdown structures are provided in
Appendix E.
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The CORS baseline design uses existing,proven STS interfacesand release mechanisms,
thereby making maximum use of STS capabilitiesand interfaceswithout imposing special
requirements on the STS.
Benefits derivedfrom an STS-optimized satelliteincludeimproved abilityto perform on-orbit
checkout and toestablishTDRSS communications and solararray deployment beforereleas-
ing the satellitefrom the remote manipulator system (RMS). By allowing on-orbitcheckout of
a more complete, deployed satellite,STS capabilitycould save the cost of a replacement
satellite.The large diameter ofthe orbiterpermits booms to be fixed,rather than storedand
laterdeployed. It also provides a large satellitevolume that allows us to positionvarious
electronicboxes to optimize wire harness layoutand meet thermal design objectives.
For the baselineLevel I mission,a shared launch would be feasibleand desirabletominimize
launch costs.The CORS baselineconfigurationwould occupy one-eighth ofthe Orbiter cargo
bay and approximately 16 percentofSTS launch capabilityby weight.The Level IIconfigura-
tionwould occupy one-eighth ofthe Orbitercargobay and approximately 17 percentofthe STS
launch capabilityby weight. A third tank couldbe added tothe separable ascent propulsion
module to increaseperformance without affectingthe engineering bus should the CORS need
to accommodate a change in plane or increased velocity.
For Level Ill,an STS launch and rendezvous with an existingspace platform isassumed. For
this Level Illmission the CORS payload would require a dedicated STS launch.
Because of the large size of the payload deck, the CORS design provides exceptional
instrument placement capabilitiesand fieldsofview (FOV's),increasingmission sciencedata
return. Because there are large volume and weight margins, the CORS baseline design
accommodates the increased payload requirements of the Level IImission with only minor
structuralchanges.
An existing STS-optimized satellitebus for the Level II mission is proposed in order to
minimize satellitedevelopment costs.The TOPEX bus design isvery closetothat required for
the CORS program, and willrequireonly minor modificationsforuse in the CORS program.
Using existing sensors will also minimize satellitecosts.
Similarly,the primary structure proposed forthe Level IIImission uses existingSpacelab
palletsto minimize development costs.Development of new sensors will be the major cost
driver for the Level IIImission.
A three-phased mission approach would permit near-term data collectionat reasonable cost,
while allowing a gradual transitionto a system that iscapable ofproviding comprehensive
long-term globalmeasurement. The effectofchanging atmospheric CO2 concentrationswould
requirea long observationperiod,so itisessentialtoreceiveearly measurement data.On the
other hand, itisnot yet clearexactly which measurements would be most meaningful.
Furthermore, an optimal sensor package forthe CORS mission would not become available
untila number of years afteridealmeasurement criteriaare determined.
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For the Level II mission, the STS would release the CORS in a circular parking orbit at 99.4 °
inclination at 250-km altitude. The proposed reference ascent orbit is a Hohman transfer from
the parking orbit to the observational orbit, at which point the satellite will separate from its
ascent propulsion module and perform a circularization trim maneuver. For the Level III
mission the STS would attach the CORS instrument module to a sun-synchronous, unmanned,
space platform which will provide communications, attitude determination and control, and
electrical power to the instrument platform.
Table 13 shows the satellite orbital parameters. The selected orbit for each mission Level is
sun-synchronous with a four-day repeat cycle for ground track coverage. Local time at the
subsatellite point for the descending equatorial nodal crossing is 12:00 AM because the Earth-
Sun line lies in the satellite orbital plane.
The mission design lifetime will be five years for Level II and ten years for Level III. Level II
would have no satellite servicing. Solar arrays, batteries and station keeping propellant would
be sized for the required lifetime. The elimination of critical single points of failure would be
considered in future cost/reliability trades and would be especially desirable for the Level II
mission.
For Level II the sensor system platform could be designed to be disconnected from the space
platform and brought back to Earth by the STS for refurbishment and repair. However,
limited on-orbit servicing capability would permit some malfunctions to be corrected by
astronaut extravehicular activity (EVA) from the orbiter.
4.4 CORS DATA COLLECTION CONSIDERATIONS
Three basic types of data will be transferred between the CORS satellite and the ground
system: telemetry, command, and tracking. This data would be relayed using existing NASA
TDRSS links. The NASA communications (NASCOM) network will handle ground data flow
between the TDRSS ground station at White Sands and the payload operations centers.
Telemetry data, consisting of housekeeping and science information, would be down linked to
the POCC in real-time and tape recorder playback form. On arrival at the POCC, the real-time
data would be used for command verification and for spacecraft and instrument health checks.
Tape recorder playback data would be formatted and forwarded to the information processing
system (IPS) for processing, archival storage and distribution. The POCC would control
satellite operations by issuing real-time commands and command memory loads which are
transmitted by TDRSS to support operational orbit determination. In operational ephemeris
data would then be sent to the POCC so the appropriate maneuver activity can be initiated.
A simplified version of the CORS satellite-_round_ mission data_...........cnl|_tinn and h_,_l_,_g.......... fio_,_,._._.:_
illustrated in Figure 16. For the Level III mission the proposed NASA Tracking and Data
Acquisition System (TDAS) would replace TDRSS for communications relay, with consid-
erably improved capabilities.
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TABLE 13
CO2 RESEARCH SATELLITE ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Orbital Parameters
Orbital Inclination (degrees)
Orbital Altitude (kin)
Nodal Period (minutes)
Number of Ascending Nodal Crossings/Day
Repeat Cycle (forGround Track
Coverage) (days)
Longitude Difference Between Successive
Ascending Nodes (degrees)
Level | Level II
(Baullne)
Level III
99.4 99.4 97.4
982 982 491
104.73 104.73 94.73
13.75 13.75 15.25
4 4 4
(55 Orbits) (55 Orbits) (61 Orbits)
- 26.11 - 26.11 - 23.94
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4.5 CORS SPACE-BASED SENSOR SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
Sensor complements and major sensorcharacteristicsforeach mission levelare shown in
Table 14.
The elements that contributeto the instrument accommodation capabilityofferedby the
CORS bus include:
1. A large nadir-pointingdeck area forsensormounying to accommodate multiplesensors
without interferencein sensorFOV's.
2. Ample mounting areaon the interioroftheengineeringbus equipment palletstoprovidea
thermallybenign environment forinternallymounted payloadelements.
3. Volume allowingfor accommodation of instrumentsmounted on masts to satisfyFOV
requirementswithout deployment.
4. A flexiblecommand and datahandling architecturetoallowa wide varietyofexperiment
command and data handling requirementsto be accommodated.
These factorshave allowedthe LevelIIpayloadstobe accommodated on the same engineering
bus with only minor bus modifications.The Level Illmission,with itsmuch largerpower
requirements,telemetryratesand bulk,requiresadifferentplatformdesign.Sensorlocations
forthe CORS baselinemission are shown in Figure 17.
Level II sensor systems are identicalto those ofthe baselineLevel I with the following
exceptions:
• The AVHRR isan improved versionwithsatelliteinterfacesimilartothoseof
Level II.
The DCS has additionalcomponent boxes needed to increasesimultaneous
processingcapabilityand toprovideredundancy necessaryfora five-yearmis-
sion.The additionalboxesare alsolocatedalongthe - X wallofthe engineering
bus.
The SAGE-2 instrumentisan improved versionwithsatelliteinterfacesimilar
to those ofLevel I.
The SMMR isan improved versionwith satelliteinterfacesimilarto thoseof
LevelI.Itwas desiredoriginallytoincreasethe SMMR antenna diameter to4
meters.This was found to presentchallengesto the engineeringbus design
which would significantlyincreasemissioncost.For thisreason the antenna
diameter was leftunchanged.
• The HIRS-2, MSU, and SSU were droppedand replacedby the IRIS and AMSU
instruments.
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TABLE14
SENSORCHARACTERISTICSSUMMARY
Sensor
Level i Mission (Baseline)
• Modified Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR)
• Data Collection System (DCS)
• Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
(SAGE-2)
• Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
• Scanning Multichannel Microwave
Radiometer (SMMR)
• Topex Radar Altimeter (ALT)
• High-Resolution Infrared Sounder (HIRS-2)
• Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU)
• Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU)
Level li Mission
• Improved Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR)
• Improved Data Collection System (DCS)
• Improved Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas
Experiment (SAGE-2)
• Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
• Scanning Multichannel Microwave
Radiometer (SMMR)
• Topex Radar Altimeter (ALT)
• Infrared Interferometer/Spectrometer (IRIS)
• Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU)
Level Ill Mission
• Infrared Visual Mapper (IRVM)
• Improved Data Collection System (DCS)
• Light Detecting and Ranging (LIDAR)
• Infrared Interferometric Radiometer(FTS)
• Microwave Pressure Sounder (MPS)
• Advanced Microwave Sounder (,&,MS)
• Microwave Mapper (MM)
• Topex Radar Altimeter (ALT)
• Parallax Sensor (PS)
• Advanced Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE)
Mas8
(kg)
(365)
27
29
30
55
52
99
32
32
9
(401)
27
41
30
55
52
99
17
80
(2205)
3O
42
1300
300
5O
80
220
99
30
55
8O
Average
Power
(w)
(449)
25
27
10
5O
6O
199
23
4O
15
(562)
25
36
10
50
6O
199
12
170
(3990)
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36
3000
150
!00
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235
199
25
5O
Average
Telemetry
Data Rate
(KOPS)
(368)
335
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Figure 18 shows the general arrangement of sensor systems for the Level Illmission.
The STS mechanical, electrical, avionics, and environmental interfaces are defined in JSC
ICD 2-19001 with which the CORS satellite system is completely compatible. Mechanical
interfaces and deployment methods are simple and flight proven.
The structural and mechanical interface between CORS and the STS provided active longeron
and keel attachment fittings. The mechanical interface is flight proven on the SPAS payload
on STS-7, as was the RMS grapple fitting which is used in CORS deployment operations.
Cargo bay electricalinterfaces,except forthe RF interfaces,are physicallylocatednear the
trunnion interfaceto minimize cable lengths.The interfaceunit (IU),which provides the
electricalinterfacebetween CORS and the STS, ismounted in itsposition along the port
longeron bridge.A standard umbilical retractionsystem (SURS), with itscompatible ball-
jointed receptacleconnector mounted on the CORS satellite,which issupplied by the STS,
completes the electrical interface between CORS and the STS. The grapple fixture
incorporatesan integralelectricalconnector thatengages a connectoron the RMS end effector
when the end effectorbecomes rigid.
Display and control functions involved in launch and deployment of the CORS are
accomplished using crew-controlledequipment. The payload retentioncontrolpanel isused to
controlthe activelongeron and keel fittings.One sectionofthe standard switch panel (SSP) is
used to monitor criticalCORS parameters in the power, pyrotechnic, and propulsion
subsystems.
The principalinterfacebetween CORS and TDRSS is the signal format used by TDRSS;
secondary requirements include antenna pointing and link margins. The proposed design
using redundant NASA standard transponders satisfiesall CORS/TDRSS interface
requirements.
The mission operations system (MOS) is responsible for all elements -- tracking and data
acquisition, ground data system, and mission control -- needed to operate the satellite, and the
information processing system (IPS) activities (processing and data distribution) relating to
the production of CORS data output for scientific use. The majority of MOS and IPS elements
and functions could be consolidated in a single facility to maintain an effective operations
structure. These MOS functions include:
• All activities related to the operation of the satellite from launch to the end of
the mission.
• Collection of measurement data.
• Formatting of satellite, ephemeris, and surface measurement data for use by the
IPS.
• Development, operation, and maintenance of the TOPEX data system for use by
both the MOS and IPS.
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• Interfacingwith GSFC forNASCOM and TDRSS schedulingand the receiptof
orbitephemerides.
The payloadoperationscontrolcenter(POCC), locatedatMSFC, isdesignatedas the central
facilityforcontrollingtheCORS satellite.Satellitehealthand status,basedon real-timedata,
would be monitoredatthePOCC. Additionally,taperecorderplaybackdatareceivedwould be
formattedforIPS analysisand processing.Real-timecommands, initiatedby the POCC, would
be relayedtothe satelliteduringtrackingand datarelaysatellite(TDRS) view periods,while
command memory loadswould be formulatedand uplinkedone or two times per day.Tele-
metry and command linksbetween the CORS satelliteand the POCC would be relayedtothe
satelliteduringtrackingand datarelaysatellite(TDRS) view periods,whilecommand mem-
ory loadswould be formulatedand uplinkedone ortwo timesperday.Telemetryand command
linksbetween the CORS satelliteand the POCC would be via TDRSS and the NASCOM
network.
The detailedengineeringbus conceptualdesignisgiven in Appendix E.
4.6 CORS PROJECT SCHEDULES
A summary of the COILS development program phasing schedule for a two-mission program is
shown in Figure 19. This schedule shows a separate series of phased contracts for mid-term,
and long-term missions (Levels II and III, respectively). For each of the two levels, cost was
considered as the primary schedule design criteria.
The two missions could be part of a comprehensive DOE CO2 Research Program.
Alternatively,eitherofthe missionscouldbe flownindependently.The LevelIImissioncould
be startedas earlyas 1984 oraslateasdesired.The LevelIImissionschedulepresupposesthe
existenceofa polarspaceplatformand the Tracking and Data AcquisitionSystem (TDAS)
follow-ontothecurrentTrackingand Data Relay SatelliteSystem (TDRSS). For thisreason,a
Level Illstartwas assumed no soonerthan approximately 1987. Each of the schedules
assumes thatshared STS launch opportunitieswillbe availableas required.
The Level II mission assumes use of a modified, existing Shuttle optimized satellite bus and
modified existing science instrument complement.
The Level III mission assumes use of Spacelab derived instrument pallets to support the
scientific instrument complement. The Spacelab pallets would be based on an unmanned space
platform in polar orbit which would have been separately developed and in place for use by the
DOE CO2 Research Program. It is assumed that the space platform would have a standard
interface for separable science modules and that it will supply electrical power, communica-
tions, and attitude control functions sufficient to meet the needs of the Level III COILS mission.
The major task for the Level III mission is development and qualification of new sensor
systems. Feasibility demonstrations using aircraft would be required prior to implementation
of space-based sensor systems. Technology studies would be required prior to the start of the
Level III schedule to develop sensor system concepts and breadboard designs to the point
where a feasibility demonstration is needed. Detailed project schedules are provided in
Appendix E.
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4.7 WORK BREAKDOWN SCHEDULES
The Work Breakdown Structures (WBSs) for the potential CORS missions for Levels II and III
providing a product oriented family tree hierarchy which contains levels of work required to
produce, launch, and operate a CORS. The WBS was developed by starting with this end
objective and subdividing into systems, subsystems, and components which are the logical and
necessary steps needed to achieve the project objective. The total estimated cost for any item at
any levelis equal to the sum of the estimated costsfor all the items below it.The WBS
dictionary-- a book ofdefinitionsnumbered tocorrespondto the WBS describingthe contract
objectivesin terms of hardware, software, services,and other manageable tasks to be
accomplished inthe performance ofthe totalprogram objective-- isprovided in Appendix E.
Tables 15 and 16 provide a WBS for each mission.
4.8 COST ANALYSES
The primary toolused for estimating acquisitioncostsisthe Boeing Parametric Cost Model
(PCM).* The PCM developed costsfrom physicalhardware descriptionand program schedules,
and allowed the integrationof any known costs(oroutside generated costssuch as subcon-
tractororvendor estimates)intothe totalestimate.In thisway, a program costfrom the best
availablesource data was assembled.
The costsummary for the Level IIand IIImissions is shown in Table 17.
The assumptions underlying costingforthe recommended Level Idata collectionfrom existing
satellitesare as follows:
• Class O data, acquired directly from operating satellites would be available to
the DOE CO2 Research Program.
• Real-time satellitedata are the only required input, archival data are not
required.
• The data so acquired will have temporal and spatial gaps.
Management, programmatic and administrative issues are excluded from con-
sideration, with respect to either costs or feasibility of alternative organiza-
tional or administrative arrangements.
The cost estimates for the recommended Level I system are determined solely by the costs for
the ground data-management center. (See Chapter 6.0.) These costs are assumed to be unaf-
fected by the difference in satellite mission-support between Level Ii and iii and the use of
existing and relevant NOAA and NASA missions. Costs for the recommended Level I system
exclusive of HAPP are summarized in Table 18.
*The PCM has been developed by the Boeing Aerospace Company.
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TABLE 15
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE -- LEVEL II MI8810N
Program Management
Systems Engineering and Integration
Satellite Bus Design, Fabrication and Test
Structures and Mechanisms
Attitude Control and Determination Subsystem
Command and Data Handling Subsystem
Communications Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem
Orbit Maintenance PropulsionSubsystem
Thermal Subsystem
Wiring Harness and Cabling
Ascent Propulsion Stage
Bus Integration and Checkout
Payload Design, Fabrication andTest
Improved Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
Improved Data Collection System (DCS)
Improved Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE-2)
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
Improved Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR)
TOPEX Radar Altimeter (ALT)
Infrared Interferometer/Spectrometer (IRIS)
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU)
Payload Integration and Checkout
System Test and Evaluation
Test Support
Tooling and Special Test Equipment
Peculiar Support Equipment
Airborne Support Equipment
Critical Flight Spares
Software
Reliability, Quality Assurance and Safety
Launch Vehicle Integration and Flight Support
Ground Operations
Dedicated Ground Station Facilities
Information Processing System
Mission Operations
Launch Services
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1.0
2.0
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
5.0
6.0
6.1
6.2
7.0
8.0
9,0
10.0
11.0
12.0
12.1
12.2
12.3
13.0
TABLE16
WORKBREAKDOWNSTRUCTURE-- LEVEL III MISSION
Program Management
Systems Engineering and Integration
Payload Support System Design, Fabrication and Test
Payload Support Equipment
Spacelab Pallet
Payload Support Equipment Assembly and Checkout
Payload Design, Fabrication and Test
Infrared Visual Mapper (IRVM)
Improved Data Collection System (DCS)
Ught Detecting and Ranging (LIDAR)
Infrared Interferometric Radiometer (FTS)
Microwave Pressure Sounder (MPS)
Advanced Microwave Sounder (AMS)
Microwave Mapper (MM)
TOPEX Radar Altimeter (ALT)
Parallax Sensor (PS)
Advanced Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
Payload Integration and Checkout
System Test and Evaluation
Test Support
Tooling and Special Test Equipment
Peculiar Support Equipment
Airborne Support Equipment
Critical Flight Spares
Software
Reliability, Quality Assurance and Safety
Launch Vehicle Integration and Flight Support
Ground Operations
Dedicated Ground Station Facilities
Information Processing System
Mission Operations
Launch Services
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TABLE17
INTEGRATEDSATELLITECOSTSUMMARY
(millionsof1984dollars)
FlightHardwareandSupport
Contingencyat20%
ContractFeesat15%
TotalCost
Baseline*
(LevelI) LevelII LevelIII
$150 $170 $370
$ 30 $ 35 $ 74
$ 20 $ 25 $ 56
$200 $230 $500
*Forcostcomparisonpurposeonly
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TABLE118
COSTESTIMATESFORLEVELI DATAMANAGEMENTCENTER
CapitalCost
CentralComputer,ControlDataCyber176
ClassODataRecording,3HDDR@200K
ClassODataBuffer,4Disks@ 100K
Ephemeris Data Buffer, 1 Disk @ 100K
Class 1 Data Storage, 4 Tape Drives @ 50K
Class I Data Buffer, 4 Disks @ 100K
Telemetry De-Multiplex
Computer Support, 2 Tape Drives @ 50K
4 Disks (_ 200K
Conditioned Power
Air Conditioning
Utilities
$ 7,000K
600K
400K
100K
200K
400K
200K
100K
800K
100K
200K
400K
Buildings
Computer Center, 20,000 ft2 @ $100
Storage, 40,000 ft2@ $50
2,000K
2,000K
Sy=emsSoftwam 2,000K
$16,500K
Operations-Yearly
Shift Crew, 5 persons x 6 sections, 30 @ 100K/person
Quality Control and Analysis, 10 @ 100K
Tape and Supplies
Computer Maintenance
Utilities
$ 3,000K
1,000K
500K
400K
500K
$ 5,400K
9O
5.0 PROGRAM REVIEWS AND DOCUMENTATION
Task 5.0 was an administrative task in the study. Its objectives were to be responsive to the
Data Procurement Documents and to develop all necessary documents listed as deliverables in
the contract.
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6.0 DOE CO2 DATA MANAGEMENT CONCEPT
6.1 OBJECTIVE
The objective of Task 6.0 was to conceptualize a potential data management system for the
CO2 space-based sensor system data products. Emphasis was placed on the issues to be
considered, preliminary definition of design considerations, review of existing data manage-
ment systems and data design approaches, and development of candidate data management
system concepts applicable to the DOE CO2 Research Program.
6.2 METHODOLOGY
The data management system approach was directly related to CO2 user operational consider-
ations rather than to present space-based sensor systems. Therefore, an organizational model
applicable to the data management of the DOE C02 Research Program was constructed. Other
models also were explored which could serve as practical alternatives, provide evaluation
criteria, and be used for comparative assessments.
6.3 DATA STRUCTURE FOR SDRs
Interviews with scientists, to determine how space-based sensor data are used to measure
surface, climatological and atmospheric properties, indicated that:
• There are many interdependencies among parameters of an SDR with respect to
an appropriate measurement strategy.*
There are many interdependenciesamong similarparameters for different
SDRs becausean appropriatemeasurement strategyforthe parametersofone
SDR may notbe the same asthosefortheappropriatemeasurement strategyof
anotherSDR with overlappingorsimilarparameters.These interdependencies
involve:
space-basedsensorcharacteristics,calibrationand operationalperformance,
spectralranges,and
methods forprocessingraw and aggregateddata.
These interdependenciesare in turnaffectedby theselectedspace-basedsensorsystems and
the extentto which a measurement strategyisfixedor adjustable(remotelyor by a space
platform-basedintelligentsystem or both)duringthe mission.The measurement strategies
foreachSDR taken independently,the actualinterdependenciesresultingfrom combinations
ofstrategiesacrossSDRs, and the constraintson effectivemeasurement imposed by system
performancewillultimatelydefinethe datamanagement system forthe DOE CO2 Research
Program.
*Measurement strategy refers to the selection, from among several options of measurement processing alternatives and
aggregated results, i.e., the set of data for meeting an SDR.
r iI_GL_,NTENTiONALLY BI.._ll
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Consider, for example, the multiple requirements for a typical Level III sensor system, the
microwave mapper. Such a system has the potential for wholly or partly satisfying several
SDRs related to surface phenomena:
• Soil moisture
• Ground temperature
• Sea ice
• Precipitation
• Snow cover
• Sea surface temperature
• Sea surface wind
• Land ice
Sea ice coverage requires high-resolution data near the edges of the ice in order to derive
differences in surface texture; additional data processing could also provide information
concerning flow size and melting conditions. Using the mapper for deriving precipitation, on
the other hand, requires processing over a very coarse grid, and gives the best results for
precipitation within strong convective cells.
Measuring sea surface temperature with such a mapper introduces another series of con-
straints which relate primarily to resolution because it is an excellent tool for examining
small-scale features such as Gulf Stream position, but it is inappropriate for mapping an
entire ocean.
If one attempts to satisfy pertinent SDRs, e.g, for winter conditions in the North Atlantic, the
interdependencies which will develop between SDRs are apparent. Further complexity occurs
when the data from a microwave mapper are supplemented with those from another space-
based sensor system, such as a combined IR-visual mapper, with its specific advantages and
disadvantages.
It was assumed that there are no one-to-one relationships between space-based sensor system
outputs and SDRs. Second, as noted above, each individual SDR has associated with it
parameters that uniquely relate to combinations of measurement streams and processing
approaches. These parameters could be integrated with the data bases and stored in the data
base management system. The data architecture should then be based on this level of the data
structure, rather than at the level of the SDRs.
As summarized in Table 19, the data architecture and the data base management systems
used to provide access to the data systems must take into account the relationship among
sensor and SDR's. The implication is that newer methods of data base design and data base
management are needed. Existing systems are based on a one-to-one relationship of space-
based sensor or mission to a climate, surface or atmospheric parameter. DOE CO2 Research
Program data base design and management systems should support multiple relationship and
interdependence between SDR's.
TABLE 19
IMPLICATIONS OF SDR-RELATED DATA SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
AND DATA-BASE MANAGEMENT
Interdependencies Across SDRs
Partial Measurements from Several Sensors
Partial Data Recording
Specialized Data Processing Requirements
• No One-to-One Mapping of Sensor Output to SDRs
• Individual SDR Properties Require that Data Bases Be Organized
into Small Data Units Rather than as Sensor Outputs
New Methods of Data System Architecture and Data-Base
Management Needed Because Existing Systems Are:
Built on One-to-One Mapping
Organized Around Single-Sensor Measurements
Data Formats, Retrieval Systems, and Processing Structure
Proceeds from Individual Sensor Output Data to
Parameter Data Sets
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6.4 ARCHITECTURES OF EXISTING DATA SYSTEMS
The existingdata system architectureshave been organizedaround singlesensormeasure-
ments and physicalcharacteristicsofthe space-basedsensorsystem producingthe measure-
ment.From thedatabasedesignpointofview,datacan be describedon threedifferentlevels:
Physical: The internal level of data-base description. This level describes how
data is embodied physically in a data storage mechanism. Descriptive parame-
ters include storage medium (tape, optical disk, microfiche, etc.) formats of the
data on the medium, encoding methods, length of files, and read requirements.
• Application: The external level of data-base description. The data base is
described from a particular view for a particular purpose.
Conceptual: The logical level of data description. The rules for interpreting the
meaning of a data base are provided as part of the data description. At this level,
data description identifies real-world objects which are represented in the data
base and deals with how these representations are to be related to each other.
The actual work in data-base design and cataloguing at NASA for satellite sensor data has
been oriented toward physical data description. For example, the Pilot Climate Data Base
Management System (PCDBMS) at Goddard Space Flight Center has been under development
since 1980. The PCDBMS has concentrated, thus far, on developing a comprehensive catalog of
existing climate data bases generated from NASA missions. The formal descriptions that are
tied to physical entities, such as tapes that are included in their inventory, are primarily
physical descriptions, with the user expected to know and supply applications relevant knowl-
edge of the significance of a space-based sensor data product as well as the representational
features of the data from each mission. The data itself has not been standardized in all cases
so, for example, complete information on sensor characteristics, sensor operating modes,
errors, ephemeris data, etc., have not been added to the data file and exist physically in
different locations. _
The PCDBMS represents a significant operational example of the utility of using conventional
data base management techniques -- in this case a commercially available product, ORACLE.
The major effort in developing the PCDBMS system was spent on establishing data descrip-
tions for existing data sets widely distributed throughout NASA among scientists and PIs. The
descriptions provided are largely text in loosely structured formats. These descriptions include
general information on the sensors and processing but are not directly related to information
contained in the data records. The system was designed to build a data-base management
system for existing data and reflects the difficulties of achieving that objective for NASA
sensor data sets. By 1983, fourteen data sets had been described and catalogued. The system
development effort offers baseline information on costs, utility of approaches and hardware,
that would be very useful for the recommended Level I data collection system.
More advanced systems development concepts are being considered in the System Z concept
program. The preliminary work for that system concept has focused on an applications type
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data system architecture.The major differencebetween the data design concept for System Z
and that proposed forother programs such as PCDBMS isthat explicitprovisionsare made for
the differentrequirements ofproducers and users at the point of primary measurement data
collection,allowing users to change data requirements without affecting other users, and
organizing only "what" is done but not "how" itis done.2'3
The work on System Z, although relevant, is of limited value to this study because its
architectural design isolates the data system from user requirements. The interdependencies
between measurement strategies and between processing options, and space-based sensor
system selection and operation for the DOE C02 Research Program are significant. Therefore,
it is not appropriate to develop an architectural design concept that so clearly segments the
data user from the data producer. Such a separation would likely lead to inadequate attention
to the effects of interdependencies between the data producer and user.
Existing NASA data management systems offer valuable and relevant experience in handling
existing data and in designing new applications oriented data management systems for the
recommended three time-frame levels for the DOE CO2 research program. 4's
6.5 A CANDIDATE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CONCEPT
Based on a review of existing data management systems and their architectures, the SDRs and
space-based sensor systems, the CO2 data system concept involves the following
considerations:
• Space-based sensor systems would be multi-channel to meet the data require-
ments of different SDRs.
The data system will be large in terms of data volumes and storage require-
ments, as indicated by Table 20 and composed of many different data bases, as
illustrated in Figure 20.
• User requirements will not be completely or irrevocably articulatedat the start
of the finaldesign phase of the CORS development program.
Increases in processing speed will allow much of the intermediate (i.e., category
2) results to be created on an "as needed" basis, thus helping to minimize real-
time computational requirements.
• Data system technology is changing rapidly and costs for some items are
expected to drop.
• New data base management techniques are emerging, using knowledge engi-
neering technology to enable more flexible user-data interfaces.
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TABLE 20
iLLUSTRATIVE SENSOR DATA VOLUMES AND DATA STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
Sensor Type Data Rates Feasible Storage
Method
Multi-Channel,
High Resolution,
Optical (approximately 1 km)
Approximately
1 MB/SEC
HDDR (9T, 6250 BPI)
High Resolution Microwave Approximately
100 MB/SEC
Optical Disk
(1012 BITS),
200 Disks/Year)
Broad Band, Very High
Resolution, Optical
(approximately 1 km)
Approximately
300-1,000 MB/SEC
Mass Storage
(1014-1015 BITS),
One Year On-Line
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In this situation, the data design architecture for the DOE CO2 Research Program Space
SDR's can:
1. Be built around data bases containing individual sensor measurements and struc-
tured to allow efficient search for the parts of the measurement stream from each
sensor needed to define the parameters of an SDR.
2. Contain a data base management system that:
a°
"Knows" about each individual sensor data base, its physical format, applications
oriented structure, and constraints on the possibilities for combining data from
different sensors. (These constraints will be space-based sensor system perform-
ance, operational, and measurement based.)
b. Assists users to build up a measurement strategy from knowledge of these con-
straints and user-supplied guidance.
c. "Knows" about initial user expertise related to use of ancillary data, processing
requirements and measurement options.
3. Contains a decision support system to help users evaluate data quality.
Figure 20 presents a configuration diagram for the data design architecture concept described
above.
6.6 DATA MANAGEMENT CONCEPT SYSTEM DESIGN ISSUES
Figure 21 presents the concept of an organizational model for CO2 data-base management.
The model indicates the types of interfaces between a data-base management center(s) and
users that would have to be specified in some detail before the data center itself or the data
system component could be defined. At this point, neither the users to be supported by the
center(s) nor their organizational, financial, or operational relationship to the DOE CO2
Research Program have been identified. A potential area of future study is the system
architecture through which data would be received from the space-based sensor systems.
Presently NASA and NOAA disseminate data derived from space-based sensors. NASA's data
management centers have been designed primarily to support users associated directly with
NASA. NOAA's centers for space-derived meteorological data are designed primarily to serve
the organizationai_ operational and computational requirements of different weather fore-
casting communities, including the National Weather Service, news media, air traffic control-
lers, airlines and other transportation-related users of weather information.
A key part of the organizational model in Figure 21 which distinguishes it from other data
center concepts is the DOE CO2 data-base management center. This centralized facility would
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be dedicatedtoand designedforspace-basedsensorsystem data inputsand outputs.Itisthe
sitewhere allclassesofsensordatawillbe processed,archived,inventoried,and accessed.The
centerwould notnecessarilybe a governmental organization;itcouldbe organized,managed
and run by a privateentity.Ultimately,a distributedfacilitymay be a more desirableorcost-
effectivealternativetothe centralizedorganizationpresented.Additionalinformationon the
operational,organizationaland computationalenvironmentofactualCO2 space-derivedata
will be needed before this alternative can be defined, s'7
For example,aftera new space-basedsensorsystemhas been developedand dataare returned
from successfulflights,primary responsibilityfordataoutputsduringthescientificvalidation
phase would restwiththePrincipalInvestigator(PI).Responsibilityfordisseminatingalldata
would passfrom the PI tothedata centeraftera limitedperiod.During the beginningofthis
periodthe PI would be solelyresponsible,atthe end ofthe periodthe data centerwould be
solelyresponsible.There willbea transitionperiodwhen responsibilitieswould betransferred
from the PI tothe data centeron an agreed-uponschedule.This approach permitsthe data
centertodefinethe userneeds,the dataoutputformatand the data disseminationcosts.The
PIwould validatethe sciencebutwould notperforma continuousdatadisseminationfunction.
The concep_ofa data management system architectureforthe DOE CO2 Research Program
was developedbased on the followingconsiderations:
• The scope of the data management system would be limited to processing data
from space-based sensors.
Multiple measurement strategies might be used, at the discretion of PI and
other researchers, for each individual SDR as a function of the measurements
for that SDR in a given monitoring, modeling or prediction/evaluation study.
There are a very large number of ways to combine "raw" data into useful
information that will satisfy an SDR(s). Moreover, each is appropriate under a
certain set of conditions and needs, and there could be a built-in advisory
capability which assists the PIs (or other users) in choosing the best
alternatives.
As a generalrule,because ofredundancy to protectagainstenvironmentallycausedlosses,
therewillbe a largervolume ofdatathan can be examined completely.Therefore,ways must
be found to determine near-optimalprocessingstrategies(forextractingvarioustypes of
particularinformation)beforehooking up the datastreamto a largercomputer and consum-
ingitsprocessingcapacityfora significanttime.The datamanagement systemconceptshould
be flexiblenough,therefore,to allow PIs to selectthe followingoptions:
1. The set of space-based sensor measurements by sensor system, time of observation,
location, aggregation and simultaneously with other selected space-based measure-
ments to build a desired base for an SDR.
2. The processing approach for producing parameterized measures or other forms of data
products.
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As a result,the data representationscheme builtintothe data base management system
would have to "know" fourkinds ofthingsabout the data:
1. What space-basedsensors,inwhat orbitalpositions,with what coveragearea,atwhat
operatingconditions,etc.,createdthe measurement stream?
2. How was themeasurement streamprocessed,by what assumptions,by what analysis
methods?
3. How can the availablemeasurement streamsbe combined toprovidethe preferred
measure forany SDR or combinationofSDRs, forparticularuses?
o What space-basedmeasurements couldsubstituteadequatelyforothers,e.g.,forthose
not working or forthosemeasurement conditions,such as a dense cloudcover,that
make theirmeasurements invalid?
Itwas furtherassumed thatsome oftheSDRs coverthephenomena ofinterestothescientists
interviewedbut thatothermembers ofthe sciencecommunity would use veryspecificspace-
based data at a much finerlevelof detail.For example, while cloud cover isof concern,
scientistspreferto analyzecertainpropertiesofclouds(e.g.,liquidwater contentor cirrus
formation).These propertiesare theactualsubjectsoftheirdirectmeasurement efforts,while
cloudcoveritself(ortheotherSDR parameters)aresecond-orthird-orderphenomena, derived
from first-orderdirectmeasurements of,for example, opticalpropertiesof clouds.When
viewed from thisperspective,the developmentofa datamanagement systemismore difficult
because,forsome SDRs, the measurable parameter fora singleSDR can involvedifferent
locational,temporal and spectralconstraints.Table 21 shows the measurement requirements
for the percentcloud coverSDR and itsassociatedparameters.These parameters willbe
importantdepending,forexample,on where and when radiancedata from aparticularspace-
based sensorare collected,and the conditionson the surfaceofthe earthwhen the measure-
ments are made, becausenot alloftheseparameterswillbe importantallofthe time orwill
requirecontinuous globalmeasurements. Therefore,the measurement stream should be
controlledto excludeirrelevantdata.
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TABLE 21
SENSOR MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR A REPRESENTATIVE SDR:
% CLOUO COVER
Identifying Properties:
• Temperature Surface (Cloud)
Internal (To Cloud)
• Liquid-Water Content (Mass)
• Ice Content
• Cloud Top Height
(Horizontal Shape)
(Vertical Profile)
• Form/Structure
Sensor Measurement Requirements
Global Coverage
Multiple-Spectral Ranges
Measurement Strategy
Relationships to:
• Distance From Earth Surface (Cloud Bottom)
• Difference/Similarity with Surface Phenomena
(Ice, Snow)
]O4
I°
.
°
.
5.
.
.
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GLOSSARY
ADCS:
ADL:
AEM:
ALT:
AMS:
AMSU:
AMTS:
APM:
ATMOS:
AVHRR:
BAC:
BASD:
BOL:
CDHS:
CLIR:
CO2:
CORS:
CZCS:
DBMS:
DCP:
DCS:
DIAL:
DMS:
DMSP:
DOD:
DOE:
DRIRU:
EBPS:
EOL:
ERBE:
ERBS:
ESA:
EVA:
FIRE:
FTS:
FOV:
GCM:
GMT:
GN2:
GOES:
GSFC:
HAPP:
HDRR:
HIRS:
AttitudeDeterminationand ControlSubsystem
Arthur D.Little,Inc.
ApplicationExplorerMission(BoeingSatelliteSeriesBuiltforGSFC)
TOPEX Radar Altimeter
Advanced Microwave Sounder
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit
Advanced Moistureand TemperatureSounder
AscentPropulsionModule
AtmosphericTraceMoleculesObservedby Spectroscopy
Advanced Very High ResolutionRadiometer
BoeingAerospaceCompany
BallAerospaceSystems Division
BeginningofLife
Command and Data Handling Subsystem
CryogenicLimb-Scanning Interferometerand Radiometer
Carbon Dioxide
CO2 ResearchSatellite
CoastalZone ColorScanner
Data-BaseManagement System
Data CollectionPlatform
Data CollectionSystem
DifferentialAbsorptionLIDAR
Data-Management System
DefenseMeteorologicalSatelliteProgram
Department ofDefense(alsoDepth-of-Discharge)
Department ofEnergy
Dry RotorInertialReferenceUnit
EngineeringBus PropulsionSystem
End-of-Life
Earth RadiationBudget Experiment
Earth RadiationBudget Satellite
European SpaceAgency
Extra VehicularActivity
FirstISCCP RegionalExperiment
FourierTransformSpectrometer
FieldofView
GeneralCirculationModel
Greenwich Mean Time
Gaseous Nitrogen
GeostationaryOperationalEnvironmentalSatellite
Goddard SpaceFlightCenter
High AltitudePowered Platform
High Data RateRecorder
High ResolutionInfraredSounder
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BOU 
HORB:
HZ:
ICD:
IPS:
IR:
IRIS:
IRLS:
IRVM:
ISCCP:
IU:
IUS:
JSC:
LAMMR:
LHS:
LIDAR:
MHZ:
MM:
MIT:
MOMS:
MOS:
MPS:
MSFC:
MSU:
MW:
N:
NASA:
NASCOM:
NCAR:
NiCd:
NIMBUS:
NOAA:
OCI:
OMV:
OSR:
OTS:
PCDBMS:
PCM:
PI:
POCC:
PS:
R:
R&D:
REM:
RF:
RMS:
SAGE:
SAMI:
High OrbitRadiationBudget
Hertz
InterfaceControlDocument
InformationProcessingSystem
Infrared
InfraredInterferometerSpectrometer
Interrogation,Recording,and LocationSystem
InfraredVisualMapper
InternationalSatelliteCloud ClimatologyProject
InterfaceUnit
InertialUpper Stage
Johnson SpaceCenter
Large Antenna Multi-FrequencyMicrowave Radiometer
LaserHeterodyneSpectrometer
LightDetectionand Ranging
Megahertz
Microwave Mapper
MassachusettsInstituteofTechnology
Modular OptoelectronicMulti-SpectralScanner
MissionOperationsSystem
Microwave PressureSounder
MarshallSpace FlightCenter
Microwave Sounding Unit
Microwave
Newton
NationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdministration
NASA Communications Service
NationalCenterforAtmosphericResearch
NickelCadmium
Name ofNASA Satellite
NationalOceanicand AtmosphericAdministration(also,name ofasatellite)
Ocean ColorImager
OrbitalManeuvering Vehicle
OpticalSolarReflector
Off-the-Shelf
PilotClimateData Base Management System
ParametricCostModel
PrincipalInvestigator
PayloadOperationsControlCenter
ParallaxSensor
Recorder
Researchand Development
ReactionEngine Module
Radio Frequency
Remote ManipulatorSystem
StratosphericAerosoland Gas Experiment
StratosphericAerosolMeasurements I
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SAR:
SBUV:
SCAMS:
SCAT:
SDR:
SFS:
SITZ:
SMMR:
SPOT:
SSA:
SSH:
SSP:
SSU:
STDN:
STS:
SURS:
TDRS:
TDRSS:
TIROS:
TM:
TMS:
TOPEX:
TOVS:
WBS:
WTR:
Synthetic-ApertureRadar
SolarBackscatterUltravioletRadiometer
Scanning Microwave Spectrometer
Scatterometer
ScientificData Requirement
Subsystem FactSheet
Snow and IceTransitionZone
Scanning MultichannelMicrowave Radiometer
Systeme Probatoired'ObservationdelaTerre
S-Band SingleAccess
Satellite-BorneSounder,Humidity
Standard SwitchPanel
StratosphericSounding Unit
SpaceflightTrackingand Data Network
Space TransportationSystem
Standard UmbilicalRetractionSystem
Trackingand Data RelaySatellite
Trackingand Data Relay SatelliteSystem
Televisionand InfraredObservationSatellite
ThermaticMapper
TeleoperatorManeuvering System
TopologicalOceanography Experiment
TIROS OperationalVerticalSoundingPackage
Work Breakdown Structure
Western TestRange
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RADIANCEATTOPOFTHEATMOSPHERE
SDRNO. 1
CO2_Climate Research Program
First detection (general)
Upward Radiance (especially clear sky)
Model Parameters
Downward & upward radiance
Professional Discipline
Meteorology
Atmospheric Chemistry
Modeling
General Description
This climatic parameter is the most fundamental because it describes
the planetary radiation balance. The solar UV flux (A) is highly
variable and has a large potential impact on atmospheric chemistry (and
should be measured with high spectra] density), while the solar flux
(B) must be measured to monitor its suspected temporal variation. The
incident and reflected radiation (C) is the measure of the planetary
a]bedo. The emitted radiation (D,E) is an integrated quantity. Note
that measurement of so-called "clear-sky radiance" is critical for
deduction of other climatic parameters of interest.
Technical Description
Upward and downward radiances at top
of the atmosphere:
(A) UV flux
(B) Total solar flux
(C) Visible and total reflected solar
(D) IR Window (8-12 _m)
(E) Total IR
Related Parameters
Temperature
Humidity
Trace gas concentration
Cloud amount
Surface albedo
Aerosol concentration
Surface Temperature
Solar activity
Ge_£p__.!aphical Extent
Earth - global
Sun - full disk
Resolution
(Parameterized Data)
Spatial: l,O00 km (A,B)
500 km (C,D,E)
Grid Size: 500 km
Temporal: Monthly-annual
(C,D ,E)
Daily-monthly
(A,B)
Error Tolerance
O. I% (B)
10% per 5 nm (A)
I-5 Wm -2 (D,E)
5z (c)
ERBE:
NIMBUS:
Space-Based Sensor Systems
flat plate radiometer method minimJzes integration
assumptions.
wide angle, narrow angle scanning
A-I
Person with whom SDR was discussed
Reid Bryson
Syukuro Manabe
Wei-Chyung Wang
Implementation Expert
B. Barkstrom, NASA/Langley
T.H. Vonder Haar, Department of Atmospheric Sciences, Colorado
State University
J. Winston and team, University of Maryland
E. Raschke, University of Cologne
Notes
Outward: llmb scanning
Planetary albedo is "ultimate constraint" (Manabe)
Looking downward not sufficient
Cloudless radiance preferred: (C) could be used
References
Preuss, H.J. and Raschke, E. "Future Measurements of the Planetary
Radiation Budget." University of Cologne. Annalen der Meteorologie,
No. 18, 1982, 42-44.
Winston, J.S. Earth-Atmosphere Radiation Budget Analyses Derived from
NOAA Satellite Data, June 1974-February 1978, Vols. I and 2. United
States National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, August 1979.
Winston, J.S. (Editor). Quantitative Meteorological Data from
Satellites. CAS Working Group on Satellite Meteorology. World
Meteorological Organization, Geneva, Technical Note No. ]66, 1979.
Moser, W., and Raschke, E. "Determination of Global Radiation and of
Cloudiness from METEOSAT Image Data." University of Cologne. Annalen
der Heteorologie No. 18, 1982, 161-163.
Knottenberg, H., and Raschke, E. "On the Discrimination of Water and
Ice Clouds in Multlspectral AVHRR Data." University of Cologne.
Annalen der Meteorolo_ie, No. 18, 1982, 145-147.
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FRACTIONALCLOUDCOVERAGE
SDRNO. 2
CO2 Climate Research Program
Model parameters (input,output, & #tuning)
Clouds, % coverage
Professional Discipline
Climate Modeling
Meteorology
General Description
Small changes in cloud cover may lead to major changes in the climate.
Although satellite images of cloud cover are regularly taken, _t is
difficult to deduce from these pictures accurate quantitative measures
of c]oudlness, due to high c].oud variability in time.
Data provided by current measurement techniques are good when
fractional cloud cover is measured over oceans; fair, but acceptable
over land; and poor over ice and snow.
The crux of the problem is the estimate of the ground level radiation
exchange below clouds.
Technical Description
Clouds: percentage coverage
in at least 3 levels
Related Parameters
Ice/snow cover
Humidity
Temperature
Albedo (surface and
planetary)
Vertical motion
Geographical Extent
Global
Resolution
(Parameterized Data) (Raw Data Sampling)
Spatial: ]00 km <I km
Gri_ Size: 200 km
Temporal: 5 days 2 hrs
Error Tolerance: I% 5%
HRIR
THIR
(USAF)
Space-Based Sensor Systems
- IR imaging radiometer for night cloud coverage
- Temperature humidity IR (maps cloud cover and humidity)
- Satellite Cloud Climatology Atlas
A-3
Person with whom SDR was discussed
James Coakley
Michael Schlesinger
Michael MacCracken
Syukuro Manake
Peter Stone
Roland Madden
Jay Winston
John Perry
Implementation Expert
W. Shenk, NASA/GSFC
R. Curran, NASA/Neadquarters
W. Rossow - GISS/NASA
Henderson-Sellers-Unlverslty of Liverpool
Notes
References
World Meteorogical Organlzatlon/JSC Oxford U. meeting report (1978).
[Strategy for cloud research.]
Coakley, J.A., and Bretherton, F.P. "Cloud Cover from High Resolution
Scanner Data: Detecting and Allowing for Partially Filled Fields of
View." Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 87, 1982, 4917-4932.
Miller, D.B., Feddes, R.G. Global Atlas of Cloud Cover: 1967-1970.
USAF, SAFB, IL 72-21730, Washington DC, 1971.
A-4
VERTICALCLOUDSTRUCTURE
SDRNO.3
CO2Climate Research Program
First detection
Polar Climate
Low level clouds over pack _ce
Model parameters (input, output, & tuning)
Cloud layers, vertical distribution
Professional Discipline
Climate Modeling
Meteorology
General Description
While this set of measurements is extremely critical for climate
prediction, currently no operational measurements are being performed
of cloud vertical distribution. It appears that obtaining anything
significant in the way of vertical cloud distribution from satellites
only is not likely in the near term, except perhaps for two layers
under broken field conditions. Better measurements are possible by
combined satellite-ground-aircraft systems, such as the one used by the
USAF.
Technical Description
Clouds: vertical distribution (3 layers:
high, middle, low) with ice/water
transition
Related Parameters
Same as "% coverage"
Vertical motion
Geographical Extent
First detection: polar
regions, esp. important
level clouds and cirrus
Model parameters: selected
grids useful for input to
parameterizat_on.
Resolution Error Tolerance
(Parammeterized Data) Vertical: ½ km
Spatial: I00 km (horizontal) or I°C
1 km (vertical)
Grid Size: 200 km
Temporal: 5 days
Raw data: Twice daily
HIRS
Space-Based Sensor Systems
A-5
Person with whom SDR was discussed
James Coakley
Michael Schlesinger
Michael MacCracken
Syukuro Manabe
Peter Stone
Roland Madden
Jay Winston
John Perry
David Staelln
Warren Washington
Wei-Chyung Wang
Implementation Expert
M. Chahine, JPL
G. Kukla, Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
J. Coakley, NCAR
F. Bretherton, NCAR
W. Shenk, NASA/GSFC
R. Curran, NASA/Headquarters
A. Henderson-Sellers, University of Liverpool
Notes
Cloud top heights, should be measured in visible (.5-.75 _m) and
infrared bands (10.5-12.5 _m) in stereo; also by multispectral
passive microwave. Snow and ice transition zones, In particular.
Cloud types Impllclt]y involved.
References
Wang, W-C., et. a]. "Climate Sensitivity of a One-Dimensional
Radiative-Convectlve Model with Cloud Feedback." Journal of the
Atmospheric Sciences, Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1981, 1167-1178.
[Importance of vertical distribution.]
Curran, R.J., and Wu, M-L. "Skylab Near-lnfrared Observations of
Clouds Indicating Supercooled Liquid Water Droplets." Journal of the
Atmospheric Sciences, Vol. 39, No. 3, March 1982, 635-647.
US AFGWC Cloud cover 3-0 nephanalysis.
A-6
TRACEGASCONCENTRATIONS
SDR NO. 4
CO 2 Climate Research Program
Mode] parameters (input, output, & tuning)
T_ace gas concentrations
Professional Discipline
Modeling
Atmospheric Chemistry &
Radiation
General Description
The combined climatic effect of trace gases is estimated to be
comparable to that due to CO 2 increase. The data obtained from current
measurements of trace gases are presently sparse. Trace gases separate
into long-llved (lifetimes of years) and short-llved (lifetime of days
or weeks) types which require different measurement strategies.
Technical Description
Concentration of trace gases
(ozone: vertical distribution)
Long-lived: N_O,CCI.,CH ,CCI F
Short-lived: S_2,NH3 _, C2_4,CH23C_,CO,0 3
Related Parameters
Cloud cover
H20 in stratosphere and
troposphere
High level clouds
UV flux
A]bedo
Temperature
Geographical Extent
Global
Resolution Error Tolerance
(Parameterized Data)
Spatial: 500 km I%
(ozone:2 km vertical) .5 ppm (ozone)
Grid Size: 1,000 km (Short-lived)
hemisphere (Long-lived)
Temporal: monthly (Short-lived)
annual (Long-llved)
See NASA/WMO Report
UARS: 8-14 _m band
Space-Based Sensor Systems
A-7
Person with whom SDR was discussed
Wei-Chyung Wang
Implementation Expert
W-C. Wang, Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
Yuk Yung, California Institute of Technology
Donald Heath, NASA/GSFC
Michael McCormick, NASA/Langley
D. Murcray, University of Denver
Notes
Need to clearly distinguish trace gas signal from CO 2 signal
in climate models.
References
Prabhakara, C., et. al. "The NIMBUS 4 Infrared Spectroscopy Fxperiment
3. Observations of the Lower Stratospheric Thermal Structure and Total
Ozone." Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 81, No. 36, December
20, 1976, 6391-6399.
Wang, W-C., et. al. "Greenhouse Effects Due to Man-Made Perturbations
of Trace Gases." Science, Vol. 194, No. 4266, November 12, 1976, 685.
[Radiative modeling: doubling effects of various gases.]
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AEROSOl,CONCENTRATION
SDR NO. 5
CO 2 Climate Research Program
Model parameters (input, output, & tuning)
Aersols (arctic & stratospheric)
Professional Discipline
Cloud Microphysics
Meteorology
Climate Modeling
General Description
The climatic effects of aerosols are similar in magnitude to trace
gases (e.g., stratospheric sulfate aerosols formed as a result of
volcanic activity). Stratospheric aerosols coo] the surface while
tropospheric aerosols may cool or warm the surface depending on their
type. The current measurements of stratospheric aerosols with the SAGE
and SAM satellites are about to end; ground-based lidar measurements,
though useful, have limited spatial resolution.
Also important Is the release of industrial aerosols into the
troposphere, their transport and deposition in the Arctic Basin and
their _mpact on clouds, or snow and ice, and on surface radiation in
general.
Technical Description
Concentration of aerosols
(esp. stratosphere)
Composition: maritime, arctic, desert,
volcanic, industria]
Related Parameters
Ground iidar measurements
_midity
Stratospheric H20
Refractive index (of
aerosol)
Ocean temperature
Volcanic Activity
Geographical Extent
Global
Resolution
Spatial: 500 km
(latitudinal distribution)
Grid Size: 1,000 km
Temporal: monthly
Error Tolerance
I0%
SAM and SAGE
AVHRR
Space-Based Sensor Systems
A-9
Person with whom SDR was discussed
Michael MacCracken
Syukuro Manabe
Wei-Chyung Wang
Implementation Ex_er__tt
Michael Matson, NOAA
M. McCormick, NASA/Langley
F. Ferna]d, University of Denver
Notes
See dust vell index in Hansen '81.
Arctic haze.
References
Hansen, J. "Climate Impact of Increasing Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide."
Science, Vol. 213, No. 4511, August 28, 1981. [Dust yell index.]
Browell, E.V., et. al. "NASA Multipurpose Airborne DIAL System and
Measurements of Ozone and Aerosol Profiles." Applied Optics., Vol. 22,
No. 4, February 15, 1983, 522-534. [03 and aerosols.]
Bandeen, W.R., and Fraser, R.S. Radiative Effects of the E1 Chlchon
Volcani y Eruption. Preliminary Results Concerning Remote Sensing.
NASA TM-84959, December 20, 1982.
Shaw, C.E. "Atmospheric Turbidity in the Polar Regions." University of
Alaska, Fairbanks. Journal of Applied Meteorology, Vol. 21, No. 8,
August ]982, 1080-1088.
Shaw, G.E. "Eddy Diffusion Transport of Arctic Pollution from the
Midlatltudes: A Preliminary Model." University of Alaska, Fairbanks.
Atmospheric Environment, Vol. 15, No. 8, 1981, 1483-1490.
Shaw, G.E. "Arctic Haze." University of Alaska, Fairbanks.
Weatherwise, Vol. 33, No. 5, October 1980, 219-221.
Rahn, K.A. "Elemental Tracers for Source Regions of Arctic Pollution
Aerosol." University of Rhode Island, Kingston. Idojaras, Budapest;
Vol. 86, No. I, January/February 1982, 1-14.
Rahn, K.A. "Relative Importance of North America and Eurasia as Source
of Arctic Aerosol." University of Rhode Island, Kingston. Atmospheric
Environment, Vol. 15, No. 8, 1981, 1447-]455.
Rahn, K.A. "Atmospheric, RJverine, and Oceanic Sources of Seven Trace
Constituents to the Arctic Ocean." University of Rhode Island,
Kingston. Atmospheric Environment, Vol. 15, No. 8, 1981, 1507-1516.
McCormick, M.P. "Global Distribution of Stratospheric Aerosols by
Satellite Measurements." NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA.
AIAA Journal, Vol. 2], No. 4, April 1983, 633-635.
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VERTICALTEMPERATUREPROFILE
SDRNO. 6
C__0_O2 Climate Research Program
General
Vertical (Arm.) temperature
profi]e
Professions]. Discipline
Meteorology
Modeling
General Description
Vertical temperature profile measurements are prerequisites for remote
sensing of most climate parameters, including analyses of radiative
processes.
Technical Description
Atmosphere: vertical temperature
profile
Re]ated Parameters
Ground temperature
Trace gas concentration
Clouds
Humidity
0 3 profile
Geographical Extent
Global
Resolution
(Parsmeterized Data)
Spatisl: 500 km horizontal
I00 mb vertical
Temporal: 5 days
Error Tolerance
1-2 °C
Space-Based Sensor Systems
HIRS on TIROS-N Series Satellites
A-f1
Person with whom SDR was discussed
General consensus among scientists contacted
Implcmentation Expert
W.L. Smith, University of Wisconsin
M. Chahine, JPL, NASA
Notes
Current resolution is I - 3 km vertically;
Averaged for < 6 layers at 0 - 30 km
Global monitoring with the sccuracy needed for climate change
studies will require on board data processing
References
Chahine, M.T. "Passive Optical and Infrared Meteorology." JPL,
Pasadena, CA. Internatlona] Geosclence and Remote Sensln_ Symposium
(IGARSS '81), Vol. I. June 8-10, 1981, Washington, D.C., IEEE, New
York, 1981.
Aumann, H.H., and Chahine, M.T. "Infrared Multidetector Spectrometer
for Remote Sensing of Temperature Profiles in the Presence of Clouds."
JPL, Pasadena, CA. Applied Optics, Vol. 15, No. 9, September 1976,
2091-2094.
Chahine, M.T. "Analytical Transformation for Remote Sensing of
Clear-Column Atmospheric Temperature Profiles." JPL, Pasadena, CA.
Journal of Atmospheric Science, Vol. 32, No. I0, October 1975,
1946-1952.
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WINDFIELD
SDRNO. 7
CO2 Climate Research Program
Model parameters (input, output, & tuning)
Wind field (surface & vertical)
Professional Discipline
Meteorology
Modeling
Ceneral Descripti__0_
The measurement of vertical wind fields is important in relating the
upward and downward movements of air masses to the formation and
dissipation of clouds and precipitation.
Technical Description
Atmosphere: wind field
Re]_ated Parameters
sfc. pressure
Clouds
Sensible heat transport
Ocean transport
Geographical Extent
Global or key regions
(zones) e.g., tropics
and midlatitudes
Resolution Error Tolerance
(Parameterized Data)
Spatial: 500 km horizontal
200 mb vertical
Grid Size: 500 km
Temporal: daily
(Raw Data)
Twice Daily
3 m/sec (speed)
and i0 ° (di-
rection) in
horizontal
(vertical
derived
using the
continuity
equation)
Space-Based Sensor Systems
Radar Altimeter GEOS 3
A-13
Person with whom SDR was discussed
Roland Madden
Edward Lorenz
Implementat_on Expert
D. Atlas, NASA/GSFC
L. Kaplan, Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
F. Hall, NOAA, Boulder
Notes
Important because of high variability due to time of day
References
A-14
ATMOSPHERICWATER
SDRNO. 8
CO 2 Climate Research Program
Model parameters (input, output, & tuning)
Vertical distribution of water in
atmosphere
Professional Discipllne
Meteorology
Climate-Modellng
Ceneral Description
Atmospheric water content is one of the most _mportant parameters
governing the earth's long-wave radiation balance. Because the
radiative effects of water in the atmosphere are dependent on both
phase and height, it is important to know the proportion of l_quid to
vapor content, as well as to know their relative amounts in the
troposphere and stratosphere.
Technical Description
Atmosphere: water content of vertical
column
o Vapor, liquid and solid phases
o Vertical distribution
(stratosphere-troposphere)
Related Parameters
Temperature
Clouds
Geographical Extent
Global and selected areas
for parameter_zation
Resolution
(Parameterized Data)
Spatial: I00 km
Grid Size: 200 km
Temporal: I-2 days
Error Tolerance
10% for vertical
distribution
1% for column
Space-Based Sensor Systems
S_WR on NIMBUS 7
TOVS on TIROS N
Water vapor channel on GOES
A-15
Person with whom SDR was discussed
James Coakley
Michael Schlesinger
Michael MacCracken
Wei-Chyung Wang
Warren Washington
Implementation Expert_
L. Kaplan, Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
J. Coakley and F. Bretherton, NCAR Cloud-Radiation Interactions
Group (using imagery data for oceans only).
Notes
Very important since climate models show large correlatlon between
temperature and water vapor content. Need long time average.
References
Wang, W-C., et. al. "Greenhouse Effects Due to Man-Made Perturbations
of Trace Gases." Science, Vol. 194, No. 4266, November 12, 1976.
Spencer, R.W., et. al. "Satellite Microwave Radiance. Correlated with
Radar Rain Rates over Land." Nature, Vol. 304, July 14, 1983, 141-143.
Peixoto, J.P., et.al. "Interannual Variation in Large-Scale Moisture
Fields." Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 86, C2, 1981,
1255-1264.
Paulson, B.A., et. al. "Nimbus-6 Temperature Soundings Obtained Using
Interactive Video-Graphics Computer Techniques." Bulletin of the
American Meteorological Society, Vol. 62, No. 9, 1981, 1308-1318.
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SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE
SDR NO. 9
C__OO2 C]i______m.ateRes arch Pro6ram
First detection
General
SST
Professional Discipline
Oceanography
Claciology
Meteorology
General Descript_o n
Measurements of the dynamic changes in sea-surface temperature (SST)
are of great importance to evaluate effects on climatic time scales.
Current measurements of SST may be sufflc_ent for this purpose.
Technlca] Description Related Parameters
Mixed layer depth
Ocean surface v]bedo
Air-sea temperature
difference
Sensible heat flux
Geographical Extent
Global
Resolution
Spatial: 50 km
Grid Size: 200 km
Temporal: 5 days
Error Tolerance
.2 - .5 °C
Space-Based Sensor Systems
SMMR - NIMBUS 7
VISSR - SS51, 2
AVHRR - NOAA 6, & TIROS N
A-17
Person with whom SDR was discussed
Jerome Namias
George Kukla
Implementation Expert
K. Bryan
B. Weare, University of California (Davis)
W. Hovis, NOAA
Notes
References
Chahine, M.T. "Remote Sounding of Cloudy Atmospheres, I. The Single
Cloud Layer." Journal of Atmospheric Science, Vo]. 31, 1974, 233-243.
Byran, K. "Climate and the Ocean Circulation, III. The Ocean Model."
Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 97, No. II, 1969, 806-827.
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SEAICE
SDRNO. I0
C__OO2 Climate Research Program
First detection Glaciology
Model parameters (ocean-atmos coupled model) Oceanography
Polar Modeling
Sea ice extent
Professional Discipline
General Description
The extent and thickness of sea-lce are two of the most sensitive
cllmatlc parameters indicating a trend of climate change. Sea-ice
provides a significant positive feedback to increasing temperature.
Current operational measurements are not sufficiently accurate for
analysis of climatic change.
Technical Description
Sea ice extent, thickness if possible
Related Parameters
Low-level cloud cover
Sensible heat transport
Turbulent heat mixing
Geographical Extent
Polar regions, 50 @ to 90 @
latitude
Resolution
Spatla1:50 km
GrJd Size: 200 km
Temporal: 5 days
Error Tolerance
I%
Space-Based Sensor Systems
VIS, NIR and IR Channels on NOAA, LANDSAT & DMSP Operational mapping.
ESMR, SMMR, microwave, radar altimeters and scatterometers on NIMBUS.
CZCS on NIMBUS 7.
A-19
Person with whom SDR was discussed
General consensus among 25 scientists contacted
Implementation Expert
D. Horn, MIZEC Program, ONR
M. Kelly, Climate Research Unit, University of E. Anglica
J. Zwally, NASA
C. Parkinson, NASA
G. Kukla-l.amont Doherty
W. Washington, NCAR
J. Walsh, Illinois
Notes
Long-term much more important than high accuracy
Floe-size distribution
Surface roughness
References
Zwally, H.J.; Parkinson, C.L.; and Comiso, J.C. "Variability of
Antarctic Sea Ice and Changes in Carbon Dioxide." NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD. Science, Vol. 220, No. 4601 3 June.
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OCEAN CURRENTS
SDR NO. 11
CO_ Climate Research Prosram
Mode] parameters (input, output, & tuning)
Ocean currents (surface)
Professional Discipline
Oceanography
Glaciology
Climate-Modeling
General Description
Ocean currents provide a significant fraction of all poleward heat
transport, thereby critically influencing Earth's climate. This
transport may be strongly affected by the CO2-1nduced warming trend
because the polar regions are expected to warm significantly more than
the tropics; the polar warming sffects the mer_dional temperature
gradient which, in turn, affects winds, the prime mover for ocean
currents. There are no existing operational measurements of ocean
currents.
Technical Description
Oceans: surface currents
Related Parameters
Surface wind speed
Ocean heat transport
Ocean general circulation
Ocean-atmosphere momentum
change
_aphical Extent Resolution Error Tolerance
-!
Global Spatial: ]0 km 5 cm sec
Grid Size: 200 km
Temporal: monthly
Space-Based Sensor Systems
TOPEX for relative currents, still require gravitational mapper
A-21
Person with whom SDR was discussed
Warren Washington
Edward Lorenz
Richard Pfeffer
Jerome Namias
Implementation Expert
Scientists at Woods Hole and Scripps
W. Hovis, NOAA
C. Wunsch, MIT
Notes
May require insitu measurements
References
Wunsch, C. and Gaposchkin, E.M. "On Using Satellite Altimetry to
Determine the General Circulation of the Oceans with Application to
Geoid Improvement." Rev. Geophys. Space Phys., Vol. 18, No. 4, Nov.
1980, 725-745.
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OCEAN SURFACE WINDS
SDR NO. 12
CO 2 Climate Research Program
Model parameters (input,output, & tuning)
Ocean surface winds
Professlonal Discipllne
Oceanography
Meteorology
Modeling
General Descriptlon
Through wind stress, ocean surface winds are prlmary drivers of both
vertical mixing and horizontal currents. On climatic time scales,
these winds exert a large influence on the overall response time to
atmospheric warming (through heat exchange with subsurface water), as
well as meridional heat balance.
Technical DescripClo_n
Oceans: surface wind speed
Related Parameters
Surface pressure
Ocean-atmosphere momentum
and heat exchanges
Moisture flux from ocean
to atmosphere
Ceosraphical Extent
Global
Resolution
(Parameterized Data)
Spatial: 50 km
Grid Size: I00 km
Temporal: monthly
Error Tolerance
2 m/set
Space-Based Sensor Systems
_adar altimeter - Seasat
- Geos 3
- TOPEX
Scatterometer - US Navy
A-23
Person with whom SDR was discussed
Warren Washington
Michael Schlesinger
Jerome Namias
Wei-Chyung Wang
Implementation Expert
F. Hall, NOAA, Boulder, CO
W. Hovis, NOAA
Notes
References
Atlas, D. and Korb, C.L. "Weather and Climate Needs for Lidar
Observations from Space and Concepts for Their Realization." Bulletin
of the American Meteorological Society, Vol. 62, No. 9, September 1981,
1270-1285.
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SEA LEVEL
SDR NO. 13
CO 2 Climate Research Program
First detection
General
Sea level change
Professional Discipline
Oceanography
Glaciology
General Description
Global sea level is directly affected by glacial melting and thermal
expansion of the oceans due to increases in temperature.
Land-based measurements of sea level are confounded by continental
subsidence and fluctuations in oceanic surface winds.
Technical Description
Sea level
Temperature
Related Parameters
Global ice volume
Precipitation
GeoBraphlca _ Extent
Global
Resolution
(Parameterlzed Data)
Spatial: !00 km
Grid Size: 200 km
Temporal: monthly
Error Tolerance
I cm
Space-Based Sensor Systems
TOPEX Altimeter, also requires gravitational mapper
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
Warren Washington
Michael MacCracken
Michael McElroy
Implementation Expert
W.F. Townsend, NASA/HQ
Notes
Measurements may be needed on long time scale to monitor volume of
water changes due to ice melt or temperature increase.
References
Gornitz, V., et. al. "Global Sea Level Trend in the Past Century."
Science, Vol. 215, 1982, 1611-1614.
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SURFACE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
SDR NO. 14
CO_ Climate Research Program
Model parameters (input, output, & tuning)
Surface atmospheric pressure
Professional Discipline
Meteorology
Modeling
GeneralDescription
Pressure gradients are related to surface wind measurements.
Technical Description
Oceans: surface atmospheric pressure
Related Parameters
Wind
Geographical Extent
Global
Resolution
Spatial: 100 km
Grid Size: 500 km
Temporal: monthly
averages
Error Tolerance
l.Smb
Space-Based Sensor Systems
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
Jerome Namlas
Implementatlon Expert
C.L. Korb, NASA/GSFC
Notes
References
Peckham, et. al. International Journal of Remote Sensin 6, 1983, in
press. [Optimizing a Remote Sensing Instrument for Measuring Surface
Pressure.]
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SOIL MOISTURE
SDR NO. 15
C__OO2 Climate Research Program
Model parameters (input, output, & tuning)
Professional Discipline
Biology
Modeling
Meteorology
General Description
Soll moisture is a key llnk in the hydrological cycle, as it is the
source of evaporation from the ]and surface. It is very sensitive to a
general warming trend.
Technical Description
Top Soil moisture
Related Parameters
Precipitation
Evaporation
Run-off
Snow
Ice
Evapotranspiration
Geographical Extent
Global
Resolution
(Parmeterized Data)
Spatial: I00 km
Grid Size: 500 km
Temporal: monthly
Error Tolerance
10% of magnitude
SMMR on Nimbus
Space-Based Sensor Systems
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
Warren Washington
Michael Schleslnger
Michael MacCracken
Jerome Namias
David Staelin
Wei-Chyung Wang
George Kukla
Implementation Expert
W. Harlott, Colorado State University
W. Hovis, NOAA
Schmugge, NASA/GSFC
Jackson Thomas, USDA
Notes
Warm season, especlally
Shows strong CO 2 signal in 3D models.
agriculture.
Very important for
References
Carlson, T.N. "Satellite Estimation of the Surface Energy Balance,
Moisture Availability, and Thermal Inertia." Journal of Applied
Meteorolosy, Vol. 20, No. I, 1981, 67-87.
Haydn, C.M., et. al. "Determination of Moisture from NOAA
Polar-Orbitlng Satellite Sounding Radiances." Journal of Applied
Meteorolosy, Vol. 20, No. 4, 1981, 450-466.
Schmugge, T.J., et. al. "Survey of Methods for Soil Moisture
Determination." Water Resources Research, Vol. 16, No. 6, December
1980, 961-979.
Rangu, A., et al "Effective Use of Landsat Data in Hydrologic
Models." (Paper No. 82111 of the Water Resources Bulletin). Water
Resources Bulletin, Vol 19, No. 2, April 1983, '== ,7_e AVJ_AI_e
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SNOW COVER
SDR NO. 16
CO 2 Climate Research Program
First detection
Polar
Snow/ice boundaries & extent
Professional Discipline
Climatology-Modeling
Glaciology
Meteorology
General Description
Similar to sea ice, snow cover exerts a large positive feedback on
changes in temperature through albedo change. Near the margin of the
snow covered zone, GCMs predict the largest changes in surface
temperature due to albedo feedback.
Current estimates of snow cover (as derived from satellite
observations) are very poor in cloudy regions. Differentiation between
new, old and melting snow is of high interest for estimating the
surface radiation exchange and for understanding the dynamics of snow
cover fluctuations.
Technical Description
Snow cover: presence, depth, age, and
fractional cover
Related Parameters
Low-level cloud cover
Run-off
Soil moisture
Temperature
Geographical Extent
Middle & high latitudes
Resolution
(Parameterized Data)
Grid Size: 200 km
Temporal: 5 days
Error Tolerance
5% of area
at boundaries
2 cm depth
2 days age
Space-Based Sensor Systems
SMMR, multispectral on Nimbus
Visible, NIR, and IR in clear skies on the NOAA and DMSP polar orbiters
and on GOES.
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
General consensus among scientists contacted
Implementation Expert
M. Matson, NOAA
G. Kukla, Lamont-Doherty
J. Dozier, University of California
Notes
Old snow vs new snow
(Manabe) for depth use microwave with more that 1 wavelength
Shows strong CO_ signal in climate models
Ground truth crltical
References
Dewey, K.F., et. al. "Satellite Observations of Variations in Northern
Hemisphere Seasonal Snow Cover." BAMS, Vol. 63, 1982.
Warren, S.J. "Optical Properties of Snow." Rev. Geophys. Space
Physics, Vol. 20, No. 1 1982, 67-89.
Kukla, G., editor. Olaciological Data: Snow Watch 1980. Columbia
University, Palisades, NY. World Watch Center A for Glaciology [snow
and ice], Boulder, CO, October 1981.
Stiles, W.H. and Ulaby, F.T. "Active and Passive Microwave to Snow
Parameters - I. Wetness." Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 85,
No. C2, February 20, 1980, 1037-1044.
Lillisand, T.M., et. al. "Use of GOES and TIROS/NOAA Satellite Data for
Snow-Cover Mapping." Photogrammetric Enslneering & Remote Sensing,
Voi. 48, No. 2, February i982, 251-259.
Kong, J.A., et. al. "Theory and Experiment for Passive Microwave Remote
Sensing of Snow Packs." Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 84, No.
BI0, September 10, 1979, 5669-5673.
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SURFACE ALBEDO
SDR NO. 17
C02. Climate Research Program
Model parameters (input, output, & tuning)
Surface albedo
Professional Discipline '
Meteorology
Modeling
General Description
Surface albedo has a considerable effect on the climate because it
governs the amount of solar radiation absorbed by the earth's surface.
Current measurements of albedo have excellent coverage, but are
inadequate because they require extensive extrapolation from a set of
narrow spectral bands to the entire spectrum, corrections of
bidirectional reflectance for the hemispheric albedo, and corrections
for atmospheric path. They can not be made under clouds.
Technical Description
Land and ocean surface albedo:
spectral dependence
(Snow & Ice - fill)
Related Parameters
Wind surface moisture
Snow cover
Vegetative cover
Sea ice
Geographical Extent
Global
Resolution
(Parameterized Data)
Spatial: 50 km
Grid Size: 200 km
Temporal: monthly
Error Tolerance
± 2% (absolute)
Space-Based Sensor Systems
Visible, NIR, IR, Microwave channels on LANDSAT, TIROS(NOAA), NIMBUS
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
General concensus among scientists contacted
Implementation Expert
R. Dickinson, NCAR
T.H. Vonder Haar, Colorado State University
W. Hovis, NOAA
G. Kuk]a, Lamont-Doherty Geol. Obs.
Notes
Clear sky radiance important to measure as _ctual albedo
References
Kukla, G., and Robinson, D. "Annual Cycle of Surface Albedo."
Weather Review, Vol. 108, No. I, 1980, 56-68.
Monthly
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LAND ICE
SDR NO. 18
CO 2 Climate Research Program
Polar
Antarctic ice sheet extent and land ice
Professional DisciFline
Glaciology
General Description
Large-scale melting of polar glaciers would provide conclusive evidence
of a global warming trend. However, determining a COp-induced warming
trend through land ice would require centuries-long observations. Ice
volume can be calculated from acccuately measured altitude of the ice.
This measurement is done with altimeter systems.
Technical Description
Ice sheet extent and height
Related Parameters
Temperature
Precipitation as rainfall/
snow
Geographical Extent
Polar to 65 ° latitude
Resolution
(Parameterlzed Data)
Spatial: 50 m
Grid Size: 50 km
Temporal: annual
Error Tolerance
Im elevation
Space-Based Sensor Systems
Radar Altimeter - Seasat
Laser Altimeter
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
Michael MacCracken
George Kukla
Peter Stone
Implementation Expert
C. Parklnson, NASA/GSFC
Bentley, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Notes
References
Snow and Ice Research, An Assessment, Committee on Glaciology, Polar
Research Board, NAS, 1983.
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR), Report of the SCAR
Group of Specialists on Antarctic Climate Research, "Basis for a Plan
on Antarctic Climate Research," May 1981.
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GROUND(SOIL SURFACE)TEMPERATURE
SDRNO. 19
CO2 Climate Research Program
Model parameters (input, output, & tuning)
Vegetative response and carbon cycle
Professional Discipline
Meteorology
Biology
Modeling
General Description
Ground (soil) temperature is a significant parameter which governs
climate processes and human habitability. Ground temperature must be
known when estimating a vertical temperature profile. Microwave
measurement of surface temperature will require obtaining the soil
moisture profile.
Technical Description Related Parameters
Surface IR emlttance
Sensible heat flux
Latent heat flux
Solar and thermal
Radiation flux
Evaporation
Geographical Extent
Global
Resolution
(Parameterized Data)
Spatial: 100 km
Grid Size: 500 km
Temporal: monthly
Error Tolerance
1 ° C
SMMR
HIRS
Space-Based Sensor Systems
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
Michael Schleslnger
Michael MacCracken
Roland Madden
Jay Winston
Implementation Exper_
W. Smith, University of Wisconsin
W. Hovis, NOAA
T. Vonder Haar, Colorado State University
Notes
References
Hanel, R.A., et. al. "The NIMBUS 4 Infrared Spectroscopy Experiment I.
Calibrated Thermal Emission Spectra." Journal of Geophysical Resea!ch,
Vol. 77, No. 15, May 20, 1970, 2629-2641.
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BIOSPHERE
SDR NO. 20
CO 2 Climate Research Program
Vegetative response & carbon cycle
changes in biomass inventories,
latitudinal limits of vegetation.
Professional Discipline
Biology
Ecology
General Description
Biospheric changes may be the indirect result of CO^-induced climatic
z
change or the direct result of increasing CO 2 concentration in the
atmosphere.
Technical Description
Monitor biomes and transitions
between ecosystem types, i.e.,
measure latitudinal and altitudinal
limits of trees and other vegetation.
Also leaf cover index (measure of
leaf surface area).
Related Parameters
-Concentrations of CO 2
and trace gases
-Precipitation
-Temperature
Geographical Extent
Global or selected zones
such as the tropical
forest
Resolution
(Parameterized Data)
Spatial: I km
Grid Size: 200 km
Temporal: selected
intervals
(_blmonthly through
growing season)
Error Tolerance
1-10 km
boundary changes
Space-Based Sensor Systems
Visible and NIR channels on TIROS and Landsat.
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
Michael McElroy
John Perry
Implementation Expert
Vincent, NASA/GSFC
Notes
References
MacCracken, M., et. al. "The First Detection of Carbon Dioxide Effects:
Workshop Summary, June 8-10, 1981, Harpers Ferry, W. VA." Bulletin of
the American Meteorolosical Society, Vol. 63, 1982, 1164-1178.
Woodwell, G.M., et al, "Deforestation Measured by Landsat: Steps Toward
a Method," Technical Report prepared at The Ecosystems Center, Marine
Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, MA.
Woodwell, G.M., Editor, The Role of Terrestrial Vegetation in the
Global Carbon Cycle: Measurement by Remote Sensing, Publication by the
Ecosystems Center, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, MA.
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CO2 ATMOSPHERICCONCENTRATIONSDRNO.21
C_O2 Climate Research Program
Model parameter (input)
Professional Disciplin._ee
Meteorology
Modeling
General Description
Long-term changes and global distribution of atmospheric CO 2
concentration are needed to supplement ground station data.
CO 2 concentration gradient measurements are also needed to detect
sources and sinks for special flux studies. High precision and
accuracy measurements are needed to detect these gradients,
Technical Description Related Parameters
Temperature
Cloud Cover
Albedo
Radiation budget
0 3
Geographical Extent
Global
Resolution
Grid Size: 500 km
Monthly Avg.
Error Tolerance
0.3 ppm
HIRS-2
Space-Based Sensor Systems
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
Wei-Chyung Wang
Implementation Expert
Lester Machta, NOAA
C.D. Keeling, Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Notes
References
Machta, L. "Atmospheric Measurement of Carbon Dioxide." Proceedings
of Workshop on the Global Effects of Carbon Dioxide from Fossil Fuels,
DOE Pub. No. CONF-770385, May 1979.
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PRECIPITATION
SDR NO. 22
CO 2 Climate Research Program
Model parameter (input, output & tuning)
General
Professional Discipline
Meteorology
Modeling
General Description
Effects of CO^ on climate may cause changes in the temperature-
precipatlon (_-P) regimes, with impact on agriculture.
Technical Description Related Parameters
Clouds
Temperature
Latent heat
Soil moisture
Snow/ice
Geographical Extent
Global or se]ccted regions
for model verification
Resolution
Grid Size: 200km
Temporal: daily
Error Tolerance
1-5 ,m/day or
I0%
ESMR-NIMBUS 5
SMMR-NIMBUS 7
Space-Based Sensor Systems
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
Wei-Chyung Wang
Implementatlon Expert
J.A. Weinman, Space Science & Engineering Center, University of
Wisconsin, Madison
Notes
References
Spencer, R.W., et al "Satellite Microwave Radiances Correlated with
Radar Rain Rates Over Land." Nature, Vol. 304, July 14, 1983, 141-143.
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CIRRUSCLOUDS
SDRNO. 23
CO 2 Climate Research Program
Model parameter (Input, output, & tuning)
General
Professlonal Discipline
Meteorology
Modeling
General Description
Since cirrus clouds have extensive coverage and are almost transparent
to thermal infrared radiation, they have significant effects on climate
and radiation balance of the earth-atmosphere system which differs from
over clouds. The principal advantages of monitoring the cirrus from
space-based sensor systems are their relatively long llfe time and high
altitudes.
Technical Description Related Parameters
Temperature
Albedo (surface & lower
level clouds)
Geographical Extent
Global or selected regions
for model verification
Resolution
(Parameterlzed Data)
Grid Size: 200 km
Temporal: daily
Monthly average
Error Tolerance
Space-Based Sensor Systems
HIRS and AVHRR on NOAA - 7
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Person with whom SDR was discussed
Wei-Chyung Wang
Implementation Expert
J.A. Coakley & F.P. Bretberton, NCAR
Moustafa Chahlne, JPL
Notes
Because cirrus clouds are generally seml-transparent, the variable
emissivity can present a problem when trying to determine their
radiative properties.
References
Coakley, J.A., and Bretherton, F.P. "Cloud Cover from High Resolutlon
Scanner Data: Detecting and Allowing for Partlally Filled Fields of
View." Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 87, 1982, 4917-4932.
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APPENDIX B
MEASURES OF MEASUREMENT ADEQUACY
The adequacy of a measurement instrument is often characterized in terms
of the precision, accuracy, and confidence that can be assigned to the
measurements that it produces. It is useful to distinguish among these
three concepts. Suppose that a variable, such as surface temperature at
a particular place and time, is being measured. Let X denote the true
(but unknown) value of this variable, and let m(X) be the measured value
produced by the measurement instrument. For example, X might be the true
temperature that would be measured by someone standing on the ground at the
time and place in question, while m(X) could be the estimated temperature
produced by a space-based
The accuracy of the measurement re(X) may be defined as the size
of the difference between the true and measured values, i.e., as
IX - mCX) l
• The precision of the system over a large number of measurements
may be defined in terms of the sample standard deviation, e.g.,
i
I/JE [m(x)-E [m(x) ]]2,
where E(x) denotes the expected value (i.e., the mean, or
arithmetic average) of the quantity x. Alternatively, if the
system produces data in the form of intervals (such
as m(X) + d, where d is a "tolerance limit") that are known with
high confidence to contain the true value, X, then the precision
of the system (at that confidence level) may be
defined as the reciprocal of the length of the interval (e.g. i/2d).
Wide intervals indicate low precision.
The confidence in an interval-valued measurement, such as m(X) _ d,
may be defined as the probability that this interval contains the
true value, e.g., as
Pr[m(X)-d < X < re(X) + d].
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i(This should not be confused with the "confidence interval" of
classical statistics.) Note that there always tends to be a
tradeoff between the confidence and precision of a measurement,
i.e. between the width of an interval and the probability that it
contains the true value.
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The concept of "accuracy" for a systemmust be extended
when measurement is distributed over time, rather than being made instan-
taneously. Let the "true" value of the variable being measured be X t at
^
time t, and let its measured value be denoted by m(X t) - X t. Then, the
measurement error at time t may be defined as
^
ut - Ixt - xtl, (i)
the magnitude of the difference between the true and measured values. In
general, X t may be (and remain) unknown, so that the error u t is not
directly observable. In this case, it is necessary to specify a hypothe-
sized model relating measured values to each other, e.g.,
= X t =Xt+ I F( ), X X + ut t t
(2)
where u is assumed to be a random error component, e.g. normally dis-
t
2.
tributed with mean O, variance
u t _ N (0, 2). (3)
If the model is given by (2) and (3), then the relation between observable
(measured) values is
Xt+ I = F(X t - ut) , u t _ N(0, 2), (4)
where the unobservable construct X t has been eliminated, leaving u t as
the only unobservable. If the "system dynamics" represented by the function
F are known, then the accuracy may be estimated. For example, suppose
that the variable being measured is hypothesized to have a fixed "true"
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value that remains constant over time, so that the underlying model (2)
^
becomes X t = X0, X t = X0 + ut. This is equivalent to the reduced model
^
Xt _ N(X 0, o2) , and the problem at time T is to estimate X0, the variable's
^ ^ ^
"true" value, from the sequence of measurements {XI, X2, ...XT}.
From elementary statistics, it is known that the 'best" estimate of XO,
i.e., the estimate that minimizes the expected squared measurement error
(or maximizes the expected measurement accuracy) is the sample mean,
i T ^
x t
t=l
(5).
That is, the best estimate of the true value of the variable being measured
is, at any time T, the simple (unweighted) arithmetic average of the
/
f'
measured values observed so far. The expected square error in this esti-
mate, E[(X_ - _)2] is given by o2/T which approaches zero (although more
and more slowly) as T increases towards infinity. After T observations,
the probability that the error IXT - X01 exceeds 2o/_ is less than 5%,
and this probability continues to decrease with increasing T, corresponding
to a steady increase in probable accuracy (assuming that the underlying
^
N(_, o2), is correct.)model) , Xt
What this example demonstrates is that even though the expected error in
any _ measurement taken by a system may remain constant (it is
equal to a in the present case), the accuracy of the estimate formed by
averaging measurements over time may be made arbitrarily good if enough
observations are available (and if the underlying assumptions of a fixed
"true" value and normally distributed N(O, o2) additive measurement error
are correct.) Thus, the concept of a system's "accuracy,"
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from the standpoint of the accuracy of the estimates that it supports,
must take into account both the number of observations that the system
provides (e.g. by a given date), and the accuracy (e.g., the standard
deviation) of each observation.
Figure i provides an example. Time is plotted on the horizontal axis, and
it is assumed that one measurement is taken in each period. At any point
T on the horizontal axis, there is a 95% confidence probability that the
^
estimate X T will fall between the upper and lower curves at that point.
The upper and lower curves converge (slowly) to the true value, XO, as the
number of measurements, T, increases. It is assumed throughout that
observations are independent. To obtain an accuracy of + .5 with a confidence
probability of 95%, four observations are required (when o = .5). To
double this accuracy to + .25 at the same level of confidence requires
42 = 16 observations. To double it again would require 162 = 256 obser-
vations, and so forth. There are sharply diminishing returns, in terms
of improved accuracy, associated with increasing the number of observations.
Figure 1 essentially describes the accuracy/observation number tradeoff
for any system taking measurements of a fixed constant with normally
distributed, serially uncorrelated, measurement noise having known mean
and variance. To apply the curve in Figure 1 to a system taking N
observations per unit time and having zero-mean measurement noise
with arbitrary variance o, it is only necessary to rescale the hori-
zontal axis by multiplying each number by o/2_. A similarly- shaped
pair of curves (based on the "t-statistic") can be derived for the case
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FIGURE ! 95% ERROR BOUNDS AS A FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
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where o is unknown. In any case, if cost is of order 0(N), where N is
the number of o_servations, the shape of the error bounds in Figure l
suggests that an optimal data collection strategy will be to monitor for
a limited number of observations, until the marginal cost of continued
measurement exceeds the value of the marginal improvement in estimate
accuracy, and then to cease monitoring.
When the variable being monitored has a value that changes over time --
which is the case for nearly all variables useful in describing the
climate -- the analysis of measurement accuracy becomes more difficult.
Suppose that the above example is generalized to a first-order autoregressive
process, with the "true" value being measured evolving according to the
equation
Xt+ I -- _ X t + V t, Vt _ N(O, b 2),
and with the measurements being given by
just as before.
(6)
Xt = Xt + ut, ut % N(O, o2), (7)
It is assumed that Vt, ut, Vt+ L and ut+ L are mutually
independent, for all values of t and L. Thus, the true parameter value
at time t is equal to a fraction e of its value in the preceding period,
plus a random increment with mean O, variance b 2. We assume that a (the
"decay rate") is a known fraction between -i and +i. The simple example
studied above and illustrated in Figure i corresponds to the special case
_= i, b=O.
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The "best estimate" of Xt, in this case, is given by a recursive filter
known as the "Kalman filter"; it maybe expressed as
^
Xt = (Kt)(_Xt-l) + (l - Kt) X t. (7)
That is, the estimated value of X t which gives the lowest expected squared
error of any estimate, denoted by Xt' is a weighted sum of (i) The best
"predicted" value of Xt, based on previously available information
(namely, _Xt_l); and (il) The actually measured value of X t, namely X t. Xt
also turns out to be the most likely value of Xt, given all the measure-
ments available up through period t. The values of the "Kalman gain factor,"
K, which defines the weights in Equation (7) may be computed from
o
Kt- r +o
t
, where (8)
= [(e2°rt-l)/(rt I + o)] + br
t -- °
(9) .
Thus, the complete sequence of weights K t can be determined (through
iteration of Equation (9)) once the initial value rI has been specified.
Now it turns out that
r = 2p + b and (I0)
t t-i
or t
Pt - - Ktr t (ll)o+r
t
where P is the variance (= expected squared error, since the estimate is
t
unbiased) of the optimal estimate Xt" Hence, rI = b if the initial stat_
XO, is completely known, and rI = _ if the initial state is completely
• quickly converges to a steady-stateunknown In any case, the variance of Xt
value equal to the positive value of
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2 )2P_ -- lim Var (Xt) = _ _ - b - _ + 2 _ b - o + b___
-- .... 2
t-_ 2_ 2 2_ 2 a
(12)
regardless of its initial value.
The above analysis can be extended to arbitrary moving average and/or
autoregressive processes through a simple device known as "state vector
augmentation," with all equations being replaced by their vector/matrix
equivalents. Note that Equation (7), may be rewritten as
^ ^
Xt = Xt + Kt (aXt-I - Xt)' (7')
which says that the best estimate of X is equal to the observed value
t
plus a correction which is proportional to the difference between the
predicted and observed values. Equation (12) gives the unavoidable error
associated with this '"pest estimate," and shows how it depends on measure-
2
ment noise, _ , and process noise, b 2. Note that "perfect" estimation is
possible in the long run, despite measurement noise, if b = O.
Figure 2 shows how the achievable accuracy of the estimate Xt produced
by the optimal filter varies with the stability and noisiness of the
variable being measured. If the process described by Equation (6) is
"stable" (meaning that -i < _ < i) or if it is a "random walk" (meaning
that a -- i) then the filtered measurement X homes in on the true value
t
Xt with increasing accuracy as long as the process generating X t is free
of noise (b = 0 in Equation (6).) The filtered measurement approaches
perfect accuracy (zero expected error) asymptotically as t ÷ _ in this
case, which is the one illustrated in Figure i and in the lowermost curve
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(corresponding to b = 0) in Figure 2a. As the intensity of noise in the
process generating X t --measured by b-- increases above zero, however,
the irreducible expected squared error (i.e., variance) in the filtered
estimate Xt' even if an arbitrarily large number of observations is avail-
able, also becomes positive. This is shown in Figure 2 by the increase
in steady-state variance with increasing b. For unstable systems
(I_I>i), moreover, the steady-state accuracy of the filtered measurements
is limited even when b = 0. This is because the value of the variable being
measured changes faster than the filter can track it.
From this analysis, it is seen that the intensity of measurement noise,
o, is chiefly important in determining how long it takes the filtered
measurement to stabilize in achieving its steady-state variance (that is,
to reach its limiting mean squared error), while the process noise, b,
helps determine how large this steady-state mean squared error will be.
The steady-state mean squared error increases with increasing process
noise, b, or instability, l_I, and (asymptotically) perfect accuracy is
achievable if and only if (i) The process is not unstable, i.e.,
lel<l; an___d(ii) Either process noise or measurement noise (or both)
equals zero, i.e., bo -- O.
Figure 3 shows how the limiting mean squared error, or steady-state
variance, increases with increasing measurement noise for a marginally stable
system (e = I). Note that the horizontal axis is scaled by a factor of
5 relative to the vertical axis, since steady-state variance is relatively
insensitive to noise in the system for small values of the process noise
parameter, b.
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FIGURE 3 INSTANTANEOUS MEASUREMENT VARIANCE VS. STEADY-STATE
FILTERED MEASUREMENT VARIANCE, FOR DIFFERENT PROCESS
NOISE INTENSITIES
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For variables with autoregressive lags of length greater than one_ the
above discussion must be expressed more generally in vector-matrix
notation, with variances being replaced by variance-covariance matrices,
and with parameter _ being generalized with to the set of "eigenvalues"
for the process. However, the qualitative insights in Figures 1 to 3,
2
relating instantaneous mean squared measurement error, o , process stability,
I=I, and process noise, b, to the limiting mean squared error of the filtered
measurement, P , remain essentially valid.
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APPENDIX C
A PROCEDURE FOR SPACE SDR PRIORITIZATION
1.0 INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the study, it was thought that more space SDRs would be compiled than
could be investigated within the scope of the study. Therefore, a prioritization procedure,
based on anticipated sensor system limitations, was developed to screen the SDRs. However as
space-based sensor systems were identified it was found that they could meet all the SDRs and,
therefore, the need for prioritization diminished. Since effort was expended on this procedure,
it is included as part of the study documentation.
It was first necessary to arrive at a common set of attributes which described the relative
importance of each SDR to the DOE C02 Research Program. Many attributes were considered.
Some (e.g., data management requirements and existence of proven algorithms) were rejected
because they related more to engineering considerations than to scientific ones. Finally, four
were selected:
• Importance for early detection of C02-induced effects.
• Need for additional measurements.
• Importance for model inputs.
• Importance for model outputs.
Each SDR was scored on these attributes. These scores were categorical (for example, low,
medium, and high) and formed the basis for assigning a relative value to each SDR. For this
ranking a methodology based on "dominance theory" was used. The methodology and the
selected SDRs are discussed below. 1
2.0 IMPORTANCE FOR FIRST DETECTION OF C02 EFFECTS
The objective of this attribute is to identify those SDRs which are very sensitive to a global
warming and which respond to that warming relatively quickly (i.e., on a timescale of a few
years). Sea level, for example, is sensitive to a global warming trend, but its response time is so
slow that it is of marginal significance to first detection.
The importance of first detection was considered:
• High if the parameters to be measured were determined to be very sensitive to
an overall global warming, and if it responded to that warming within a decade.
• Medium if the parameters were considered very sensitive to global warming, but
responded slowly to that warming.
• Low if the effects were small effects or not known.
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The SDRs which received a score of "High" for first detection of CO2 effects included:
• Global radiation balance.
• Cloud coverage and vertical structure.
• Temperature, both the vertical distribution and surface.
• Sea ice.
• Snow cover.
The SDRs which received, a score of Medium (because of their slow response times) were:
• Sea surface temperature.
• Sea level.
• Surface albedo.
• Land ice.
• Biosphere characteristics.
All other SDRs received a score of Low.
3.0 NEED FOR ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS
ThisSDR attributeisthemost difficulttodefineprecisely.Clearlyno climaticallysignificant
parameters are known with such certaintythatthey requireno additionalmeasurements.
However, reviewofthe literatureand interviewswith members ofthe scientificcommunity
revealedseveraldata inadequaciesin general:
• Coverageisgeographicallylimited.Mostlylackingareoceanicand polardata.
• Measurements are unable to resolvelong-term changes. Often data are
adequateformost purposes,but notpreciseenough forclimaticstudies.Sea ice,
forexample, ismeasured routinely,but the significanceof measured inter-
annual and decadalchanges isnot wellknown.
• Measurements aremade foronlya shorttime.Thislimitationisespeciallytrue
of satellite instruments, which often provide "experimental" information and
are operational for a few years (ERB) or only a few weeks (TOPEX).
To be useful, therefore, measurements must be global, accurate and precise. Just as
importantly, they must be made routinely over a very long period (usually decades).
The need for additional measurement, therefore, was considered:
• High if two of the following descriptions applied to current measurements:
-- not global in coverage
-- measurement of insufficient resolution.
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• Medium if one of the above descriptions applied to current measurements.
• Low, if neither of the above descriptions applied.
The SDRs were scoredforadditionalmeasurement need as follows:
Radiation Balance (Medium)
Current remote observations (ERBE program) are acceptable but are scheduled
to be performed for only a few years.
Clouds: Percent Coverage (Medium)
Reliable measurements in the polar regions are almost totally lacking and
reliability over the continents needs improving. Current routine measurements
over the oceans are good.
• Clouds: Vertical Structure (High)
There are virtually no global estimates of this parameter.
Trace Gases (High)
The scattered measurements being performed are irregular in both time and
space.
Aerosols (Medium)
Present measurements (DIAL, SAMI, SAGE) are adequate but are not part of an
ongoing, routine measurement program.
Temperature: Vertical Profile (Medium)
Current observations provide regular global coverage, but are neither accurate
nor precise enough for climate studies.
Precipitation (Medium)
The current network of land-based stations is adequate over the continents, and
moreover, is densest in those agricultural regions most sensitive to fluctuations
in precipitation. Oceanic data is inadequate.
Atmospheric Water Content (High)
Current measurements are precise but inaccurate. They also provide no infor-
mation concerning relative liquid and vapor content, nor do they provide any
vertical resolution.
Sea Surface Temperature (Low)
Except for relatively minor problems with accuracy and precision, current
measurements are adequate.
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• Sea Ice (Medium)
Current routine measurements have inadequate accuracy.
• Ocean Currents (High)
There are no operational measurements of this parameter.
• Oceans: Surface Winds (High)
There are no operational measurements of this parameter.
• Sea Level (High)
Current land-based measurements provide inadequate resolution, and more-
over, are confounded by local patterns of wind and coastal subsidence.
• Soil Moisture (High)
Current satellite estimates of this parameter are irregular and subject to large
errors.
• Snow Cover (Medium)
Current operational measurements provide sufficientaccuracy for resolution of
climatic change, but they are inaccurate in cloudy regions.
• Surface Albedo (Medium)
Current observational measurements are uncertain: radiance observations are
unidirectional within a set of narrow bands and yet are extrapolated to the
entire spectrum.
• Ground Temperature (Medium)
These are closely related to measurements of atmospheric temperature profile;
therefore, ground temperature measurements suffer from large errors.
• Biosphere (High)
There are no operational measurements providing biosphere characteristics.
4.0 SIGNIFICANCE FOR MODEL INPUT
Two aspects of GCM model input were considered.
First,those parameters which affectthe earth'sclimate independently ofany increase in CO2
must be isolated.These parameters provide a confusing influence which must be_considerod
when one assessesa model's abilityto represent the dynamics ofclimatic change over a period
of many years.
Second, itmust be recognized that certain parameters are used to "tune" models. In other
words, allGCMs contain certain empirical constants which have no other physical meaning
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thantoenable the model toreproduce the observed climate.These constants,which often must
be estimated using very limiteddata,form the basisforparameterizations ofvarious processes
too complicated to model directly.Typically such so-called"tuning parameters" are relatedto
long-term fluxes of sensible and latent heat.
The SDRs' importance for model input was considered:
• Very High if the parameters were:
-- an independent variable (e.g., the solar constant), or
-- required for calculating an empirical tuning parameter which affects the
sign of the response to a CO2 increase.
• High if they were required for calculating a tuning parameter other than the
type described above.
• Medium if they were an input parameter different from that described above.
• Low if they were not a model input.
External factors (i.e., independent variables) which received a score of Very High included:
• Incoming solar radiation (part of radiation balance).
• Trace gas concentrations.
• Aerosol concentrations.
Those dependent variables related to tuning parameters which received a score of Very High
were:
• Vertical cloud distribution.
• Vertical profile of water vapor.
Other dependent variables related to tuning parameters (and which received a score of High)
included:
• Soil moisture (required for evaporation),
• Ground temperature (and surface air temperature required for sensible heat
flux).
• Sea ice.
• Snow cover.
Additional model inputs that did not fall into the above categories (and, therefore, which
received a score of Medium) were:
• Sea surface temperature.
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• Surface albedo.
• Land ice.
The remaining SDRs received a score of "Low."
5.0 SIGNIFICANCE FOR MODEL OUTPUT
Dependent variables were first separated into those variables which are modeled directly (i.e.,
according to "first principles") and those which are modeled indirectly (i.e., using empirical
parameterizations). There is greater confidence in those aspects of climate which are modeled
directly than in those which are modeled indirectly. In addition, interest was highest in those
outputs which models show to be very sensitive to global warming.
The importance for model output was considered:
• Very High if the parameters were a dependent variable and were
-- closely related (physically) to global warming
4 modeled directly.
• High if they were the same as Very High but modeled indirectly.
• Medium if they were a dependent variable but not particularly sensitive to a
global warming.
• Low if they were not a model output.
The SDRs most significant for model outputs and receiving a score of"Very High" included:
• Outgoing radiation flux.
• Cloud coverage and vertical structure.
• Sea surface and ground temperatures.
• Vertical temperature profile.
Less significant model outputs (those sensitive to warming which are modeled indirectly)
which received a score of High included:
• Precipitation.
• Sea ice.
• Soil moisture.
• Snow cover.
Other model outputs which received a score of Medium were:
• Sea currents.
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• Atmospheric winds.
• Oceanic surface atmospheric pressure.
All the remaining SDRs receiveda scoreof Low.
6.0 ASSESSING SDR IMPORTANCE
Once the SDRs were evaluated, their importance to the DOE CO2 Research Program was
assessed using a technique known as "dominance theory." Dominance theory provides an
objective means for assessing the relative importance (or desirability) of independent options.
The basicassumptionofdominance theoryisthateachoptiontobe analyzedisdescribedby a
number ofattributes,with a scoreassignedtoeachattributeforeach option.By convention,
low scoresindicatelow importance and high scoresindicatehigh importance.To say that
optionA dominates optionB impliesthat:
• A is at least as important as B on all attributes;
• A is more important than B on at least one attribute.
Typically, the first step of a dominance analysis is the construction of a dominance matrix.
This matrix is formed by crossing the set of options with itself, so that if there are N options,
the dominance matrix is of size N x N. The matrix contains a 1 in a row i and column j if, and
only if, option i dominates option j, and a O otherwise. The dominance matrix gives an over-
view of how disparate the options actually are. A dominance matrix filled with all O's, for
example, implies that all options are roughly equivalent. Furthermore, an approximate
measure of importance can be gained by adding the number of l's in each row of the matrix,
which gives the number of other options dominated by each individual option.
The chief value of the dominance matrix is that it allows a definition of dominance classes,
which are sets of options satisfying the following:
• Each optionina givenclassisdominatedonlyby members ofclassesaboveit.
• Each optionin a given classdominates only members ofclassesbelow it.
Constructionofdominance classesisanalogousto a partialranking because,fordecision-
making purposes,choosing one optionover another within the same dominance classis
completelyarbitrary.
The power of dominance theory as an analyticaltoolliesin itslack of assumptions.No
assumptionsare made concerningthe relativeimportanceofthe individualattributes.More-
over,the dominance relationisextremely robust:ifoptionA dominates optionB, A will
always outscoreB no matter how the individualattributesare weighted.
The scoresassigned to the selectedSDRs describedabove are presentedin Table 1. For
convenience,briefsetsofscoredefinitionsare included.These scoresprovidethe basisforthe
dominance analysis.
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TABLE 1
ATTRIBUTE SCORES FOR THE SELECTED SDR LIST
1st Detection Measured Need Model Input Model Output
Global Rad Bal 2 1 3 3
Cloud PCT 0 1 0 3
Cloud Vert 0 2 3 3
Temp Vertical 2 1 2 3
Temp (Ground) 2 1 2 3
Trace Gases 2 2 3 0
Aerosols 2 1 3 0
Water Vert 0 2 3 1
Wind Vert 0 0 0 1
Precipitation 0 1 0 2
Sea Sfc Temp 0 0 0 3
Sea Ice 2 1 2 2
Sea Currents 0 2 1 1
Wind (Sfc Ocean) 0 2 0 1
Press (Sfc Ocean) 0 0 0 1
Sea Level 1 2 0 0
Soil Moisture 0 2 2 2
Snow Cover 2 1 2 2
Albedo (Sfc) 1 1 1 1
Ice (Land) 1 0 1 0
Biosphere 1 2 0 0
First Detection
2: Very sensitive to warming, response time less than decade
1: Very sensitive to warming, response time greater than decade
0: Either not very sensitive or unknown
Measurement Need
2: Coverage is not global, cannot resolve change and is not routine
1: Coverage meets at least 2 of the criteria above
0: Coverage meets either 1 or 0 of the criteria above
Model Inputs
3: External factors or tuning parameters which change sign of response
2: Other tuning parameters
1: Other model inputs
0: Not model inputs
Model Outputs
3: Those both highly affected by warming and modeled directly
2: Those highly affected by warming but modeled indirectly
3: Connection to global warming indirect
0: Not model outputs
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The dominance matrix derived from these scoresispresented inTable 2.(Note that there isa 1
in row iand column j if,and only if,option idominates optionj.)Here the rows and columns of
the matrix have been sorted by row in order togive a rough measure ofrelativeimportance.
Several aspects of this matrix should be noted.
• Vertical cloud distribution is clearly the dominant SDR, as it dominates all
others.
• Vertical wind distributionand oceanic surface pressure are of littleinterest
because they dominate nothing and are dominated by allother options.
Because their rows and columns are identical,the following pairs ofSDRs are
completely equivalent for decision-making purposes:
ground temperature and verticaltemperature profile
-- snow cover and sea ice
surface oceanic winds and biosphere characteristics
The dominance clusters implied by the dominance matrix of Table 2 are shown in Table 3.
These dominance classes correspond to a final ranking of the SDRs in terms of their impor-
tance to the CO2 Research Program for the purposes of this study. The order within dominance
clusters in Table 5 is not meaningful: the only significance is in the cluster membership of the
individual SDRs.
It is important to recognize that the relative ranking shown in Table 3 applies only to the
individual value of the SDRs. It does not take into account the various interactions between
SDRs which must be considered when choosing space-based sensors. For example, the ranking
does not concern itself with practical measurement issues, for example, in considering surface
albedo note that the ranking of this SDR (dominance class 4) is based on the value of surface
albedo independently of all other SDRs, and might appear to imply that surface albedo is
relatively unimportant. On the contrary, to make almost any spaced-based measurements
(looking downward) requires an extremely accurate value for clear-sky radiance which for all
intents and purposes gives surface albedo!
Alternatively, measurements may be required which illuminate a specific feedback mecha-
nism in order to improve some parameterization used in climate models. For example, the
long-term mechanisms of cloud formation involve an extremely complex interaction between
the hydrological cycle, the atmospheric temperature field and large-scale wind patterns.
Therefore, to make measurements which capture the details of how and why clouds form,
several SDRs must be satisfied simultaneously. The dominance classes in Table 3 provide
guidance about which parameters to measure for this purpose, but they do not provide all the
information required for decisions. An important input to these decisions will be the perform-
ance, the estimated costs, and the program for implementation of space-based sensor systems.
REFERENCE
1. R.L. Keeney, and H. Raiffa. Decisions with Multiple Objectives: Preferences and Value
Tradeoffs. John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1976.
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TABLE 2
ORDERED DOMINANCE MATRIX FOR SELECTED SDRs
5 10 15 2O
1 CIoudVert
2 Global Rad Bal
3 Temp Vertical
4 Temp (Ground)
5 Trace Gases
6 Sea Ice
7 Soil Moisture
8 Snow Cover
9 Cloud PCT
10 Water Vert
11 Sea Currents
12 Sea Level
13 Albedo (SFC)
14 Biosphere
15 Aerosols
16 Precipitation
17 Sea SFC Temp
18 Wind (SFC Ocean)
19 Ice (Land)
20 Wind Vert
21 Press (SFC Ocean)
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 3
LIST OF SDRs
Dominance
Class SDR
1 Clouds Vertical Distribution
Cirrus Clouds
2 Global Radiation Budget
3 Trace Gases (IncludingO3)
CO2
Soil Moisture
Temperature Vertical Profile
Temperature (Ground)
H20 Vertical Distribution
Sea Ice
Cloud PercentCoverage
Sea Currents
Sea Level
Precipitation
Snow Cover
Vegetation Index
Aerosols
Surface Albedo
Sea Surface Temperature
Sea Surface Wind
Land Ice
Wind Field (Vertical)
Sea Surface Pressure
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This document contains 27 Subsystem Fact Sheets (SFS) produced by Ball
Aerospace Systems Division in partial fulfillment of Contract 6300-7107 for
Arthur D. Little. The SFS's address the following instruments/systems:
SFS- 1
SFS- 2
SFS- 3
SFS- 4
SFS- 5
SFS- 6
SFS- 7
SFS- 8
SFS- 9
SFS-IO
SFS-11
SFS-12
SFS-13
SFS-14
SFS-15
SFS-16
SFS-17
SFS-18
SFS-19
SFS-20
SFS-21
SFS-22
SFS-23
SFS-24
SFS-25
SFS-26
SFS-27
Coastal Zone Color Scanner
Scanning Multi-channel Microwave Radiometer
Ocean Color Imager
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Stratospheric Sounding Unit
High Resolution Infrared Sounder
Thematic Mapper
Microwave Sounding Unit
Satellite Sounder, Humidity
Data Collection System
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit
Advanced Moisture and Temperature Sounder
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Light Detection and Ranging
Large Antenna Multi-Frequency Microwave Radiometer
Laser Heterodyne Spectrometer
Cryogenic Limb-scanning Interferometer and Radiometer
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
Modular Optoelectronic Multispectral Scanner
Systeme Probatoire de l'Observation de la Terre
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer
Microwave Pressure Sounder
Altimeter
Scatterometer
Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
Atmospheric Trace Molecules Observed by Spectroscopy
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SUBSYSTEM FACT SHEET i
COASTAL ZONE COLOR SCANNER (CZCS)
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Multi-cnanne| image-scanning radiometer.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Radiation in five visible and one infrared bands.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfully flown and operating on NIMBUS-7.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1978
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
Dr. Warren Hovis (NOAA)
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Ball Aerospace Systems Division, Boulder, Colorado
1.7 REFERENCES
l) "Final Report F7B-II, Rev. A: Development of the Coastal
Zone Color Scanner for NIMBUS-7". Prepared for Goddard Space
Flight Center (NASA) Dy Ball Aerospace Systems Division,
1979.
2) "NIMBUS-7 User's Guide". Landsat/NIMBUS Project, Goddard
Space FIigIlt Center (NASA), 1978.
3) "The Marine Resources Experiment (MAREX)". Report of the
Ocean Color Science WorKing Group, Goddard Space Flight
Center (NASA), 1982.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
42 kg
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2.2 AVERAGEPOWERCONSUMPTION:
48 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
78 cm x 53 cm x 37 cm
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Power requirements of other satellite instruments limit CZCS to 30%
operation mode. Two stage radiative cooler for IR focal plane is
included.
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
3.5 Mbps (max.), 400 kbps (ave.)
3.2 COMMANDS:
Controllable gain for first four visible channels.
tilt on scan mirror in order to eliminate sun glint.
Controllable
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3.3 ONBOARDPROCESSING:
Digitization with controllable offset for improved resolution.
3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
Digital tape recorder.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVINGSTATION/TDRSS:
Groundreceiving station.
3.6 DATAHANDLING/REDUCTION:
Data is recorded and archived at GSFC. User algorithms may be
used, or NASA/GSFCderived tapes and photographs maybe obtained.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
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4.2 ALTITUDE:
955 km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Ascending node at 12:00 LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A cassegrain telescope focusses radiation on a dichroic beam split-
ter. Visible light goes to a polychromator and then to five Si
photo-diodes; infrared radiation goes to a cooled (120°K) HgCdTe
photo-conductor. The 11.5 mm channel provides the information on
sea surface temperature.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Mechanical, rotating mirror at 45° to optical axis.
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5.3 FIELDOFVIEW:
IFOV: .865 mradx .865 mrad
.825 kmx ,825 km
FOV: 1.37 tad
SwathWidth: 1570 km
5.4 SAMPLE,SCANRATE;INTEGRATIONTIME:
Sampling Period: 123.73 ms
Scan rate (mirror): 8.U8 rps
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal :
External:
for visible channels, incandescent light;
honeycombblack body at knowntemperature.
View of deep space.
for
_R,
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5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
CENTER
WAVELENGTH RESOLUTION
SNR NET.___D_D
i .443 .02 150 -
2 .520 ,02 140 -
3 .550 .02 125 -
4 .670 .02 I00 -
5 ,750 .02 iO0 -
6 11.5 2 - .220°K at
270°K
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Flown successfully on NIMBUS-7, October 1978.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Successfully flown and still operating. The CZCS has been used to Obtain
the following results:
l) Chlorophyll concentration with an accuracy of ±30%, no
clouds, low suspended sediment concentration.
2) Diffuse Attenuation Coefficient with an accuracy of ±15%
under the same conditions,
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Processing of CZCSdata proved moredifficult than anticipated due to its
large volume [see reference (3)]. However, analysis of data showedgood
correlation with ground truth measurementsof pigment concentrations and
diffuse attenuation coefficients in open oceans, with quality degrading
in areas of high suspendedsediment concentration due to the limited num-
ber of spectral bands available.
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SCANNING MULTICHANNEL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER ISMMRI
I. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Scanning reflector multip]e frequency microwave radiometer.
1,2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Ortnogonally polarized antenna temperature at each of five micro-
wave frequencies,
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfully flown and operating on NIMBUS-7.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1977
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1.5 PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR:
Dr. Per Gloersen (NOAA)
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,CA
1.7 REFERENCES
I) "The NIMBUS-7 User's Guide." The Landsat/Nimbus Project,
Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA), 1978.
2) "The Marine Resources Experiment Program (MAREX)." Report of
the Ocean Color Science Working Group, Goddard Space Flight
Center (NASA), 1982.
3) "NASA Space Systems Technology Model." Vol. IB. Washington,
D.C.: NASA, 1981.
4) "NOSS: National Oceanic Satellite System."
D.C., NASA, 1978.
Washington,
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
52.3 kg
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2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
6O W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
2 15.3 cm x 33.0 cm x 20.4 cm modules
1 15.3 cm x 16.5 cm x 70.4 cm modules
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Utilizes an oscillating offset reflector for scanning. Power con-
sumption limits SMMR to 50% operational mode. Requires a parabolic
section antenna (80 cm dia).
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
2 kbps
3.2 COMMANDS:
12
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3.3 ONBOARDPROCESSING:
A/D and serial bit stream formation.
3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
Digital tape recorder.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVINGSTATION/TDRSS:
Grounding receiving station.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Raw data is processed by Meteorological Operations Control Center
into user formatted tape. This is then processed by the Science
and Applications Computer Center to produce temperature and other
tapes available to the community. Further processing and formation
of images for various geophysical variables is done at the Informa-
tion Processing Division (GSFC).
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
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4.2 ALTITUDE:
955 km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage; 6 day revisit.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Ascending node at 12:00 LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A 42° offset parabolic reflector feeds all five frequencies into a
single feed horn. Six DicKe-type radiometers are used - the four
low-channels scan different polarizations alternately, the highest
channel scans both polarizations continuously.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Oscillating parabolic reflector.
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5.3 FIELDOFVIEW:
Channel i 2 3 4 5
AntennaBeamWidth 4.2° 2.6° 1.6 ° 1.4 ° 0.8 °
(±0.2°)
FOV: ±25: with constant angle of earth incidence of 50.3° .
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Channe| i 2 3 4 5
Integration Time (ms) 126 62 62 62 30
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal:
External:
Ambient RF termination
Horn antenna view of deep space; other con-
stants checked against targets of known proper-
ties (groundtrutb).
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5.6 SPECTRALCHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
DOUBLE
SIDEBAND ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE
FREQUENCY RESOLUTION NOISE ACCURACY RESOLUTION
(GHz) (MHz) (dB) (°K ms) (°K per IFOV)
1 6.6 250 <5.0 <2.0 0.9
2 10.69 250 <5.0 <2.0 0.9
3 18.00 250 <5.0 <2.0 1.2
4 21.00 250 <5.0 <2.0 1.5
5 37.00 250 <5.0 <2.0 1.5
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successfully flown and still operating on NIMBUS-7.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Obtainable measurements and accuracies include:
1) Sea Surface Temperature (±4°C).
2) Wind Speed (±2.5 m/s, no direction).
3) Fractional Ice Coverage (±15%, providing no rain, heavy clouds,
sunglint or RFI).
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Other obtainable measurements are:
1) Mesosca}e soil wetness index.
2) Snow accumulation rates over continental ice sheets.
3) Subsurface physical temperatures in snow cover.
4) Total water vapor, total non-precipitating liquid water, and rain-
fall rate over open ocean.
An improved version of SMMR has been proposed with the following
characteristics:
Weight: 350 kg
Dimensions: 15 m3
Average Power Consumption: 150 W
A 4 m rotating parabolic antenna would yield a swath width of 1350 km.
Spectral characteristics are as follows:
Channel
Integra-
Surface tion Temper-
Frequency Beamwidth Resolution Time ature
(GHz) (deg) (km) (msec) (°K)
i 4.3 1.22 22 x 34 7.7 400
2 IL).65 0.49 9 x 14 3.1 500
3 18.7 0.28 5 x 7.8 1.8 400
4 21 0.25 4.5 x 7 1.6 4L)U
5 36.5 0.25 4.5 x 7 1.6 800
6 91 0.25 4.5 x 7 1.6 1200
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Anticipated performance is as follows:
Wind Speed Ice Age
Precision: 2 m/s Precision:
Accuracy: 2 m/s Resolution:
Resolution: 15 Km
± 10%
3.5 km
Atmopsheric Liquid Water Ice Coverage
Precision: 3 mg/cm 2
Resolution: 9 km
Precision: 7%
Resolution: 7 km
Atmospheric Water Vapor Precipitation Over Land
Precision: 150 mg/cm 2
Resolution: 9 Km
Resolution: 9 km
Surface Temperature Precipitation Over Water
Precision: 7° K Precision: ±i octave
Resolution: 9 km
A suspected hardware design flaw related to leakaye across a switch which
changes from horizontal to vertical polarization mode may cause deletion
of this design in favor of LAMMR.
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SUBSYSTEM FACT SHEET 3
OCEAN COLOR IMAGER (OCl)
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Multi-channel image-scanning radiometer.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
visible channels.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Phase B studies.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
Late 1980's.
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
N/A
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
NIA
1.7 REFERENCES
Ba]l Aerospace Systems Division interna] documentation.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
5U Kg (57 K9 with diffuser).
2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
60 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
56.0 cm x 41.0 cm x 87 cm
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2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
it
/
/
Includes rotating scan mirror and optional diffuser.
3, DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
3.33 Mbps (max.), 779 kbps (ave.)
3.2 COMMANDS:
33"
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
Color Data Processor (to be built by RCA) will provide buffered
frames and calibration data. Data averaging is available on com-
mand.
3.4 ON _OARD STORAGE:
Digital tape recorder.
D-20
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVINGSTATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
NOAA and GSFC wi|l share computer analysis and create a User Inter-
face Facility for production of images.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, polar, sun-synchronous.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
870 km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage, 2 weeks revisit.
/
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4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
/
/
/
/
/
I
/
i
Ascending node at 1:30 p.m. LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
Exactly the same as the Coastal Zone Color Scanner, (see SFS-I),
but with larger field of view.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Rotating mirror (6 Hz at 45° to optical axis).
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV:
FOV:
Swath Width:
1.30 mrad x 1.30 mrad
1.13 km x 1.13 km
1.45 rad
1542 km
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5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Scan rate: 6 Hz
Sample time: 32.05_s
5200 samples per scan
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal:
External:
Visible calibration lamps
Diffuser looking at sun, view to deep space.
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
WAV ELENGTH RESOLUTION
I" m)
I .443 .02
2 .490 .02
3 .520 .02
4 .560 .02
5 .590 .02
6 .670 .02
7 .765 .04
8 .867 .U5
SNR
789
681
688
638
472
430
383
537
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6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Present: Phase B
Late 1980's: Phase C/D
1989: Launch
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
No difficult problems except for new ground in developing the diffuser.
There is some talk of modifying channel 7 to block a particularly strong
absorption band.
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SUBSYSTEM FACT SHEET 4
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (AVHRR)
/
/
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Four channel image-scanning radiometer.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
One channel visible light, one near infrared, and two infrared
radiation.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfully flown on TIROS/NOAA.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
Late 1970's.
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1.5 PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR:
/
/
/
/
I
i
NIA
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
ITT Aerospace/Optical Division, Fort Wayne, IN
1.7 REFERENCES
(i) "The TIROS-N/NOAA A-G Satellite Series." NOAA Technical
Memorandum NESS-95, Arthur Scnwalb, August 1979.
(2) "AVHRR-FM Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer, Final
Enyineering Report." ITT Aerospace/Optical Division, Fort
Wayne, IN for NASA (NASA contract NAS5-21900).
(3) "Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer, Mod. 2, Engineer-
ing Reports, Final Report." ITT Aerospace/Optical Division,
Fort Wayne, IN for NASA (NASA contract NASS-234UO).
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
27 Kg
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2.2 AVERAGEPOWERCONSUMPTION:
24.92 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
58.27 cm x 24.77 cm x 35.72 cm
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Utilizes a rotating scan mirror. Requires a temNerature controlled
mounting platform and a radiant cooler.
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
665 kbps @ High Resolution
41 kbps @ Global Resolution
3.2 COMMANDS:
28
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3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
Amplification, multiplexing, A/D, and delivery to NOAA satellite's
MIRP high data rate processor. On-board averaging for global re-
solution.
3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
Digital tape recorder.
3.5 GROUND RECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Data is provided in the form of global area coverage with 4 km x
4 km resolution, selected local area coverage with i km × i km re-
solution, and direct readout to users capable of receiving it.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
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4.2 ALTITUDE:
833 km
4.3 REVISITTIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATIONTOSUN:
Ascending node at 1400-1800LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
Rotating mirror feeds a cassegrain telescope then dicnroics and
beamsplitters. The visible and near infrared radiation is received
by Si detectors, the infrared by InSb and HgCdTe detectors.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
360 rpm rotating mirror.
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5.3 FIELDOFVIEW:
IFOV: 1.3 mradx 1.3 mrad (±0.1 mrad)
1.0 kmx 1.0 km
FOV: 1.33 rad
112°
5.4 SAMPLE,SCANRATE;INTEGRATIONTIME:
Scan rate: 360 scan/minute.
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal :
External :
Warmhousiny at knowntemperature is viewed.
View of deep space.
5.6 SPECTRALCHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
*at 300°K
CENTER
WAVELENGTH
.ILb
.91
3.74
Ii .0
RESOLUTION
.38
.38
1.0
SNR
>3:1
>3:1
m
NETD
.12°K*
.12°K*
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6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successfully flying on TIROS-N/NOAA series of satellites.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Measurements of hydrological, oceanographic, and meteorological parame-
ters - clouds, land/water, snow and ice extent, and sea temperature, have
been obtained.
Modification AVHRR/2 has the following characteristics:
Size:
Weight:
Power:
76.84 cm x 28.42 cm x 36.35 cm
28.7 kg
26.18 W
SPECTRAL
CHANNEL
CHARACTERISTICS
WAVELENGTH
(.m)
.63
.91
3.74
i0.8
12.0
RESOLUTION
(.m)
.10
.38
.38
1.0
1.0
NETD
<.12
<.12
<.13
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SUBSYSTEM FACT SHEET 5
STRATOSPHERIC SOUNDING UNIT (SSU)
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Selective absorption pressure-modulated cell 3 channel radiome-
ter,
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Infrared radiation in three channels.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfully flown on TIROS-N/NOAA satellites.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1973
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
N/A
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Marconi Space and Defense Systems, Ltd., Camberley, England for the
U.K. Meteorological Office
1.7 REFERENCES
(I) "The TIROS-N/NOAA A-G Satellite Series." NOAA Tecnnical
Memorandum NESS-95. Arthur Schwalb, 1979.
(2) "Preliminary Design Report for the TIROS-N Stratospheric
Sounding Unit," Volumes I and If, Marconi Space and Defense
Systems, Ltd., Camberley, England.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
9.06 Kg
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2.2 AVERAGEPOWERCONSUMPTION:
15 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
17.78 cmx 17.78 cmx 25.4 cm
2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
Requires an 8-cm (dia.) scan mirror.
3. DATA
3.1 DATARATE:
480 bps
3.2 COMMANDS:
No information.
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3.3 ONBOARDPROCESSING:
Measurementsare digitized and fed to the NOAAsatellite low data
rate Nrocessor, TIP.
3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
Digital tape recorder.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
No information.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
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4.2 ALTITUDE:
833 Km
4.3 REVISITTIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Ascending node at 1400-1800 LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
Pressure modulated CO2 cells filter incoming radiation. Radiation
is measured by Triglycerine Sulphate pyroelectric detectors.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Step-scanning mirror.
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b.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV: .18 rad x o18 rad
150 km x 150 km
FOV: 1.2 tad
Swath Width: 1473 km
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Scan period: 32 seconds
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal :
External :
Black body at known temperature.
View of deep space.
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
CENTRAL
WAVE NO
(cm-I)
668
668
668
EQUIVALENT
SPECTRAL
BANDWIDTH
(cm"I )
2.0
1.0
4.0
NESR/UNIT
SPECTRAL
BANDWIDTH 2
er 9 - cm
s.ster-cm "1
.125
.25
.625
NETD
.147°K at 214°K
.22°K at 240°K
.45°K at 270°K
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6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successfully flown and operating on TIROS-N/NOAA series of satellites.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
N/A
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SUBSYSTEM FACT SHEET 6
HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED SOUNDER IHIRSI
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Multi-channel filter radiometer.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Six short wave infrared, ten |ong wave infrared and one visible
light channels.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Flown successfully on NIMBUS-6.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1970
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
Bill Smith, University of Wisconsin.
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
ITT Aerospace/Optical Division, Fort Wayne, IN.
1.7 REFERENCES
l) "NIMBUS-6 User's Guide," Landsat/NIMBUS Project, Goddard
Space Flight Center (NASA), 1975.
"TIROS-N/NOAA A-G Satellite Series," NOAA Tecnnical Memoran-
dum NESS-95, Arthur Schwalb, Washington, D.C., August,
1979.
3) "Feasibility of Modifying the High Resolution Infrared Soun-
der (HIRS) for Measuring Spectral Components of the Earth
Radiation Budget," Edward W. Koenig and Kent A. Hullimen, ITT
Aerospace/Optical Division, Fort Wayne, IN, 1975 (NASA Con-
tract NA_7-161_B).
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
32.3 kg
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2.2 AVERAGEPOWERCONSUMPTION:
22.8 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
65 cmx 40.4 cmx 35.3 cm
2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
N/A
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
2 kbps
3.2 COMMANDS:
9 bits for command status.
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3.3 ONBOARDPROCESSING:
Amplification, integration, and A/D.
3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
High Data Rate Storage System of the NIMBUS-6,a five channel
digital tape recorder which can store approximately 123 minutes of
data.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVINGSTATION/TDRSS:
Groundreceiving statign.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Tapes of calibrated, located radiances are produced at Goddard In-
stitute for Space Studies. Tapes containin_ derived clear-column
radiances and atmospheric parameters are produced by NOAA. Images
are available.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
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4.2 ALTITUDE:
1100 km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage, 12 hour revisit.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Ascendiny node at 12:00 LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
Cassegrain telescope feeds chopper and filter wheel assembly.
Radiation is focussed and divided by dichroic and refractive ele-
ments and measured by cooled detectors (120°K) in the infrared
(PbSe for SWIR, HgCdTe for LWIR) and 3UO°K Si detectors for visible
light.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Mechanical, rotating mirror.
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5.3 FIELDOFVIEW:
IF0V: 23 mrad (dia) circle
25 km (dia)
FOV: .955 rad
Swath Width: 1050 km
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Scan period per IFOV: 106ms
Scan period per line: 4.5s
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal:
External:
Two black-body targets.
View of deep space.
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5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
CENTER NESR
WAVE NUMBER RESOLUTION (mw/m"2 ster cm-1)
cm-I (cm-11 TD=I88°K TD:I24°K
i 668 2.8
2 679 13.7
3 690 12.6
4 702 15.9
5 716 17.5
6 733 17.6
7 749 18.4
8 900 34.6
9 1,224 63.4
i0 1,496 87.6
ii 2,190 20.6
12 2,212 22.5
13 2,242 21.6
14 2,275 35.2
15 2,357 23.0
16 2,692 296.9
17 14,443 892.2
NETD
Source Temp.=
290°K
TD=I88°K Tn=124°K
3.0 6.0 1.00 3.80
0.66 1.5 0.41 0.94
0.45 0.75 0.28 2.47
0.27 0.44 0.17 0.27
0.52 0.85 0.32 0.52
U.23 0.38 0.14 0.23
0.27 0.42 0.16 0.26
0.19 0.30 0.12 0.19
0.15 0.24 0.14 0.23
0.13 0.19 0.21 0.31
0.12 0.i2 0.13 0.13
0.003 0.003 0.04 0.04
0.006 0.006 0.08 0.08
0.002 0.002 0.03 0.03
0.003 0.003 0.06 0.06
0.001 0.001 0.06 0.06
o IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successfully flown on NIMBUS-6.
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• EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
The HIRS has been modified to HIRS/2, which incorporates 20 spectral
channels, a 15 mrad IFOV, and optics to eliminate vignetting and out-
of-field energy• A further modification in order to use HIRS for
Earth Radiation Budget measurements has been suggested [see reference
(3)]. Four spectral channels (at .3, 1.0, 1.6, and 18-25,m) would be
added, yielding profile and origin (e.g., H20, 02, 03 , and surface)
of radiation excitance. This modification would result in an in-
crease in length of 7.9 cm, an increase in mass of 3.00 kg, and an
increase in power consumption of .i W.
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THEMATIC MAPPER (TM)
i. DESCRIPTION
i.i SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Multi-spectral image scanner.
1.2 PARAMETERSSENSED:
Three visible, three near infrared, and one thermal infrared chan-
nels.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Presently flying on Landsat-D.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1979
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1.5 PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR:
Dr. Vincent V. Salomonson,GSFC(NASA)
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
HughesSanta Barbara ResearchCenter, Santa Barbara, CA
1.7 REFERENCES
(i) J. L. Engel, "Thematic Mapper - An Interim Report on Antici-
pated Performance," AIAA Sensor Systems for the 8U's Confer-
ence, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
1980.
(2) Jack C. Lansing, Jr., Timothy D. Wise, Edward D. Harvey,
"Thematic Mapper Design Prediction and Performance Predic-
tion." The Society of Photo Optical Instrumentation Engi-
neers, Huntsville, Alabama, 1979.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
243 kg
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2.2 AVERAGEPOWERCONSUMPTION:
332 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
66 cmx Ii0 cm x 200 cm
2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
Twostage radiative cooler for Bands5, 6, and 7
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
84.9 Mbps
3.2 COMMANDS:
Images and bands covered are selectable.
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3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
_,plification, digitization, multiplex.
3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
No on-board storage.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Data was to be sent both directly to ground stations and to the
TDRS system.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Large data rate requires initial processing (geometric and radiome-
tric corrections) at Landsat-D Data Management System facility,
capable of accepting 100 TM scenes/day. Data is then sent to the
Landsat-D Assessment System facility for user-oriented process-
ing.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
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4.2 ALTITUDE:
705 km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Revisit time 16 days; global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Descending node at 9:30 LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A forward and reverse scanning plane mirror delivers radiation to a
Ritchey-Chretien telescope. Between the primary mirror and prime
focal plane, a Scan Line Corrector provides optical correction for
spacecraft motion and mirror turnaround. Si detectors for the
first four bands are located at the uncooled primary focal plane:
the remaining bands are optically relayed to a cooled (90°K) focal
plane, where detectors for bands 5 and 7 are InSb and band 6 is
HgCdTe.
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5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Plane mirror with forward and reverse scan (tOms turnaround
time).
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV: 42.5 rad (bands i-4)
43.8 rad (bands 5,7)
170 rad (band 6)
FOV: .26 rad
Swath Width: 185 km
30 m x 30 m
31 m x 31 m
120 m x 120 m
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Scan rate: 70 Hz
5.5 CALIBRATION:
During mirror turnaround, a black reference surface and tungsten
lamps for bands I-5 and 7, and a black body of Known temperature
for band 6.
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5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
WAVELENGTH
(,m)
RESOLUTION
NOISE
EQUIVALENT
REFLECTANCE
i 0.49 0.04 0.8% -
2 0._56 0.04 0.5% -
3 O.66 0.03 O.8% -
4 0.83 0.07 0.5% -
5 1.65 0.I0 1.0% -
6 11,45 1.05 - 0.57
7 2.22 ,14 2.4% -
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
September, 1981: Complete Hardware delivery to NASA
1982: Launch on Landsat D
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Failure of X-band communications link has interrupted data transmission
until TDRSS comes on line.
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MICROWAVE SOUNDING UNIT (MSU)
i. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Multi-channel microwave radiometer.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Four channels of microwave radiation around the 5.5 mm oxygen
region.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfully flown on TIROS/NOAA satellites.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1975
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
N/A
1.6 Ft_NUFACTURER:
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
1.7 REFERENCES
C1) "The TIROS/NOAA A-G Satellite Series," NOAA Tecnnical Memor-
andum NESS-95, Arthur Schwalb, August 1979.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Requires two rotating antennas.
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
320 bps
3.2 COMMANDS:
Can be commanded into orbit or launch mode. All channels may be
turned on or off. A reset mode and manual settiny of antenna posi-
tion are available.
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
Amplification, multiplex, and A/D; data is fed to the TIROS Infor-
mation Processor (TIP) for formatting and multip]exiny with other
instrument data.
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3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
Digital tape recorder.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station (TIP downlink at 8320 bps).
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
No information.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
833 Km
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4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Ascending node at 1400 - 1800 LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
Two stepping reflector/antenna systems feed four Dicke superhete-
rodyne receivers.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Stepping reflector.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV: 131 mrad
109 km (dia)
FOV: 1.65 rad
Swath Width: 2352 km
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5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
IFOV Integration Time: 1.82 sec
Scan period: 25.6 sec
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal: Hot reference body
External: View of deep space
b.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH
(GHz) (MHz)
I 50.3 220
2 53.74 220
3 54.26 220
4 57.05 22U
NETD
(oK)
<0.3
<0.3
<0.3
<0.3
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successfully flown on TIROS/NOAA series of satellites.
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7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
N/A
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SUBSYSTEM FACT SHEET 9
SATELLITEBORNE SOUNDER, HUMIDITY (SSH)
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Scanning multi-channel filter radiometer.
1.2 PARAMETERSSENSED:
16 channels of radiation in CO2 and H20 absorption bands.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfully flown on DMSP.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1973
1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
NIA
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1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Barnes Engineering Company
1.7 REFERENCES
"Description of the Air Force Infrared Temperature and Humidity
Sounder (SSH)," J. Richard Yoder, Barnes Engineering Company.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
13.2 kg
2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
8W
U L l'Ir" I_S L UI_IJ ,
31._ cm x 26.4 cm x 22.3 cm
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2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
N/A
3. DATA
3.1 DATARATE:
No information.
3.2 COMMANDS:
No information.
3.3 ONBOARDPROCESSING:
Amplification, A/D, formatting and buffering.
3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
No information.
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3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Computer inversion is done to get temperature and water vapor pro-
files.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
830 km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
No information.
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4.4 ORIENTATIONTOSUN:
No information.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A step rotating scan mirror feeds a cassegrain telescope. A chop-
per intercepts radiation before it goes to dichroic mirrors, filter
wnee|s, and fina|ly pyroelectric detectors.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Mechanical, step-rotating mirror.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV: 47 mrad
30.3 km (dia)
FOV: 1.75 tad
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Scan period: 32 seconds.
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5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal: BlacKbody
External: View to deep space
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
11
12
13
15
16
CENTER
WAVE NUMBER
(cm-I )
1022
835
747
725
708
695
766
688.5
535
408.5
441.5
410
374
o_7.5
i
355
353.5
BANDWIDTH
(cm -I )
12.5
8
I0
IU
i0
i0
10
3.5
16
12
18
2O
12
LU
15
Ii
NESR
(ergs/s-cm 2-
st r-cm -1 )
.05
.11
.12
.11
.ii
.10
.09
.30
.15
.14
.09
.12
.18
mr
,J.O
.25
.33
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6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successfully flown on DMSP.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
N/A
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SUBSYSTEM FACT SHEET i0
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM IDCS)
I. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Environmental monitoring communication and data relay system.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Receives radio messages.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfuly flown on TIROS/NOAA series of satellites.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1976
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
NIA
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales, Tolouse, France.
i .7 REFERENCES
(i) "Advanced TIROS-N Spacecraft Series, Programming and Control
Handbook, Vol. II," RCA Government Systems Division, Prince-
ton, N.J., for Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA), 1982 (Con-
tract NAS5-23700).
(2) "The TIROS-N/NOAA A-G Satellite Series," NOAA Technical
Memorandum NESS-95, Arthur Schwa|b, Washington D.C., 1978.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
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2.2 AVERAGEPOWERCONSUMPTION:
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
Vertical linear polarization antenna.
3. DATA
3.1 DATARATE:
DCSoutput data rate is controlled at 720 bps.
3.2 COMMANDS:
No information.
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3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
After processing by DCS, data is handled by the low data rate TIROS
information processor before being transmitted to ground.
3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
Digital tape recorder.
3.5 GROUND RECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Identity, location, and motion of earth platforms as well as infor-
mation content of the message can be ascertained.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
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4.2 ALTITUDE:
833 km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Ascending mode at 1400-1800 LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
The DCS is comprised of a receiver and search unit, four data re-
covery units, and a command and control unit. The receiver and
search unit locates and receives signals. When a valid signal is
being received the command and control unit allocates it to one of
the data recovery units (allowing simultaneous processing of sev-
eral messages) which performs acquisition of the carrier, signal
demodulation, bit synchronization, frame synchronization, doppler
counting, decommutation. The data is then moved into a temporary
buffer memory before beiny sent to TIP for spacecraft processing,
storage, and transmission.
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5.2 TYPEOFSCAN:
N/A
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
Up to 459 platforms may be in view.
Up to 2000 platforms can be covered globally.
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Message length 360-920 ms.
5.5 CALIBRATION:
NIA
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Carrier Frequency 401.650 MHz ± 12 KHz
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Flown successfully on TIROS-N/NOAA satellite series.
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7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Platform location accuracy: 3-5 km ms
Platform velocity accuracy: 0.5-1.5 mps rms
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SUBSYSTEM FACT SHEET 11
ADVANCED MICROWAVE SOUNDING UNIT (AMSU)
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Multi-channel microwave radiometer,
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
20 channels of microwave radiation in the range 18-183 GHz.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Studied.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
N/A
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
N/A
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
N/A
1.7 REFERENCES
(1) "Final Report: AMSU Design Study," Aerojet Electrosystems
Company for Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA), 1980.
C2) "NASA Space Systems Technology Model ." Vol. lB. Washington,
D.C.: NASA, 1981.
(3) "Meteorological Satellites, Past, Present, and Future." NASA
Conference Publication 2227, 1982.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
63.4 kg (80 kg spec)
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2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
125 W (170 W spec)
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
0.5 x 1.6 x 0.6 m
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Multiple antennas.
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
60 kbps (max.), 3225 bps (ave.)
3.2 COMMANDS:
8
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3.3 ONBOARDPROCESSING:
Step automatic gain control, 12 bit A/D, automatic bias subtrac-
tion.
3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
Digital tape recorder.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVINGSTATION/TDRSS:
Groundreceiving station.
3.6 DATAHANDLING/REDUCTION:
Computerinversion for temperature profile.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.i TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
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4.2 ALTITUDE:
833 km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Ascending noOe at 1400-1800 LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
Three antennas (90-183 GHz, 50-57 GHz, and 18-31 GHz) acquire ra-
diation. A quasi-optical feed is used for channels 16-20, a low
flare angle, multi-frequency feed horn for channels 1-3, and a
shrouded, offset paraboloid antenna for channels 4-15. All chan-
nels utilize total power, diode sideband radiometers.
Water vapor emission lines (22, 180 GHz) will be used for humidity
sounding and near oxygen emission lines (50-60 GHz) will be used
for temperature sounding. Three "window" channels (18, 31 and 90
GHZ), which measure low atmospheric and surface effects, are in-
cluded in the set of channels.
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5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Reflector step scan for channels 1-15, continuous scan for channels
16-20.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV: Channels 1-15: 50 km (60 mrad)
Channels 16-20: 15 km (18 mrad)
FOV: 1.745 rad
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Channel Integration Time (ms)
I-3 173
4-15 190
16-20 16.7
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal: Warm body
External: View of deep space
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5.6 SPECTRALCHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
CENTER
FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH NETD
(GHz) (MHz) ( °K)_
i 18.500 I00 1.0
2 22.230 i00 1.0
3 31.650 i00 1.0
4 50.300 100 0.5
5 52.85 i00 0.5
6 53,400 i00 0.5
7 54.350 i00 0.5
8 54.900 i00 0.5
9 55.500 i00 0.5
I0 57.968185 i00 U.5
11 57.968185 60 0.5
12 57.958185 39 0.5
13 57.968185 20 0.5
14 57.968185 6 0.5
15 57.968185 1 0.5
16 80.0 1000 2.0
17 150.0 1500 1.0
18 183.311 500 1.0
19 183.311 1000 1.0
20 183.311 1500 1.0
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Presently not under development. AMSU is still being studied by NOAA for
possible flight on future meteorological satellites beyond the current
Advanced TIROS-N series.
?
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7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
The AMSU will be able to:
(i) Sound temperature in both the troposphere and stratosphere.
(2) Sound humidity in the troposphere.
(3) Make precipitation measurements.
Studies have been conducted on reduced capability instru_nents with 15
channels and 12 channels (without water vapor and some window channels).
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ADVANCED MOISTURE AND TEMPERATURE SOUNDER IAMTS)
i. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Multi-channe] grating spectrometer.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Integrated radiance ]eve]s from various altitudes of the Earth's
atmosphere and from the surface of the Eartn within a number of
discrete, narrow spectra] bandwidth IR channe]s.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Being considered for shuttle flight.
1.4 OESIGN DATE:
N/A
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
Dr. Moustafa T. Cnanine, JPL
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
NIA
1.7 REFERENCES
Ci) "Advanced Moisture and Temperature Sounder," (AMTS) Study
Proposal for FY '80," Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
1979.
C2) "NASA Space Systems Technology Model ." Vol. lB. Washington,
D.C.: NASA, 1981.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
288 kg
AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
150 W
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
Instrument: 108 cm x 80 cm x 236 cm
Including two radiative coolers: 224 cm x 232 cm x 236 cm
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Two radiative coolers.
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
37 kbps
3.2 COMMANDS:
Cooler cover open/close
Calibration target set
Grating angle set
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
Amplification, multiplex, A/D.
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3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVINGSTATION/TDRSS:
Groundreceiving station.
3.6 DATAHANDLING/REDUCTION:
Will use buffered data and "look ahead/look behind" calibration to
improve radiometric accuracy. All processing will De done on the
yround, with an anticipated cycle time of 30 days.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
833 km
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4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
TBD
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
TBD
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A grating spectrometer, with controllable grating angle and cooled
HgCdTe (80°K) for IR wavelengths.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Mechanical "step and stare".
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV: 11 mrad x 11 mrad
i0 km x i0 km
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5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Dwell time per sample: 140 ms
Scan time per line: 1.55
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal: Black body at known temperature
External: View of deep space
Extensive groundtrutn measurements for "look
calibration
ahead/look behi rid"
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
CENTRAL
WAVE NUMBER RESOLUTION
(cm -I ) (cm -I )
MINIMUM
EQUIVALENT
TARGET
TEMPERATURE
(°K)
1 606.96 0.50 216
2 623.20 0.50 214
3 527.80 0.50 213
4 643.30 0.50 212
5 646.60 0.50 210
6 652.75 0.50 207
7 66b.55 U.bO Lu_
8 666.85 0.50 2U9
9 668.13 0.50 213
i0 669.45 0.50 22U
11 12U3.0 U.50 216
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CHANNEL
CENTRAL
WAVE NUMBER RESOLUTION
(cm-I} (cm -I }
MINIMUM
EQUIVALENT
TARGET
TEMPERATURE
(°K)
12 1231.80 1.00 216
13 1718.20 1.00 216
14 1809.50 1.50 216
15 1839.40 1.50 216
16 1844.50 1.50 216
17 1850.90 1.50 216
18 1889.57 1.50 216
19 1930.10 1.50 216
20 2384.00 2.00 214
21 2386.10 2.00 214
22 2388.20 2.00 215
23 2390.20 2.00 215
24 2392.35 2.00 217
25 2394.50 2.00 217
26 2424.00 2.50 214
27 2505.00 2.50 214
28 2616.50 2.50 214
Absolute channel wavelength number setting accurate to 7.5 x 10-5 parts of
channel wave number.
KnowledBe of channel wave number setting accurate to 7.5 x 10-5 parts of wave
number.
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6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
A shuttle proving flight is expected soon. Funding for a free-flyer may
happen in FY85-86.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Required radiometric accuracy is obtainable but difficult. Several ver-
sions of this instrument nave been studied, including an interferometer.
Predicted performance include RMS temperature error of 1.5°C with up to 3
layers of cloud totalling 90% of cloud cover.
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SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR ISAR).
i. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Radar imaye.
1.2 PARAMETERSSENSED:
Surface topography by reflected radio waves.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfully flown on SEASAT and Shuttle.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1974
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1.5 PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR:
Charles Eiachi, JPL.
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Bali AerospaceSystemsDivision, Boulder, CO.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,CA
i./ REFERENCES
(1)
(z)
C3)
(4)
Ball Aerospace Systems Division Internal Documentation (An-
tenna AN122A).
"Seasat Final Report; Volume i: Program Summary," Ed.: E.
Pounder, Jet Propulsion Laboratory for NASA, 1980. (NASA
contract NAS7-100).
"Space Research and Technology Program and Specific Objec-
tives FY '84." NASA: Office of Aeronautics and Space Tech-
nology, 1983.
"OSTA-I Experiments ,"
F I _(11ebruary, z_o..
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center,
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2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2,1 WEIGHT:
(SEASAT - Antenna) -104 Kg
(SIR-A Electronics) - 218 Kg
(SIR-A Antenna) - 219 Kg
2.2 AVERAGE POWERCONSUMPTION:
SIR-A: Standby Power: 115 W
Average Operating Power: 775 W
Maximum Operating Power: 897 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
SIR-A Antenna: 9.35 m x 2.16 m x .15 m
SIR-A Electronics: 1.5 m x 1 m x .25 m
SEASAT Folding antenna:
folded: .254 m x 1.33 m x 2.29 m
unfolded: 10.67 m x 2.79 m x .076 m
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Facilities for folding antenna.
'\
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3. DATA
3.1 DATARATE:
SIR-A data was recorded optically.
Very nigh data rate for direct transmission.
3.2 COMMANDS:
No information.
3.3 ONBOAROPROCESSING:
None
3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
None
3.5 GROUND RECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station,
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3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Requires SAR data system to convert digital range doppler informa-
tion into range along-tracK image of surface. Optical and digital
processors are used.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, non-sun-synchronous.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
800 bn
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Inclination of i08° to equator.
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5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A fixed antenna is used to simulate a much lar_er phase array an-
tenna through signal processing of reflected signal. This results
in constant resolution with distance.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Pushbroom scan.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
25 m resolution
100 km swath width
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
N/A
5.5 CALIBRATION:
N/A
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5.6 SPECTRALCHARACTERISTICS:
Radar at 1275MHz
Bandwidth ± 11 MHz
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successfully flown on SEASAT.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
SAR successfully measured:
(z)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Sea wavelength (± 10%)
Sea wave direction (± 20°)
Sea wave significant height (1.1m - 2.5m)
Tide and current generated internal waves.
The most difficu|t aspect of SAR is the tremendous amount of data pro-
cessing necessary to recover images. Consequently NASA has an internal
research and development program to develop a real time SAR processor by
FY '86.
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LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING (LIDAR)
i. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Active laser-based delay and doppler shift measuring system.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Range and velocity of particles.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Studi ed.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1983
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1.5 PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR:
N/A
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
NIA
1.7 REFERENCES
(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
"Shuttle Atmopsheric Lidar Research Program Final Report of
the Atmospheric Lidar WorKing Group," NASA SP-433, 1979.
"Space Shuttle Capabilities and Constraints Relevant to LIDAR
Measurements of Wind Fields," Ball Brothers Research Corpora-
tion, Boulder, CO for Wave Propogation Laboratory, NOAA/En-
vironmental Research Laboratories, 1977.
"Atmospheric LIDAR Multi-user Instrument Definition Study,"
General Electric Space Division for Langley Research Center
(NASA), 1978. (NASA contract NAS7-15476).
"Weather and Climate Needs for LIDAR Observations from Space
and Concepts for their Realization," David Atlas and C.
Laurence Korb, Bull. Amer. Met. Soc., 62, 9, p. 1270.
"NASA Space Systems Technology Model." Vol. IB. Washington,
D.C.: NASA, 1981.
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2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
(Based on reference [5])
Total Weight: 13UO kg
Receiver Telescope: 693 kg
Laser Module: 170 kg
CW-CO 2 Laser: 2 kg
Pulsed CO2 Laser: 210 kg
Detector Subsystem: 64 kg
Power Conditioning: 139 kg
2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
2.53 - 4.23 KW (ave.)
6.3 kw (peaK)
Telescope Receiver: 30 W
Laser Module: 1870 W
CW-CO 2 Module: 2UO W
Pulsed CO2 Module: 3750 W
Detector Subsystem: 405 W
Power Conditioning: 20 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
Overall Dimensions: 4.35 x 2.9 x 4.1 m
D-IO0
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2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
This is a multi-use modular system. Configuration and requirements
are dependent on usage.
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
TBO
3.2 COMMANDS:
On shuttle flights, probably overseen by shuttle crew.
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
Variable.
3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
Variable.
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3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Either.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Will require sophisticated computer handling to extract data from
delay and doppler shift measurements.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
TBD
4.2 ALTITUDE:
Approximately 650 km.
4.3 REVISIT TIME, CUVERAGE:
TBO
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4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Variable.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
The design noted above is a general LIDAR system that could be
flown either on a free flyer or on the Shuttle. In addition, the
Shuttle Atmospheric Lidar Research Program is proposing a modular
approach to a continuing series of experiments from the shuttle
using LIDAR. The main components would be changed with different
needs and improved technology. These components are:
(i) Laser/Transmitter
(e.g., visible/NIR based on Nd lasers, CO2 lasers)
(2) Telescope Return-Signal Collector
(has the most demanding physical tolerances).
(3) Detector
(e.g., photomultipliers, sodium absorption
Fabry-Perot detector, heterodyne detectors).
cells,
(4) Data processing electronics.
A_I of these components present several options; the appropriate
combination would be selected on the basis of mission objectives
and availability.
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5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Variable.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
(Conica| scan, 1250 km see reference [2])
5°4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
1.5 rpm- 12 rpm
5.5 CALIBRATION:
TBD
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Lasers at energies from .2 _m to 12 _m.
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
N/A
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7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
The Shuttle Atmospheric Lidar Research Program has proposed using Lidar
to make the fo]|owing measurements:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(lo)
(ii)
'(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
Cloud top heights
Tropospheric cloud and aerosol profiles
Cirrus ice-water discrimination
Noctilucent clouds and circumpolar particulate layer profiles
Surface Albedo
Stratospheric aerosol profiles
Alkali atom density profiles (Na, K, Li)
Ionospheric Metal Ion Distribution (Mg+, Fe+, Ca+)
Water-vapor profiles
Trace species measurements (03, H20, NH3, CFM's, etc.) -
total burden; rough profiles
Chemical release diagnosis
Stratospheric ozone profiles
Upper atmosphere trace species profiles (two satellites)
Na temperature and winds
Surface and cloud-top pressure measurements
Tropospheric pressure profiles
Tropospheric temperature profiles
Trace species (03, H20 , NH3, C2H4, etc.) _rofiles
Cloud top winds
Aerosol winds
OH density profiles
Metal atom/ion/oxide profile (Mg/Mg+/MgO, 80-600 km)
Troposphere NO2 burden profile
Stratospheric aerosol composition
NO density profiles (70 to 150 km)
Atom oxygen profiles (80 to 150 km)
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Note that these experiments would require manydifferent Lidar configura-
tions and orbits. Another version, detailed below, has been proposed by
NOAAfor WINDSAT.It would measuredoppler shifted backscatter from wind
drifted tropospheric aerosols.
Dimensions: 0.17 m3
Weight: 50.5 kg
Average Power Consumption: 186 W
Data Rate: i Mbps
It requires a stable frequency 9-10 um laser capable of 109 shots, and
massive wround data processing capability.
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LARGE ANTENNA MULTI-FREqUENCY MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (LAMMR)
i. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Multichannel, dual linear polarization microwave radiometer.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Radiation in five basic microwave frequencies, with option for two
more microwave frequencies and two radar frequencies.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Studied,
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
N/A
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
NIA
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
NIA
1.7 REFERENCES
(i) "Final Report. Large Antenna Multi-Frequency Microwave Ra-
diometer Design Definition Study (LAMMR)," General Electric
Space Division for Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA),
1980. (NASA Contract NAS5-25582/5).
(2) "NASA Space Systems Tecnnology Model." Vol. lB. Washington,
D.C.: NASA, 1981.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.I WEIGHT:
220 kg
2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
235 W
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
"Swept Volume" - 140 m3
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Focal point feed radiometer is deployed in orbit.
(dia) reflector is used.
A four meter
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
29 kbps
37 kbps with optional channels
3.2 COMMANDS:
See below.
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3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
The analog data from the radiometers will be digitized to 12 bit
accuracy on the rotating structure to form a digital bit stream
which is passed through the slip rings to the donwlink telemetry
system. An on-board processor will be used to serve three func-
tions: i) control the operation of the radiometers and to monitor
the system performance with diagnostic checkouts; 2) format the
data into a digital bit stream; 3) calibrate and convert the radio-
metric temperatures into geophysical units for near real time lower
reselution transmission to the ground.
3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
TBD
3.5 GROUND RECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
TBD
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
LAMMR requires removal of crosstrack bias on both temperature and
wind observations.
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4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
Sun-synchronous
4.2 ALTITUDE:
~700 Km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
TBD
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
TBD
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A four meter reflector focusses radiation on a microwave radiome-
ter. TRF receivers are used at 1.4, 4.5, and 10.05 GHz. Hereto-
dyne receivers with commandable redundant GDO are used on all other
chan els.
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5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Conical scan; antenna rotates 360 ° at approximately i revolution
per second.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW
Down Track IFOV:
Down Track Swath Width:
7.2 km x 7.2 kln (37 GHz)
36 km x 36 km (4.5 GHz)
1361.1 km
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
CHANNEL CELLS PER SCAN
INTEGRATION TIME
PER CELL (ms)
i 32 12.95
2 128 3.19
3 256 1.56
4 256 1.56
5 256 1.56
6 256 1.56
7 256 1.56
b.5 CALIBRATION:
View of deep space (4 ca|ibration horns) and ambient loads.
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5.6 SPECTRALCHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
CENTER TEMPERATURE
FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH RESOLUTION
(GHz) IGHz ) (°K)
i* 1.4 .028 0.5
2 4.3 0.2 0.2
3 10.05 0.i 1.0
4 18.7 0.2 1.5
5 21.3 0.2 1.5
6 36.5 i.0 1.5
7* 91.0 2.4 2.0
* Optional
A|I channels measure both vertical and horizontal polarization.
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
LAMMR was projected for use on NOSS. However, since this system was can-
celled, development has not proceeded.
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7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Anticipated Performance:
Sea Ice
Concentration:
Type:
Surface Meltiny:
Sea Surface Temperature
Wind Velocity Vector
Ice Sheet
Snow Cover
Accuracy: 2%
Resolution: 25 km
Accuracy: 10%
Resolution: i km
Resolution: 25 km
Accuracy: _.2 ° k
Accuracy: 2
Resolution:
Accumulation
% of Cover:
m/s (i0° direction)
25° azimuth
rate: Accuracy 10%
Accuracy 5%
D-114
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LASER HETERODYNE SPECTROMETER (LHS_
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Both passive and active instrument utilizin9 local oscillator
(|aser) mixing with incident radiation to increase sensitivity.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Infrared to visible radiation.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Under study.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
N/A
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
N/A
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
N/A
1.7 REFERENCES
BASD internal documentation.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
TBU
2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
TBO
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
TBD
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Active system will require large, niyn pressure/niyn power gas
laser. Both systems will require low power (milliwatt) lasers for
local oscillator operation.
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
TBD
3.2 COMMANDS:
TBD
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
TBD
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3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
TBD
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Shuttle data system.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Extensive ground (computer) processing.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
Shuttle orbit.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
350 _
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4.3 REVISITTIME, COVERAGE:
Variable, limited coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATIONTOSUN:
Experiment must view both earth and atmospherelimb.
1 SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A tunable laser emission is combined with incominy raaiation to
form a heterodyne band limited signal. The IF signal is amplified,
synchronously detected, and integrated, providing a DC Voltage pro-
portional to the intensity of the incident radiation. Two modes of
experiment are envisioned:
(1) A passive experiment in which external radiation sources will
be used, including solar radiation, upwelling thermal radi-
ation of the earth and the atmosphere, and radiation emitted
by the earth's |imb.
(2) An active experiment in which a high pressure/high energy
tunable laser is carried on the space shuttle. The laser
beam is transmitted vertically downward to the surface of the
earth, reflected and received by a heterodyne receiver loca-
ted on board the shuttle.
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5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
TBD
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
Variable
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
TBD
5.5 CALIBRATION:
TBD
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Heterodyne receiver should operate in 2-15 _m reyion.
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6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
A balloon test article is under fabrication at Langley Research Center
(NASA). No plans are presently being developed for space-borne instru-
mentation.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
The LHS has been principally baselined for measurement of the total bur-
den and vertical distribution of atmospheric molecules, both atmospheric
constituents (H20, C02, 03) and atmospheric pollutants, in the strato-
sphere and troposphere. The passive instrument would be useful for exam-
ining the vertical distribution of molecules in the stratosphere and up-
per troposphere, the active experiment would examine the distribution be-
low the tropopause.
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CRYOGENIC LIMB SCANNING INTERFEROMETER AND RADIOMETER (CLIR 1
i. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEMDESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Thermal emission, multi-user instrument for remote sensing of atmo-
spheric limb properties.
1.2 PARAMETERSSENSED:
Radiation in 2.5 - 25 _m range (interferometer)
and 1.5 - 25 _m range (radiometer)
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Study complete.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1979
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
N/A
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
N/A
1.7 REFERENCES
(t) "Cryogenic Limb-scanning Interferometer and Radiometer
(CLIR), Report of the Spectroscopy Facility Definition Team,"
Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA), 1978.
(2) "NASA Space Systems Tecnnoloyy Model." Vol. IB. Washinyton,
D.C.: NASA, 1981.
(3) "Cryoyenic Upper Atmospheric Limb Emmision Radiometer
(CULER)." Proposal to NASA by National Center for A_mo-
spheric Research, 1978.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
48U Ky
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2.2 AVERAGEPOWERCONSUMPTION:
120 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
imxlmx3m
2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
Entire instrument is cooled,
Detectors: IOOK;
Optics: 30°K;
Telescope Baffles: 115°K;
Cooling system is single stage supercritical helium cooler (550 l
for 30 day flight)
3. DATA
3.1 DATARATE:
524 Kbps
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3.2 COMMANDS:
Ordinarily automatic pointing and scanning, but manual override.
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
Low resolution Fourier transform for interferometer performance
only.
3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
Shuttle storaye system.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Shuttle data system, then to ground.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Extensive computer analysis of spectral information.
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4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
Shuttle Orbit, LEO.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
20 - 140 km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Variable, limited coverage;
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Variable, instrument requires limb view.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
The CLIR instrument is essentially composed of three elements:
(i) A 25 cm (dia) mirror telescope, field stop and Lyot stop.
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(2) Optics to feed and focus beam on an Ebert-grating 25 channel
spectrometer with modular focal plane detector array.
(3) Same optics feed a cat's eye Michelson interferometer, with
laser source.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
N/A
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
Vertical resolution of 2 km.
FOV: 3.2 (vert) x 6.2 (hOriz) mrad
IFOV: 1.0 (vert) x 2.0 (horiz) mrad
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Integration time: 10 s for .I cm"I resol.
(interferometer) i s for .I cm-I resol.
Sampling period: .05 s
(radiometer)
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5.5 CALIBRATION:
(1)
(2)
(3)
Temperature controlled blackbody, integrating sphere.
Hot wire (for short wavelengths).
External door (115°K) for system calibration.
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Interferometer:
Spectral range:
Spectral resolution:
400 - 4000 cm-I
O.1 cm-I to 1 cm-I
NESR: 2 x 10-12 W at 500 cm-1
cm2 - ster - cm-I
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CHANNEL
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
Ii
12
13
14
i5
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
CENTER
WAVELENGTH
(.m)
1.5
1.6
1.7
2.0
2.7
2.8
3.0
4.3
4.7
5.1
5.2
5.5
6.2
6.3
7.7
9.6
iO.O
i0.6
ii .3
11 .l
15.0
15.0
17.5
19.0
25.0
RESOLUTION
oll
.04
.22
.40
.15
.04
.27
,19
.22
.15
.16
.2U
,31
.64
.15
1.38
2.50
0.80
0.90
U.14
4.U8
1.04
1.07
1.82
3.14
NOISE EQUIVALENT
RADIANCE
W
cm2- Ster
8.5 X 10-12
7.0 X iU-12
4.7 X 10"11
3.9 X IU"11
2.8 X 10-11
1.9 X 10-11
9.0 X 10"12
7.5 X 10-12
1,1 X 10"12
9.0 X 10-12
9.0 X 10-12
9.5 X 10-12
4.5 X 10"12
4.U X 10-12
6.0 X 10"12
1.7 X 10-12
5.5 X 10"13
5.5 X 10-13
I.i X 10"12
1.6 X iU"12
9.5 X 10"13
i.I X IU-12
2.4 X 10"13
2.[}X 10"13
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6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Proposed and studied for shuttle and UARS flights. Presently not funded
and not under development.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
CLIR should be able to:
(1) Observe constituents in the upper atmosphere which are pre-
sent in the 10-9 to IU-12 range.
(2) Provide data on linkage between mesosphere and lower thermo-
sphere.
(3) Provide data on chemical excitation and emission (atmospheric
emission and energetics) in the upper atmosphere.
(4) Provide data on solar-terrestrial coupling.
A similar instrument was proposed (and rejected) for UARS. This was the
Cryogenic Upper Atmosphere Limb Emission Radiometer (CULER).
The CULER instrument would be a cryogenically cooled telescope of 15 cm
aperture with a limb scanning mirror feeding a 24 channel radiometer and
a circular variable filter (CVF) spectrometer. The fixed radiometer
channels, selected by grazing-filter combinations between 370-70U0 cm-i,
would be tailored to specific measurements, such as temperature sounding,
concentration of predetermined chemical species, or emissions from speci-
fic excitation mechanisms. The spectrally selective CVF would nave would
nave i% resolution between 6UU-5OOO cm-I.
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Extrinsic Si detectors would be cooled to IU°K by solid hydrogen cryogen,
which would also cool the entire optical system, resulting in NESR's in
the range of 2 to 10 x 10-12 W/cm2-ster. Field of view would be 2 km x
11 km at the limb.
For a 24 _ * "_m_n_b life, _,,e instrument would be 1.48 m (dia), 2.84 in
(length), weight 529 kg at launch (91 kg solid hydrogen). Average power
consumption would De 30 W (45 W peak). Data rate would be 20 kbps for a
3 second scan, but slower scans could be used.
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EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT (ERB)
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Solar and earth viewing, fixed wide-angle and scanning narrow angle
multi-channel radiometer.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
22 Uptical Channels:
10 solar
4 Earth, wide FOV
8 Earth, scanning small FOV
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfully flown on NIMBUS-7.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1977
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
N/A
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
TRW Corporation.
1.7 REFERENCES
(i) "The NIMBUS-1 User's Guide," The Landsat/Nimbus Project,
Goddard Space Fliynt Center (NASA), Auyust 1978.
(2) "Earth Radiation Budyet Experiment (ERBE) Science Ifnple_,Tenta-
zion Plan," Langley Research Center (NASA), i981.
(3) "NASA Space Systems Tecnnoloyy Model." Vol. lB. Washington,
D.C.: NASA, 1981.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
32.7 Ky
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2.2 AVERAGEPOWERCONSUMPTION:
15 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
33 cm x 36 cmx 48 cm
2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
N/A
3. DATA
3.1 DATARATE:
~ 300 Bps
3.2 COMMANDS:
No information.
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3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
Amplification, multiplex, A/D.
3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
Digital Tape Recorder
3.5 GROUND RECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Raw ERB telemetry is processed at GSFC, and sent to the Science and
Applications Computer Center. Master archive, mapped data, solar
and earth flux, and zonal means tapes are produced.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
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4.2 ALTITUDE:
955 Km.
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Ascending node at 12:U0 LST.
SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
The solar channels are rotatable to view the sun. No imaging op-
tics are used; solely filters, windows, and apertures feeding wire-
wound thermopiles. The fixed FOV channels view the entire earth
surface, using a similar method. The scanning, narrow channels FOV
have a four telescope scan head, and utilize pyroelectric detec-
tors.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Mechanical scan head.
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5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV: 4.36 mrad x 89 mrad
4 km x 85 km
5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Scan period: 112 seconds.
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Electrical heaters for thermopile calibration, space-look and light
for scanning channels.
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5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL
WAVELENGTH
LIMITS
--l (.m)
SOLAR CHANNELS :
I 0.2 - 3.8
2 0.2 3.0
3 0.2 - 50
4 0.526 - 2.8
5 0.698 - 2.8
6 0.395 - 0.508
7 0.344 - 0.400
8 0.300 - 0.410
9 0.275 - 0.360
i0 0.2- 50
NOISE EQUIVALENT
IRRADIANCE
ImW/m2)
17.7
17.4
14.3
19.4
19 .i
35.8
57.3
75.5
9.4
23.9
FIXED WIDE-ANGLE FOR CHANNELS:
ii <0.2 to >50
12 <0.2 to >50
13 0.2 to 3.8
14 0.695 to 2.8
65.5
65.5
65.5
66.5
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SCANNING CHANNELS:
15
16
17
'18
0.2 to 4.8
(w/cm2-ster)
3.7 x 10-3
3.7 x 10-3
3.7 x 10-3
3.7 x 10-3
19 1.8 x 10-3
20 1.8 x 10-3
21 1.8 x 10-3
4.5 to 50
22 1.8 x 10-3
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successfully flown on NIMBUS-6 and NIMBUS-7.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
ERB is used to simultaneously measure incoming solar radiation and both
terrestrial flux and narrow angle sampling of out-going shortwave (re-
flected) and longwave (emitted) earth radiation, as well as confirmation
of angular mode]s of reflection and emission of radiation from clouds and
earth surfaces.
The next generation Earth Radiation Budyet Experiment (ERBE) is scheduled
to fly on ERBS, NOAA-F and NOAA-G (launches in 1984-1985 period). Both
scanner and non-scanner pacKayes will be used. It wiZl have the follow-
ing characteristics:
Size: non-scanner .7 x .6 m
scanner ,5 dia x .6 m
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Mass: 61 kg non-scanner: 32 kg
scanner: 29 kg
Power: 50 W(ave.)
Data Rate: 1.120 kbps
It will make large (limb to limb) integrated measurements(non-scanner)
and will scan a 10%FOVwith a 3° x 4.5° IFOV (scanner). There will be 5
non-scanner channels (shortwave .2 - 5.0 _m and total radiation) and 3
scanner channels (5 - 50 _m). Anticipated accuracies are as follows:
Solar flux density accuracy: 0.5%
Earth Albedo accuracy:
Global: i W/m2
lO00-km Zones: 5.2 W/m2 longwave, 5.3 W/m2 shortwave
Equator to pole gradient:
1000 km regions: 9.4 W/m2 lonywave, 1U.3 W/m2 shortwave
250-500 kg regions: 9.4 W/m2 longwave, 10.4 W/m 2 shortwave
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MODULAR OPTOELECTRONIC MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MOMS)
i. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
High resolution optoe]ectronic scanner.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Radiation in visible and IR ranges.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Flown successfully on SPAS-OI/STS-7.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1980
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1.5 PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR:
Dr. J. Bodechte], Zentralstelle fur
Geophotogrammetrieund
Fernekundung, Munich, FRG
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Messerschmitt - Bu]kow - Blohm, Gmbh, Munich, FRG
1.7 REFERENCES
"Modular Optoelectronic Multispectral Scanner," Messerchmitt -
Bulkow - Blohm, Munich, 1982.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
140 KB
2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
35O W
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
No information.
2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
Flies on retrievable Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS) built in
Germany.
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
40 Mbps
3.2 COMMANDS:
5 discrete and I PCM command channel.
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
PCM and formatting.
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3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
Bell and Howell tape recorder (30 minutes).
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Recorded.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
No information.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
Shuttle orbit.
4.2 ALT!T ]E:
300 Km
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4.3 REVISITTIME, COVERAGE:
Limited coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATIONTOSUN:
Variab|e.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
Dua] refractive lens system directs radiation to linear array at
foca] plane. Array is scanned (electronically) and recorded for
processing after return.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Pusnbroom scan (6912 pixeIs).
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV: 2U m x 2U m
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5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
No information.
5.5 CALIBRATION:
No information.
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNELS
WAVELENGTHS RESOLUTION
(nml .. I nm)
I 6O0 25
2 9_0 75
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successfully flown on STS-7.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Modifications being planned incluae more channels, stereo imaging, ther-
mal infrared, adaptation to coastal/ocean monitoring.
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SYSTEME PROBATOIRE D'OBSERVATION DE LA TERRE (SPOT)
i. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Mul ti spectra] linear array scanner.
1.2 PARAMETERSSENSED:
i.3
3 bands (VIS, NIR, and IR) plus panchromatic (wideband VlS).
STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
No information.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1979
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
N/A
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales, Paris, France.
1.7 REFERENCES
"The SP/VOT Satellite Remote Sensing Mission," Michele Cherel,
Michel Courtois, Gilbert Weill. Photogrammetric Engineering and
Remote Sensing Vol. 47, No. 8, August 1981.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
No information.
2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
No information.
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
No information.
9.ZI KPPCTAI PWVKTCA L P_AL)aPTEUTqTTP(_OR {3ErIIIT_)_'MI3A"r('"
N/A
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
30 91bps
3.2 CUMMANDS:
Steerable line of sight (91 positions).
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
No information.
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3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
No information.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Extensive computer data reduction.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
Sun-synchronous, polar LEO.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
600 - 1200 km
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4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage, 26 day revisit time.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Ascending node at 0800 - 1600 LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A folded pseudo-Schmidt telescope focusses radiation on dichroic
prisms and beam splitters (for optical butting of chips). CCD
linear arrays witn i3 _m pixei separation are used for imaging.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Pushbroom.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV: 20 m x 2U m
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5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Scan period: color: 3 ms; panchromatic: 1.5 ms
5.5 CALIBRATION:
No information.
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
CHANNEL SPECTRAL RANGE Inm)
i 500 - 590
2 610 - 68U
3 790 - 890
4 510 - 73O
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Early 1984 launch.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Spot can produce stereo imayiny by utiliziny adjacent passes 23 hours
apart. The United States is considerin_ development of a similar instru-
ment with several more spectral bands, includin_ possible thermal infra-
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red, called the Multispectra! Linear Array. The instrument has been
studied at the Phase A level by several companies. Present plans are to
fund a development program at JPL for a sca]ed-down snutt]e-based proto-
type to fly around FY86.
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STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS EXPERIMENTS I AND II (SAGE I AND If)
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Multi-channel limb-scanning sun tracking radiometers.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Four chahnels- (SAGE i)
Seven channels (SAGE 2)
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
SAGE 1
SAGE 2
Successfully flown
Undergoing integration and testing
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1978
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
Dr. Pat McCormicK, Langley Research Center (NASA)
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Ball Aerospace Systems Division, Boulder, CO
1.7 REFERENCES
1) Internal BASD documentation.
2) "NASA Space Systems Technology Mode."
D.C.: NASA, 1981.
Vol. IB. Washington,
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
SAGE i: 30.2 Kg
SAGE 2: 29.5 Kg
2.2 AVERAGE POWERCONSUMPTION:
SAGE i: 2.5 W
SAGE 2: lO W
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
SAGEi:
SAGE2:
41 cm x 69 cm x 99 cm
71.5 cm x 34.1 cm (dia) sensor
24.4 cmx 37.9 cmx 21.4 cm box
2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
N/A
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
8.2 kbps
3.2 COMMANDS:
No information.
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
Amplification, multiplex, A/D.
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3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
Digital tape recorder.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVINGSTATION/TDRSS:
Groundreceiving station.
3.6 DATAHANDLING/REDUCTION:
No information.
4, ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
955 km
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4.3 REVISITTIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATIONTOSUN:
Limb-viewing instrument.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A scan mirror directs radiation to a cassegrain telescope. A sin-
gle aperture images the radiation on a Rowland Circle spectrometer
and then on Si detectors.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Mechanical.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
IFOV: 4 km (altitudinal)
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5.4 SAMPLE,SCANRATE;INTEGRATIONTIME:
(SAGEII) Scan rate: 15 km/sec
Sampling rate: 64/sec
5.5 CALIBRATION:
View of unattenuated solar disk just after sunrise or before sun-
set.
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAGE i:
SAGE 2:
CENTRAL
WAVELENGTH RESOLUTION
CHANNEL _ lum) (um)
I 0.385 0.U2 - 0.U3
2 0.450 0.01 - 0.02
3 0.030 0.02 - U.03
4 1.000 0.03 - 0.05
i 1.030
2 0.940
3 0.600
4 0.525
5 0.453
6 0.448
7 O.385
SNR = 1.5 x 105
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6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
SAGE i was successfully flown on Applications Explorer Mission 2 in
February 1979. SAGE 2 is scheduled for launch on ERBS by Space Shuttle
in 1984.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Anticipated Performance, SAGE II:
z)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
Radiometer Resolution: 40UU:I
Ozone Accuracy: < 5%
Aerosol Accuracy: <10%
Molecular Rayleigh Extinction Accuracy:
Nitrogen Dioxide Accuracy: <__10%
Altitude Resolution: I km
< 30%
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SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET RADIOMETER 2 (SBUV/21
i. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Double UV spectrum-scanning radiometer.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
UV spectrum in the range 160-400 nm
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Delivery in Septemer 1983.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1_82
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
N/A
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Ball Aerospace Systems Division, Boulder, CO
1.7 REFERENCES
BASD internal documentation.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
Sensor 21.8 kg; Electrical Module: 13.7 kg
2.2 AVERAGE POWERCONSUMPTION:
12 W
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
Sensor: 31.1 cmx 35.6 cm x 51.1 cm
Electrical Module: 19.1 cmx 33.0 cmx 33.0 cm
2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
N/A
3. DATA
3.1 OATA RATE:
320 bps
3.2 COMMANDS:
Scan modes are commandable,
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
Amplification, multiplex, _D.
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3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
TIP and TIROSdigital tape recorder.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVINGSTATION/TDRSS:
Groundreceiving station.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Computer inversion on ground.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous polar.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
833 km
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4.3 REVISITTIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATIONTOSUN:
Ascending node at 1400-1800LST.
b. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
UV radiation from the earth and diffused radiation from the sun are
viewed through an aperture, depolarized, chopped at 20 Hz and fed
to a Ebert-Fastie monocnromator with driveable grating for spectral
scan and also to a photometer operating at 380 nm for determining
cloud cover.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Spectral scan (not FOV).
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5.3 FIELDOFVIEW:
IFOV: .2 rad x .2 rad
164 km x 164 Km
5.4 SAMPLE,SCANRATE;INTEGRATIONTIME:
Integration time: continuous sweep- .10 sec
discrete steps (12 wavelengths) - 1.2 sec
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal: Calibration lamp
External: Deployable solar diffuser
5.6 SPECTRALCHARACTERISTICS:
Scans160-400 nm.
Spectral Resolution: .2 nm
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
The first unit will be delivered to GSFC (NASA) in September, 1983 for
anticipated launch in 1984. A further 3 units are anticipated for the
advanced TIROS-N series of satellites.
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7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
NIA
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MICROWAVE PRESSURE SOUNDER (MPS)
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Dual antenna multi-channel active microwave sounder.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
6 Microwave Channels
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Conceptual
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
N/A
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1.5 PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR:
Dr. Dennis A. Flower, JPL
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
N/A
1.7 REFERENCES
"NASASpace Systems Technology Model."
D.C.: NASA,1981.
VolumeIB. Washington,
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
50 k9
2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
<i00 W
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
<U,5 m3
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Two 0.2 m2 Antennas
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
i kbps (max.)
3.2 COMMANDS:
TBD
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
TBD
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3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
TBD
3.5 _,,uvnu_DnHMnRECEIVI _'_ STATION/TORSS:
TBO
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Computer inversion of microwave data.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
Shuttle or Free-Flyer (LEO)
4.2 ALTITUDE:
50U km or 800 km
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4.3 REVISITTIME, COVERAGE:
TBO
4.4 ORIENTATIONTOSUN:
TBD
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
Two system designs are mnvisioned: a fixed frequency and a swept"
frequency design. Details (where different) of the sweNt frequency
design are given in Section 7.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
N/A
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
No information.
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5.4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
Integration time: 12 sec
5.5 CALIBRATION:
No information.
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating Frequencies:
Receiver Bandwidth:
29.2555 GHz
36.5555 GHz
44.80 GHz
52.80 GHz
67.51 GHz
73.01 GHz
76.1 KHz at 500 km alt.
74.5 KHz at 800 km alt.
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Under study.
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7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
The swept frequency design has the following characteristics:
Altitude 500 km 800 km
Pulse Length 3.53 msec 5.33 msec
Sweep Rep. Time 18.4 _sec 18.8 wsec
Total Sweep Ch. 1 14.100
(MHz) Ch. 2 22.00
Ch. 3 33.00
Cn. 4 45.90
Ch. 5 75.00
Ch. 6 87.80
8.510
13.700
20.60
28.70
46.90
59.80
Sweep
Rate
MHz _
_sec"
Ch. i O.766
Ch. 2 1.20
Ch. 3 1.80
Ch. 4 2.49
Cn. 5 4.08
Ch, 6 4.77
0.469
0.732
1.10
1.53
2.50
2.92
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ALTIMETER (ALT}
1. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Nadir looking pulse limited radar altimeter.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Range from satellite to surface.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfully flown on SEASAT as SASS.
been proposed.
Several modifications have
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1977
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1.5 PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR:
NIA
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
N/A
1.7 REFERENCES
(1) "NOSS: National Oceanic Satellite System."
D.C.: NASA, 1979.
Washington,
(2) "NASA Space Systems Tecnnoloyy Model." Vol. IB, Washinyton,
D.C.: NASA, 1981.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
93.8 ky
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2.2 AVERAGEPOWERCONSUMPTION:
164 W
2.3 DIMENSIONS:
0.75 m3 electronics package
2.4 SPECIALPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSORREQUIREMENTS:
I m antenna
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
8.5 kpbs
3.2 COMMANDS:
Very limited.
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3.3 ONBOARDPROCESSING:
None
3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
None
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVINGSTATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station.
3.6 DATAHANDLING/REDUCTION:
Relatively simple for range. Other measurements(e.g., wind speed)
require more computation.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, non-sun-synchronous
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4.2 ALTITUDE:
800 km
4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Inclination of 108° to equator.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
SEASAT utilized a simple sinyle-beam radar. Other options include
going to multiple beams and using interferometric tecnniques.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Fixed.
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5.3 FIELDOFVIEW:
1.6 - 12 kmswath
5.4 SAMPLE,SCANRATE;INTEGRATIONTIME:
Samplerate: I Hz
5.5 CALIBRATION:
NIA
5.6 SPECTRALCHARACTERISTICS:
N/A
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successfully flown on SEASAT.
Proposed for NOSS.
Proposed for TOPEX.
Proposed for Shuttle Pallet instrument (possible launch in late 1980's).
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7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
The following provides a summary of several modified ALT designs proposed
for NOSS (NOSS was cancelled), along with measurements of climatic inter-
est for both SASS and the modified ACT versions.
A laser altimeter has also been proposed as a shuttle pallet experi-
ment. This device would provide precision, high resolution topographic
measurement of ice surface as well as ranging to fixed retro reflective
targets for purposes of precision orbit determination and/or measuring
ice sheet motion. Additionally, when operated simultaneously with a
radar altimeter system, it could provide a calibration of that system as
well as a measurement of ionospheric and wet tropospheric losses. Under
microprocessor control, a short pulse ND:YAG laser would transmit at 10-
20 pulses/second to the surface and, using the scanning capability, to
retro reflective targets at Known locations, while providing on overall
ranging accuracy of 5-10 cm.
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SUBSYSTEM FACT SHEET 25
SCATTEROMETER (SCAT 1
i. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Active radar scatterometer,
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Scattered RF radiation,
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Has flown successfully as SASS on SEASAT.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1977
i
{
[
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1.5 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
No information.
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
No information.
1.7 REFERENCES
(i) "NASA Space Systems Technology
Washington, D.C.: 1981.
Model ." Volume 1B,
(2) "NOSS: National Oceanic Satellite System."
O.C.: NASA, 1978.
Washington,
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
224 ky
2.2 AVERAGE POWERCONSUMPTION:
309 W
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2,3 DIMENSIONS:
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Uses six 3-m stick array antennas,
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
_UO Kpbs
3.2 COMMANDS:
None
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
None
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3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
None
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Ground receiving station.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
No information.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous
4,2 ALTITUDE:
_00 km
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4.3 REVlSlT TIME, COVERAGE:
Global coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
No special requirements.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
SCAT is an active radar scatterometer, the design of which is based
on SEASAT SASS. It utilizes an array of stick antennas to measure
back-scattered RF radiation.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Fixed.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
1200 km swath width
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5,4 SAMPLE, SCAN RATE; INTEGRATION TIME:
No information,
5.5 CALIBRATION:
No information.
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Will operate at 14.6 GHz.
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
SASS has flown on SEASAT. SCAT could fly in 19B6 with a modified TIROS
bus,
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
Anticipated Performance:
Wind Speed
Accuracy: 2m/sec
Range: 0-50 m/sec
Precision: 0.5 m/sec
Horizontal Resolution: 25 km
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Wind Direction
Accuracy: i0 °
Range: 0-360 °
Precision: 5°
Horizontal Resolution: 50 km
Other versions of SCAT considered (for NOSS) include those detailed be-
low:
SCAT-A SCAT-B SCAT-C
Weight 224 kg 297 kg 446 kg
Volume 2.7 m3 1.3 m3 2.3 m3
Power 309 W 312 W 340 W
Antennas
Electronics
6 per spacecraft 4 per spacecraft
- electrical scan
- more gain
- active heaters
All Systems might include:
Doppler Filtering
Subsystem Redundancy
Cross Polarization
8 per spacecraft
- electrical scan
- more gain
- active heaters
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INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER (IRIS)
I. DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Michelson interferometer,
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Radiation spectrum from 500 to 2000 cm-1.
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Successfully flown on NIMBUS-3.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
1967
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1.5 PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR:
Rudo|f Hanel, NASA
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
Texas Instruments
1.7 REFERENCES
"The Nimbus III User's Guide," Nimbus Project, NASA (GSFC).
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
Optical Module: 12.5 kg
E|ectronics: 4.2 kg
2.2 AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION:
16 W
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
Optical Module: 39 x 33 x 21 cm
Electronics: 20 x 17 x 17 cm
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
NIA
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
3750 bps
3.2 COMMANDS:
Limited
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
None
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3.4 ONBOARDSTORAGE:
3,5
Digital tape recorder.
GROUNDRECEIVINGSTATION/TDRSS:
Groundreceiving station.
3.6 DATAHANDLING/REDUCTION:
Standard interferogram transform.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, sun-synchronous
4.2 ALTITUDE:
12OU km
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4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
G1o0al coverage.
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Ascending node at 12:00 LST.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A beam splitter divides incominy radiation between a fixed and
moving mirror. After reflection, the two beams interfere and in-
tensity is measured as a function of moviny mirror position (wnicn
is controlled by the spacecraft clock). The mirror moves ,2 cm at
0.U183 cm/sec.
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Spectral scan.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
B° FOV, circular
AMvrox. 150 Km (dia).
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5.4 SAMPLE,SCANRATE;INTEGRATIONTIME:
Duration of interferogram: 10.9 sec
5.5 CALIBRATION:
Internal: temperature contro]led blackbody
External: View of deep space
5.6 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS:
500 - 2000 cm-1
Spectra] resolution: 5 cm"I
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Successful|y flown on NIMBUS-3.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
N/A
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ATMOSPHERIC TRACE MOLECULES OBSERVED BY SPECTROSCOPY (ATMOS)
1, DESCRIPTION
1.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIVE NAME:
Continuous Scanning Fourier Interferometer.
1.2 PARAMETERS SENSED:
Spectral components 2-16 _m
1.3 STATE OF DEVELOPMENT:
Hardware Construct'ion.
1.4 DESIGN DATE:
198U
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1.5 PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR:
Dr. C. B. Farmer, Ca|ifornia Institute of Technoloyy
1.6 MANUFACTURER:
JPL
1.7 REFERENCES
(1) "NASA Space Systems Technology Model," Vol. 1B, Wasninyton
D.C.: NASA, 1981.
(2) "Spacelab Mission 3 Experiment Descriptions," NASA TM-82502,
Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1982.
2. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 WEIGHT:
195 k_
2.2 AVERAGE PUWER CONSUMPTION:
435 W
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2.3 DIMENSIONS:
1.5 m3
2.4 SPECIAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR REQUIREMENTS:
Pointing at sun (uses sun-tracKer).
3. DATA
3.1 DATA RATE:
15.7 Mbps
3.2 COMMANDS:
Bandpass filters and FOV are shuttle crew and ground control com-
mandable.
3.3 ON BOARD PROCESSING:
None
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3.4 ON BOARD STORAGE:
Shuttle storage.
3.5 GROUNDRECEIVING STATION/TDRSS:
Shuttle telemetry link.
3.6 DATA HANDLING/REDUCTION:
Appropriate transform.
4. ORBIT REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 TYPE:
LEO, shuttle orbit.
4.2 ALTITUDE:
300 km
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4.3 REVISIT TIME, COVERAGE:
Variable
4.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN:
Instrument must view sun through upper atmosphere.
5. SENSOR
5.1 OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A sun tracker aims a telescope at the solar disk. The concentrated
light is sent to a beamsplitter and then to fixed and moviny
(cat's-eye) retro-reflectors in a conventional Micnelson interfero-
meter layout. The detector is cryogenically cooled HgCdTe
(77°K).
5.2 TYPE OF SCAN:
Spectral scan.
5.3 FIELD OF VIEW:
1 x 10-3 or 2 x 10-3 rad, selectable.
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5.4 SAMPLE,SCANRATE;INTEGRATIONTIME:
Integration time: i seconO
5.5 CALIBRATION:
No information.
5.6 SPECTRALCHARACTERISTICS:
Scans2-16 _m
Resolution .U1 cm-I
6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Will fly on Spacelab 3 in late 1984.
7. EXPERIENCE/PROBLEMS/MODIFICATIONS
ATMOS is designea to measure the following species:
CFM, CIDN02, CHCI3, NH3, HNO3, 03 , ClO, N205, NO2, SO2, CO2 CH4,
H20, H202, COF 2, MCI, HBr, CH3CI, CH3F, CH3Br, N20, H2CO, HOCI,
HDO, NO, CO, NO2, Cl02, HF.
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TABLEOFACRONYMS
AIAA American Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics
ALT Altimeter
AMSU Advanced Microwave Soundiny Unit
AMTS - Advanced Moisture and Temperature Sounder
ATMOS - Atmosphere Trace Molecules by Spectroscopy
AVHRR - Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
A/D. - Analog to Digital Conversion
BASD Ball Aerospace Systems Division
CCD Charge Coupled Device
CLIR Cryogenic Limb-scanning Interferometric Radiometer
CULER - Cryogenic Upper Atmospheric Limb Emmision Radiometer
CZCS Coastal Zone Color Scanner
OCS Data Collection System
DMSP - Defense Meteorological Satellite System
ERB Earth Radiation Budget
FOV Field of View
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TABLE OF ACRONYMS
(Continued)
FY Fiscal Year
GDO Gunn Diode Oscillator
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
HIRS High Resolution Infrared Sounder
IF Intermediate Frequency
[FOV - Instantaneous Field of View
IR Infrared
IRIS - Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
ITT International Telephone and Telegraph
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
LAMMR - Large Antenna Multi-c_annel Microwave Radiometer
LEO Low Earth Orbit
LHS Laser Heterodyne Spectrometer
LIDAR - Light Detection and Ranging
LST Local Solar Time
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TABLEOFACRONYMS
(Continued)
LWIR - Long WaveInfrared
MAREX - Marine ResourcesExperiment
MIRP - Manipulated Information Rate Processor
MPS MicrowavePressure Sounder
MSU
NASA
MicrowaveSoundingUnit
National Aeronautic and SpaceAdministration
NESR - Noise Equivalent Spectral Radiance
NESS National Earth Satellite System
NETD Noise Equivalent TemperatureUifference
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NOSS National Uceanic Satellite System
N/A Not Applicable
OCI Ocean Color Imager
PCM Pulse Code Modulated
RF Radio Frequency
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TABLEOFACRONYMS
(Continued)
RFI Radio Frequency Interference
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
SBUV - Solar Backscatter Ultra-Violet
SCAT Scatterometer
SFS Subsystem Fact Sheet
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SMMR - Scanning Mu]ticbannel Microwave Radiometer
SPAS Shuttle Pallet Satel|ite
SPOT - Systeme Probatoire d'observation de ]a Terre
SSH Sate]life Sounder, Humidity
SSU Stratospheric Soundiny unit
STS Space Transportation System
SWIR Short Wave Infrared
TBD To Be Determined
TPRSS - TracKing and Data Relay Satellite System
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TABLEOFACRONYMS
(Continued)
TIP TIROSInformation Processor
TIR Thermal Infrared
TIROS - Television and Infrared Observational Satellite
TM Thematic Mapper
TRF TunedRadio Frequency
UARS - URger Atmosphere Research Satellite
UV Ultraviolet
VIS Visible Light
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ABSTRACT
This document provides initial conceptual designs for three engineering
buses to be furnished in the Implementation Phase of a CO 2 Research Satellite
(CORS) program. OOP_ is envisioned as arising from a joint study effort of the
DOE and the NASA MSFC. The operational satellite program will monitor global
climate patterns in an attempt to better understand underlying trends and
drivers. These conceptual designs are used in developing schedule and cost
estirm_tes for the study on Utilization of Space for 092 Research. (]ORS program
schedules are included with the conceptual designs in this document volume..
Work breakdown structures and rough order of magnitude cost estimates are
included in volumes 2 and 3 of this study report.
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ABBREV IAT IONS
ADCS
ADL
AEM
ALT
AMS
_k_U
APM
AVHHR
BAC
BASD
BOL
CT)HS
OORS
DCS
DOD
DOE
DRIRU
EBPS
EOL
ERBE
EVA
FOV
FTS
GN 2
GSFI2
HIRS-2
IPS
IR
IRIS
IRVM
IU
IUS
Attitude determination and control subsystem
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Application Explorer Mission (Boeing satellite series built for
GSFC)
TOPEXradar altimeter
Advanced microwave sounder
Advanced microwave sounding unit
Ascent propulsion module
Advanced very high resolution radiometer
Boeing Aerospace Company
Ball Aerospace Systems Division
Beginning-of-Life
Command and data handling subsystem
CO2 research satellite
Data collection system
Depth-of-discharge
Department of Energy
Dry rotor inertial reference unit
Engineering bus propulsion system
End-of-life
Earth radiation budget experiment
Extra-vehicular activity
Field of view
Infrared interferometric radiometer
Gaseous nitrogen
Goddard Space Flight Center
High-resolution infrared sounder
Interface control document
Information processing system
Infrared
Infrared inteerferometer spectrometer
Infrared visual mapper
Interface unit
Inertial upper stage
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JSC
LIDAR
N
MM
M(_S
MPS
MSFC
MSU
NASA
NASCOM
OMV
OSR
OTS
POCC
PS
REM
RF
RMS
SSA
SSP
SSU
STDN
STS
SURS
TDAS
TDRS
TDRSS
TOPEX
WTR
Johnson Space Center
Light detecting and ranging
Newton
Microwave mapper
Mission operations system
Microwave pressure sounder
Marshall Space Flight Center
Microwave sounding unit
National Aeronautics and Space Ad_nistration
NASA communications system
Orbital maneuvering vehicle
Optical solar reflector
Off-the-shelf
Payload operations control center
Parallax Sensor
Reaction engine module
Radio-frequency
Remote manipulator system
S-band single access
Standard switch panel
Stratospheric sounding unit
Spaceflight tracking and data network
Space transportation system
Standard umbilical retraction system
Tracking and data acquistion system (planned TDRSS successor)
Tracking and data relay satellite
Tracking and data relay satellite system
Topologicai oceanography experiment
Western test range
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document provides a description of the initial conceptual design of
three engineering bus configurations for a CO 2 Research Satellite (CORS)
program. OORS is envisioned as an operational program arising from a joint
study effort of the Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) titled
"Utilization of Space for CO 2 Research". The operational satellite program
will monitor global climate patterns in an attempt to better understand
underlying trends and drivers.
Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL), the prime contractor for this study,
provided requirements, mission analysis, sensor selection, and ground system
definition. Ball Aerospace System Division (BASD) provided sensor data. The
Boeing Aerospace Company (BAC) was responsible for reconlnending overall system
concepts, providing satellite bus definition, developing program schedules and
work breakdown structures, and performing the cost analysis.
Key features of the Boeing engineering bus design for these missions
include--
a. Use of flight-proven major elements and a design optimized for use on
a space transportation system (STS) to substantially reduces
technical, cost, and schedule risk.
b. Minimized modifications to an existing satellite design. We are
proposing the use of the topological oceanography experiment (TOPEX)
satellite bus for CORS Level 1 and Level 2 missions. For the Level 3
mission, we are proposing to use a design based on Spacelab pallets
attached to an unn_nned polar space platform.
c. Use of existing technology. No new engineering bus technology is
required. Flight-proven, off-the-shelf hardware, with known heritage
and perforce, is used throughout the engineering bus. All new
design components will be based on currently existing technology and
proven capabilities or on technology that will have been proven prior
to award of the implementation phase contract.
E-8
1.10BSECPIVES
The design goal is to provide significant environmental data with low risk
at a minim_n overall mission cost. It is envisioned that this will be
accomplished by providing long-term global coverage with gradual phasing from
an early initial capability to more capable systems as the program matures.
For tile COHS program three missions are identified.
a. Level i - A near-term mission to be flown as soon as practical with
existing instruments.
b. Level 2- An intermediate-term mission to _he_.flown in five to ten
years using using modifications of existing instruments.
c. Level 3 - A long-term mission with a new instrument complement to be
developed and flown in ten to twenty years.
MinimiT_tion of total system cost, consistent with provision of meaningful
scientific data, is the primary design objective for each phase.
1.2 DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of this document and the other material prepared in this
study, the following terminology has been used:
(i) Engineering bus or Satellite platform: the basic structure and
engineering subsystems provided by the b_plementation phase satellite
con tractor.
(2) Payload: the complement of sensors provided by instrument
subcontractors or as GFE to the implementation phase satellite
contractor.
(3) Integrated Satellite: The composite of the engineering bus and
Payload after Payload integration, in a flight ready condition or
after launch.
(4) Satellite System: a term used in describing more than one subsystem.
It is normally used for describing in-flight performance of the
integrated satellite.
1.3 _GI_ING BUS DESCRIPTION
The primary goal of the CORS mission is to gain a better understanding of
long-term climate changes through remote sensing techniques. Figure I-IA
illustrates the proposed satellite design for the Level 1 mission. The design
meets all (9ORS mission goals and requirements, providing all functions
E-9
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necessary for a mission life of at least 3 years. Major elements of the
proposed design are summarized below.
A separable ascent propulsion module has been designed to carry the
satellite from the STS parking orbit to the observational orbit. The
engineering bus propulsion system will provide trim and orbit maintenance
• maneuvers. The tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS) will provide
primary command and telemetry links and doppler and ranging data for orbit
determination. In addition to the TDRSS antenna, an omnidirectional
nadir-pointing antenna will be used to facilitate emergency direect ground
communications. The contained and data handling subsystem (CDHS) is based on
Application Explorer Mission (Ah-M) equipment which Boeing built for the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Tape recorders will store data and allow
simultaneous data recording and playback. Playback will be compatible with the
TDRSS S-band single-access (SSA) link. _iree-axis stabilization, provided by
the attitude determination and control subsystem (ADCS), will provide the
required nadir-pointing accuracy. The ADCS will also ensure accurate thruster
pointing and control during orbit m_intenance maneuvering. The electrical
power subsystem will generate and distribute power required throughout mission
life, with NiCd batteries providing power during periods of occultation. The
thern_l control subsystem will use passive methods supplemented by heaters to
maintain the payload instruments and subsystem equiIxnent within permissible
temperature ranges.
Modifications required for the Level 2 mission bus, as outlined in fugure
I-IB, are minimal and are limited to minor structural changes, additions to
the electrical power subsystem to accomodate changed payload requirements, and
the addition of redundant components to meet a five-year life requirement.
For the Level 3 mission, as shown in Figure I-IC, two Spacelab pallets
will provide the primary structure which will be attached in orbit to a free
flying, unmanned, space platform using a "standard" space platform docking
interface. The space platform will provide electrical power, comnunications,
and attitude control services to the CORS module.
E-If
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1.4_MISSIONOOST IMPLICATIONS
Our technical approach is guided throughout by the requirement to minimize
overall system cost; hence, our design minimizes the cost of operations, the
launch vehicle, launch vehicle integration, and payload integration as well as
satellite bus costs.
OPERATIONS.
Our design minimizes required ground operator interaction annd control of
the CORS satellite. A large onboard command memory permits relatively longer
intervals between command loads. Onboard software status monitoring, fault
detection, redundancy management, and safing increase satellite autonomy and
reduce operator duty requirements.
LAUNCH VEHICLE AND LAUNCH VEHICLE INTEGRATION.
We have optimiz_gd our CORS satellite design to use existing, proven STS
interfaces and release mechanisms. _]_is allows us to make maximum use of STS
capabilities and interfaces without imposing special requirements on the STS.
Benefits derived from an STS-optin_ized satellite include improved ability
to perform on-orbit checkout and to establish TDRSS conrnunications and solar
array deployment before releasing the satellite from the remote manipulator
system (RM_). By allowing on-orbit checkout of a more complete, deployed
satellite, STS capability could save the cost of a replacement satellite. _le
large diameter of the orbiter permits booms to be fixed, rather than stored
and later deployed. It also provides a large satellite volume that allows US
to Ix)sition various electronic boxes to optimize wire harness layout and meet
thermal design objectives.
For Level 1 and Level 2 missions a shared launch is feasible and desirable
to minimize launch costs. The Level 1 CORS satellite will occupy one eighth of
the Orbiter cargo bay and approximately 16_ of STS launch capability by
weight. The Level 2 configuration will occupy one eighth of the Crbiter cargo
bay and approxin_ately 17% of the STS launch capability by weight. A third tank
could be added to the separable ascent propulsion module to increase
perforn_ulce without affecting the engineering bus should the 673RS satellite
need to acc0_ate plane change or increased velocity change requirements.
E-14
For Level 3, a STS launch and rendezvous with an existing space platform
is assumed. For this Level 3 mission the (X)RS payload will require a dedicated
STS launch.
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION.
Because of the large size of the payload deck, our CORS design provides
exceptional instrument placement capabilities and fields of view (FOV's). This
will increase mission science data return. Because we have large volume and
weight margins, our (X)RS Level 1 design will accomodate the increased payload
requiren_6.nts of the Level 2 mission with only minor structural changes.
SATELLITE •
We are proposing to use an existing STS optimized satellite bus for the
Level 1 and Level 2 missions in order to minimize satellite development costs.
The TOPEX bus design is very close to that required for the CORS program, and
will require only minor n_Ddifications for use in the CORS program. Use of
existing sensors will also minimize satellite costs.
Similarly for the Level 3 mission, we are proposing a priory structure
using presently existing Spacelab pallets in order to minimize development
costs. Development of new sensors will thus be the major cost driver for the
Level 3 mission.
E-15
2.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS
2.1 MISSION DESCRIPTION
The objective of the CONS mission is to monitor global climate patterns in
an attempt to better understand underlying trends and drivers. A three phased
mission approach will permit near-term data collection at reasonable cost,
while allowing a gradual transition to a system that is capable of providing
comprehensive long-term global measurement. The effect of changing atmospheric
CO2 concentrations will require a long baseline observation period, so it is
essential to receive early measurement data. On the other hand, it is not yet
clear exactly which measurements would be most meaningful. And furthermore, it
will be. a number of years after ideal measurement criteria are determined
before an optimal sensor package for the CONS mission is available.
For Level I and Level 2 missions the STS will release the CONS satellite
in a circular parking orbit at 99.4 deg inclination at 250 km altitude. The
proposed reference ascent orbit is a Hohman transfer from the parking orbit to
the observational orbit, at which point the satellite will separate from its
ascent propulsion module and perform a circularization trim n_neuver. For the
Level 3 mission the STS will attach the C_RS instrument module to a
sun-synchronous, unmanned, space platform which will provide communications,
attitude determination and control, and electrical power to the instrument
platform.
ORBIT.
Figure 2.1-1 shows the satellite orbital parameters. Note that the
selected orbit for each mission Level is sun-synchronous with a four day
repeat cycle for ground track coverage. Local time at the subsatellite point
for the descending equatorial nodal crossing is 12:00 AM, as the Earth-Sun
line lies in the satellite orbital plane.
LIFETIME AND RELIABILITY.
The Level I mission design lifetime will be three years; for Level 2 the
lifetime will be five years; for Level 3 it will be ten years. For Level 1 and
Level 2 there will be no satellite servicing. Solar arrays, batteries and
stationkeeping propellant will be sized for the required lifetime. The
elimination of critical single points of failure will be considered in future
E-16
ORBITAL PARAMETERS
ORBITAL INCLINATION
ORBITAL ALTITUDE
NODAL PERIOD
NUMBER OF ASCENDING NODAL CROSSINGS/DAY
REPEAT CYCLE (FOR GROUND TRACK COVERAGE)
LONGITUDE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE
ASCENDING NODES
LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3
98.4 DEG
982 KM
104.73 min
13.75
4 DAYS (55 ORBITS)
•26.11 DEG
99A DEG
982 KM
104.73 rain
13.75
4 DAYS (55 ORBITS)
-26.11 DEG
97.4 DEG
491
94.73 rain
15.25
4 DAYS (61 ORBITS)
-23.94 DEG
Figure 2.1-1. CO 2 Research Satellite Orbital Parameters
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cost/reliability trades and will be especially desirable for the Level 2
mission.
For Level 3 the instrument platform will be designed so that it may be
disconnected from the space platform and brought back to Earth by the STS for
refurbishment and repair. However, limited on-orbit servicing capability will
exist enabling some malfunctions to be corrected by astronaut extravehicular
activity (EVA) from the orbiter.
DATA COI/_IC_ AND HANDLING.
The success of the CX)RS mission is highly dependent on minimal data loss
and straight forward data collection and handling flow. Three basic types of
data will be transferred between the ODES satellite and the ground system:
telemetry, command, and tracking. This data will be relayed using existing
NASA TDRSS links. The NASA communications (NASCOM) network will handle ground
data flow between the TDRSS ground station at White Sands, GSFC orbit
determination facilities, and the MSFC payload operations control center
(p0cc).
Telemetry data, consisting of housekeeping and science information, will
be downlinked to the POCC in real-time and tape recorder playback form. On
arrival at the POCC, the real-time data will be used for command verification
and spacecraft and instrument health checks. Tape recorder playback data will
be formatted and forwarded to the information processing system (IPS) for
processing, archival and distribution. The POCC will control satellite
operations by issuing real-time commands and COnlnand memory loads. TDRSS
S-band doppler and ranging data will be relayed from the TDRSS ground station
to GSFC to support operational orbit determination. Resulting operational
ephemeris data will then be sent to the POCC so the appropriate maneuver
activity can be initiated.
A simplified version of the COPS Satellite-ground mission data collection
and handling flow is illustrated in figure 2.1-2. For the Level 3 mission the
proposed N_A Tracking and Data Acquisition System (TDAS) will likely replace
TDRSS for conlnun_cations relay, with considerably improved capabilities.
E-18
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2.2 SYSTEM IS_EFACES
The design approach adapted for the CORS engineering bus emphasizes simple
interfaces for major elements of the overall system. Major system interfaces
with the payload, launch vehicle, TDRSS, mission operations system, and the
satellite environment have been analyzed for their impact on the proposed
satellite design, including cost tradeoffs.
PAYLOAD INTERFACES.
Sensor complements and major sensor characteristics for each mission level
are shown in figure 2.2-1.
The elements contributing to the instrument accommodation capability
offered by the Boeing CORS engineering bus include (1) a large nadir--pointing
deck area for sensor mounting to accommodate multiple sensors without
interference in sensor FOV's, (2) ample mounting area on the interior of the
engineering bus equipment pallets to provide a thermally benign environment
for internally mounted payload elements, (3) volume allowing for accommodation
of instruments mounted on masts to satisfy FOV requirements without
deployment, (4) a flexible command and data handling architecture to allow
accommodation of a wide variety of experiment cormmnd and data handling
requirements.
_ese factors have allowed accommodation of the Level 1 and Level 2
payloads on the same engineering bus with only minor bus modifications. The
Level 3 mission, with its much larger power requirements, telemetry rates and
bulk, requires a different platform design.
Level i Mission Sensors. Sensor locations for the Level 1 mission are
shown in figure 2.2-2A.
The modified advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) is a
multispectral radiometer operated in the scanning mode. The AVI_R measures
emitted and reflected radiation in the folloowing spectral intervals: channel
1 (visible), 0.55 to 0.9 micrometer; channel 2 (near IR), 0.725 microme_ter to
detector cut off around 1.3 micrometers; channel 3 (IR window), 10.5 to 11.5
micrometers; and channel 4 (IR window), 3.55 to 3.93 micrometers. The
satellite motion is used to provide scanning normal to the rotating mirror's
cross-track scanning. Radiation is reflected off the mirror through an afocal
Cassegrain telescope and filtered into visible and IR components. The IR
E-20
SENSOR
LEVEL 1 MISSION
• MODIFIED ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)
• DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
• STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS EXPERIMENT
(SAGE-2)
• EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT (ERBE)
• SCANNING MULTICHANNEL MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER (SMMR)
• TOPEX RADAR ALTIMETER (ALT)
• HIGH-RESOLUTION INFRA-RED SOUNDER (HIRS-2)
• MICROWAVE SOUNDING UNIT (MSU)
• STRATOSPHERIC SOUNDING UNIT (SSU)
LEVEL 2 MISSION
• IMPROVED ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)
• IMPROVED DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
• IMPROVED STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS
EXPERIMENT (SAGE-2)
• EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT (ERBE)
• SCANNING MULTICHANNEL MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER (SMMR)
• TOPEX RADAR ALTIMETER (ALT)
• INFRA-RED INTERFEROMETER/SPECTROMETER (IRIS)
ADVANCED MICROWAVE SOUNDING UNIT (AMSU)
LEVEL 3 MISSION
• INFRA-RED VISUAL MAPPER (IRVM)
• IMPROVED DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
• LIGHT DETECTING AND RANGING (LIDAR)
• INFRA-RED INTERFEROMETRIC RADIOMETER (FTS)
• MICROWAVE PRESSURE SOUNDER (MPS}
• ADVANCED MICROWAVE SOUNDER (AMS)
• MICROWAVE MAPPER (MM)
• TOPEX RADAR ALTIMETER (ALT)
• PARALLAX SENSOR (PS)
• ADVANCED EARTH RADIATION BUDGET
EXPERIMENT (ERBE)
MASS
(K0)
|365)
27
29
3O
55
52
99
32
32
9
(401)
27
41
30
55
52
99
17
8O
(22O6)
AVERAGE
POWER
(w)
(449)
25
27
10
5O
6O
199
23
40
15
(562)
25
36
10
5O
6O
199
12
170
(3990)
30
42
1300
300
50
80
220
99
30
55
25
36
3000
150
100
170
235
199
25
50
AVERAGE
TELEMETRY
DATA RATE
(KOPS)
(368)
335
I
12
7
2
1
1
(370)
335
1
2
7
12
4
(1154)
700
1
250
40
1
4
5O
7
100
Figure 2.2-1. Sensor Characteristics Summary
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detectors are radiatively cooled to 105°K. The AVHRR is located on the aft
payload deck with a clear nadir FOV for its scan mirror. Its cooler is facing
in the +X direction and will consequently be looking to deep space throughout
the mission.
The data collection system (DCS) consists of 401.65 _z and VHF antennas,
a receiver, a VHF transmitter, and a processor unit. The DCS system receives
data from remote transmitters located in vessels such as bouys and weather
balloons. The DCS system receives the transmitted data, appends a time tag to
the data, performs doppler analysis and stores the information for later
transmission to the ground. Data dumps twice a day provide information to
investigators including the data received, the time of receipt, and the
position of the transmitter in longitude, latitude and altitude with an
accuracy of approximately I kin. A VHF emitter is included for low rate
real-time data return to various investigators. The DCS antennas are located
on a nadir pointing fixed boom together with the engineering bus
omnidirectional antenna. The DCS electronics are mounted inside the
ehgineering bus structure on the -X wall.
The stratospheric aerosol and gas experiment (SAGE-2) sensor is a
multispectral channel radiometer which measures the extinction of solar
radiation intensity during solar occultation. As the spacecraft emerges from
the Earth's shadow during each orbit, the sensor will acquire the _ and
measure the solar intensity in wavelength bands centered between 0.385 and 1.0
microns as it scans the Sun vertically. As the satellite continues in orbit,
the line-of-sight from the spacecraft to the rising Sun will scan the Earth's
atmosphere, resulting in a measurement of the attenuated solar intensity at
different heights in thee atmosphere. The optical subassembly consists of a
flat scanning mirror, Cassegrain optics, and a detector package. The entire
subassembly is gimballed in azimuth to acquire and scan the Sun. The SAGE-2
instrument is mounted on the outside of the engineering bus, attached to the
fore side of the +X wall where it will have an unobstructed view of the rising
SLUt.
The Earth radiation budget experiment (ERBE) consists of two radiometer
instrument packs4_es, the wide and medium field of view (W/MFOV) instrument and
the scanner instant. Both instrument packages are mounted on fore side of
the payload deck with excellent FOV's to nadir. The scan drum is oriented to
perform cross-track scanning and sufficient deck space is available to allow
E-23
for gimbal rotation. The scanner and W/MFOV instruments will be aligned using
a con_non mounting plate.
The scanning multichannel microwave radiometer (SMMR) is a ten-channel
instrument delivering orthogonally polarized antenna temperature data at five
microwave wavelengths centered at 0.8 cm, 1.4 cm, 1.7 cm, 2.8 cm, and 4.6 cm.
Polarization components of the microwave radiation are extracted for each
channel. The smallest cell resolution is about 20 km for the 0.8 cm channel.
The S,_R will be mounted on the fore end of the -X side of the engineering bus
with a clear FOV to nadir and along the velocity vector. A 42 deg offset
parabolic reflector focuses the received power into a single feedhorn.
Scanning is accomplished by oscillating the reflector about an axis coincident
with the axis of the feedhorn.
The TOPEX radar altimeter (ALT) is a two channel sensor used to measure
the instantaneous round trip light time from the satellite to the average
surface in the footprint at the nadir point. The altimeter uses two
frequencies or channels: a prime channel at Ku-band and a secondary channel at
C-band. The purpose of the secondary channel is for calculating the actual
ionospheric propigation delay caused by the electron content in the nadir
column. The ALT packages consist of a signal processor and a combined
radio-frequency (RF) section and antenna. The RF/antenna package is mounted on
the center of the payload deck. The signal processor is mounted inside the
engineering bus under the RF/antenna package near the center of the +X wall.
The high resolution infrared sounder (HIRS-2) measures radiances primarily
in five spectral regions: (I) seven channels near the 15 micrometer
absorption band, (2) two channels in the IR window, ii.i and 3.7 micrometers,
(3) two channels in the water vapor absorption band, 8.2 and 6.7 micrometers,
(4) five channnels in the 4.3 micrometer band, and (5) one channel in the
visible window 0.69 micrometer region for cloud detection. The sounder
consists of a Cassegrain telescope, scanning mirror, dichromatic beam
splitter, filter wheel, chopper, and associated electronics. HIRS-2 is located
on the aft side of the payload deck towards the -X axis with an unobstructed
nadir For.
The microwave sounding unit (MSU) is a spectrometer operating in the 50 to
60 G}_ oxygen band (50.3, 53.7, 55.0, and 57.9 micrometers) to obtain
temperature profiles which are free of cloud interference. It is a cross
course scanning device utilizing a stepper motor to provide a traverse scan
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while the orbital motion of the satellite provides scanning in the orthogonal
direction. The MSU is located along the X-axis on the aft side of the payload
deck. It has a clear FOV to nadir.
The stratospheric sounding unit (SSU) has three channels operating at
14.97 micrometers using selective absorption by passing the incoming radiation
through three pressure modulated cells containing CO 2. The SSU is located on
the payload deck adjacent to the MSU.
Level 2 Sensor Instruments. Level 2 instruments are identical to those Of
Level 1 with the following exceptions--
a. The AVHRR is an improved version with satellite interfaces similar to
those of Level 1.
b. The DCS has additional component boxes needed to increase
simultaneous processing capability and to provide redundancy
necessary for a five year mission. The additional boxes are also
located along the -X wall of the engineering bus.
c. The SAGE-2 instrument is an improved version with satellite
interfaces similar to those of Level i.
d. The SMMR is an improved version with satellite interfaces similar to
those of Level i. It was desired originally to increase the S_{R
antenna diameter to 4 meters. This was found to present challenges to
the engineering bus design which would significantly increase mission
cost. For this reason the antenna diameter was left unchanged.
e. The HIRS-2, MSU, and SSU were dropped and replaced by the IRIS and
AMSU instruments which are described below.
The infrared interferometer spectrometer (IRIS) is a Twyman-Green
modification of a Michelson interferometer spectrometer operating in the 6.5
to 40 micron wavelength region. Radiation from a cylinder of atmosphere is
reflected into the instrument from a rotating plane mirror. The radiation is
split into two beanks, one of which is reflected from a moving mirror,
recombined and focused onto a bolometer detector. Interference effects result
from the path length differences in the two beams as the mirror moves. After
recording several interferograms, two calibration observations are m_de, one
for a reference blackbody at 300°K and one for deep space. The IRIS is mounted
on the aft payload deck centered over the X-axis with both nadir and space
FOV's.
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The advanced microwave sounding unit (AMSU) is a 20 channel microwave
radiometer with operating bands from about 18 to 180 GHz. It will measure
microwave radiation emitted near water vapor emission lines to perform
humidity sounding, and near oxygen emission lines to perform temperature
sounding. Three window channels are used to measure low atmospheric and
surface effects. The AMSU will be able to perform stratospheric and
tropospheric temperature sounding, as well as tropospheric humidity sounding
and precipitation measurement. It will be mounted on the aft -X outside of the
engineering bus.
Level 3 Instrument Sensors. Figure 2.2-2C shows the general arranger_nt of
instrument sensors for the Level 3 mission. The DCS, ERBE, and ALT are
described above for the Level 2 mission are also found in the Level 3
instrument complement. Other Level 3 instruments which are not yet defined in
detail, include an infrared visual mapper (IRVM), a light detecting and
ranging (LIDAR) instrument, an infrared interferomeetric radiometer (FTS), a
microwave pressure sounder (MPS), an advanced microwave sounder (&VLS), a
microwave mapper (_) based on the large antenna microwave mapper, and a
parallax sensor (PS).
LAUNCH VEHICLE INTERFACF_.
The STS mechanical, electrical, avionics, and environmental interfaces are
defined in JSC ICD 2-19001 with which the CORS satellite system is completely
compatible. Mechanical interfaces and deployment methods are simple and flight
proven.
The structural and mechanical interface between CORS and the STS orbiter
consists of two longeron trunnions and one keel trunnion that will attach to
STS provided active longeron and keel attachment fittings. The mechanical
interface is flight proven on the SPAS payload on STS-7, as was the RMS
grapple _'_÷+_"__,-b w_..___..ohis used in CONS deployment operations.
Cargo bay electrical interfaces, except for the RF interfaces, are
physically located near the trunnion interface to minimize cable lengths. The
interface unit (IU), which provides the electrical interface between CORS and
the STS, is mounted in its position along the port longeron bridge. A standard
umbilical retraction system (SURS), with its compatible ball-jointed
receptacle connnector mounted on the COP_ satellite, which is supplied by the
E-26
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STS con_01etes the electrical interface between CONS and the STS. The grapple
fixture incorporates an integral electrical connector, which engages a
connector on the P_S end effector when the end effector becomes rigid.
Display and control functions involved in launch and deployment of the
CORS are accomplished using crew controlled equipment. The payload retention
control panel is used to provide control oof the active longeron and keel
fittings. One section of the standard switch panel (SSP) is used to monitor
critical ODRS parameters in the power, pyrotechnic, and propulsion subsystems.
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY INTERFACES.
The principle interface between CORS and TDRSS is the signal format used
by TDRSS; secondary requirements include antenna pointing and link margins.
The proposed design using redundant NASA standard transponders satisfies all
OORS/TDRSS interface requirements.
MISSION OPERATIONS _ INTERFACES.
The mission operations system (MOS) is responsible for all
elements--tracking and data acquision, ground data system, and mission
control--needed to operate the satellite, and the information processing
system (IPS) activities (processing and data distribution) relating to the
production of CORS data output for scientific use. The majority of _ and IPS
elements and functions will be consolidated in a single facility at MSFC to
maintain an effective opeartions structure. These MOS functions include--
a. All activities related to the operation of the satellite from launch
to the end of the mission.
b. Collection of measurement data.
c. Formatting of satellite, ephemeris, and surface measurement data for
use by the IPS.
d. Development, operation, and maintenance of the TOPEX data system for
use by both the _OS a_id Ir'_S.
e. Interfacing with GSFC for NASOOMand TDRSS scheduling and the receipt
of orbit ephemerides.
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The payload operations control center (POCC), located at MSFC, is
designated as the central facility for controlling the CORSsatellite.
Satellite health and status, based on real-time data, will be monitored at the
POOC.Additionally, tape recorder playback data receiveed will be formatted
for IPS analysis and processing. Real-time commannds,initiated by the POCC,
will be relayed to the satellite during tracking and data relay satellite
(TDRS) view periods, while comrsnd memory loads will be formulated and
uplinked one or" two times per day. Telemetry and commandlinks between the
C_)RSsatellite and the _OCC"-ill be via TDRSSand the NASCOMnetwork.
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3.0 002 RESEARCH SATELLITE DESIGN
3.1 DESIGN APPROACH
This section describes the design approach used to meet the primary
constraints on the CORS satellite design which include:
a. Minimizing overall mission cost.
b. Providing functional reliability sufficient to meet mission lifetime
requirements •
c. Providing flexibility to minimize the impact of the engineering bus
design on data collection.
d. Minimizing the risk in development and operation of the satellite
system.
Our design uses minor modifications of the existing TOPEX satellite bus
hardware to meet CORS mission requirements. Our approach takes full advantage
of the cost savings inherent in use of an existing bus. Similar mission
encourage use of the TOPEX bus for the CORS mission. Changes in the com_nd
and data handling subsystem will be required to support CORS data rates, and
secondary structural modifications will be required to support the new
instrument complement. Other modifications should be minimal.
The satellite general arrangement and key features contributing to the
satisfaction of mission constraints are illustrated in figure 3. I-IA for Level
1 and Level 2 missions and in figure 3.1-IC for the Level 3 mission.
3.2 SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS
This section gives an overview of the COHS satellite configuration, mass
properties and mission. Satellite subsystem characteristics are sumn_rized in
figures 3.2-1A,-B, and -C for Level 1,-2, and -3 missions respectively.
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Communications
• TD RSS link using steerable horn
• Nominal single-accen mode
• 1K bp= command
• 1.8 Mbp=
• Direct ground link using omnidirectional
antenna
• 125 bps command
• 1.8 Mbps telemetry
Command and data handling
• Redundant centralized computer
• Ultrastable oscillator provides 5-MHz clock
• .Autonomous response to onboard
interrupts
• Commands
• Command validity checks
• 1024 command storage
• • Data
• 2-rev data storage
• Simultaneous record and playback
Attitude determination and control
• Three-axis stabilization using reaction
wheels desaturated with electromagnets
• Nadir pointing
• Onboard software provides autonomous
operation
• Attitude determination provided by-
e Horizon sensors
• Inertial reference unit
• Magnetometer
• Pitch-and-roll attitude determination better
than 0. I deg
Thermal control
• Complies with science instrument thermal
control requirements
• Passive design with heaters
• Multilayer insulation blankets
• Optical solar reflector mirrors
• Cold and warm plates
Electrical power and pyrotechnics
• 28V ± 4V dc regulated bus
• Articulated solar array, 22 m 2
• On common Ihaft
• Sun-oriented by dual stepper motors
e1600W EOL average power output
Four 25-Ah NiCd batteries
• 700 Wh ba=_:l on average occultation
period over mission life
• 17% DOD
Structure, cabling, and mechanisms
• Custom-tailored, minimized length
construction
• Major elements
• Base module
• Trunnion support truss
• Ascent module and RMS fitting
• Construction
• Standard aluminum structural shapes
• Machined fitting=
• Mechanical fastener=
• Cable harness leads sized for less than 1% power
los=,spare wires provided for growth and
replacement
• Drive mechanisms for
TDRS antenna 2-axis articulation
Solar array elevation articulation
• High-shear separation nuts provide array
tiedown
• Explosive nuts provide ascent module to
base module attachment
Propu Iston
• Ascent module
• Two 71-crn-diameter hydrazine _.nks
• Four rocket engine modules, each with
two 30-ibf thruster=
• Capable of providing greater than
410 m/= &V
• Engineering bus
• Two 39-¢m-diameter hydrazine tanks
• Eight rocket engine modules, each with
three 1-1bf thrusters
• Capable of providing greater than
65 mh AV
Figure 3.2-1A. CORS Level 2 Bus Design Summary
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Communications
• TDRSS link using steerable horn
• (single-accessmode)
• 1K bps command
• 1.8 Mbps telemetry
• Direct ground link using omnidirectional
antenna
• 125 bps command
• 1.8 Mbps telemetry
Command and data handling
• Redundant centralized computer
• Ultrastable oscillator provides 5-MHz clock
• Autonomous response to onboard
interrupts
• Commands
• Command validity checks
• 1024 command storage
• Data
• 2-rev data storage
• Simultaneous record and playback
Attitude determination and control
• Three-axis stabilization using reaction
wheels desaturated with electromagnets
• Nadir pointing
• Onboard software provides autonomous
operation
• Attitude determination provided by-
e Horizon sensors
• Inertial reference unit
• Magnetometer
• Pitch-and-roll attitude determination better
than 0.1 deg
Thermal control
• Complies with science instrument thermal
control requirements
• Passive design with heaters
• Multilayer insulation blankets
• Optical solar reflector mirrors
• Cold and warm plates
Electrical power and pyrotechnic=
• 28V ¢ 4V dc regulated bus
• Articulated solar array, 19 m2
• On common shaft
• Sun-oriented by dual stepper motors
• 1450W EOL average power output
Three 25-Ah NiCd batteries
• 525 Wh based on average occultation
period over mission life
• 26% DOD
Structure, cabling, and mechanisms
• Custom-tailored, minimized length
construction
• Major elements
• Base module
• Trunnion support truss
• Ascent module and RMS fitting
• Construction
• Standard aluminum structural shapes
• Machined fittings
• Mechanical fasteners
• Cable harness leads sized for lessthan 1% power
loss, spare wires provided for growth and
replacement
• Drive mechanisms for
TD RS antenna 2-axis articulation
Solar array elevation articulation
• High-shear separation nuts provide array
tiedown
• Explosive nuts provide ascent module to
base module attachment
Propulsion
• Ascent module
• Two 71-cm-diameter hydrazine tanks
• Four rocket engine modules, each with
two 30-1bf thrusters
• Capable of providing greater than
435 m/s _V
• Engineering bus
• Two 39-cm-diameter hydrazine tanks
• Eight rocket engine modules, each with
three 1-1bf thrusters
• Capable of providing greater than
70 mh ,_V
Figure 3.2-lB. CORS Leve/ I Bus Design Summary
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Communications
• Space platform provided
Command and data handling
• Redundant centralized computer
• Ultrastable oscillator provides 5-MHz clock
• Autonomous responseto onboard interrupts
•Commands
=Command validity checks
• 1024 command storage
• Data
• 2-rev data storage
=Simultaneous record and playback
Attitude determination and control
• Space platform provided
Thermal control
• Complies with science instrument thermal control requirements
• Passivedesign with heaters
• Multilayer insulation blankets
=Optical solar reflector mirrors
,,Cold andwarm plates
Electrical power and pyrotechnics
• Space platform provided
Structure, cabling, and mechanisms
• Space lab pallets provide primary structure
• Space platform standard interfaces
Propulsion
• STS/OMV/Space platform provided
Figure 3.2-1C..CORS Level 3 Bus Design Summary
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OONFIGURATION.
Figure 3.2-2A, -B, and -C illustrate the general CORS satellite
arrangements showing vehicle axes and key dimensions.
The Boeing CORS engineering bus offers: (i) a large nadir-pointing deck
area for multiple sensor mounting without sensor fields of view (FOV)
interference, (2) ample mounting area on the interior of the engineering bus
equipment pallets to provide a thermally benign environment for internally
mounted payload elements, (3) flexible arrangement for externally mounted
instruments for efficiennt use of the STS cargo bay, (4) sufficient volume to
allow accommodation of instruments mounted on masts to satisfy FOV or
electromagnetic compatibility (_%IC)requirements without deployment, and (5)a
flexible command and data handling architecture to accommodate a wide variety
oof experiment command and telemetry requirements.
The large internal volume of our CORS design allows us to locate subsystem
components to provide cable harness channels, minimize cable harness weight
and complexity, and provide for thermal requirements.
Considerable contingency area exists in the Level 1 central equipment bay
on both the +X and -X-axis equipment pallets. This area could be used to
accommodate growth in instrument or subsystem units as is seen in the Level 2
mission, or perhaps the addition of new Level 1 instrumentation.
Figure 3.2-3A shows the Level 1 satellite ascent mode in isometric form
with the axes labelled. The Level 2 satellite ascent mode is similar. Figure
3.2-3C shows the Level 3 module in isometric form.
Figure 3.2-4A shows the Level 1 satellite operational and maneuvering mode
in isometric form with the axes labelled. The Level 2 satellite operational
mode is similar. Figure 3.2-4C shows the Level 3 module in an operational
mode, attached to a space platform which provide co_nunications, attitude
determination and control, and eleGtricai power to the CORS module.
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Figure 3.2-2A-1. CORS Level 1STS Dynamic Envelope
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DFigure 3.2-2,4-2. CORS Level I Side View
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Figure 3.2-2A-4. CORS Level 1 Interior Arrangement
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Figure 3.2-2B.1. CORS Level 2 STS Dynamic Envelope
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Figure 3.2-28.2. CORS Level 2 Side View
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Figure 3.2-2B4. CORS Level 2 Interior Arrangement
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Figure 3.2-2C-I. CORS Level 3 STS Dynamic Envelope
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Figure 3.2-2C4. CORS Level 3 Interior Arrangement
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Figure 3.2-4C CORS Level 3 Operational Configuration
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MASS SUMMARY.
The mass summary for the three CORS missions is shown in figure 3.2-5. The
indicated delta V capabilities reflect nominal thruster perforn_nce and have
significant margins, for both Level 1 and Level 2, above the presently defined
requirement of 396 m/s capability for ascent propulsion, and 60 m/s capability
for bus propulsion.
MISSION DESCRIPTION.
In the baseline mission, the level I and Level 2 satellite experiences
three distinct flight regimes:
a. The satellite is carried from the western test range (WTR) by the STS
to a circular parking orbit where it is checkout on the RMS prior to
release.
b. The satellite is released from the 8TS RMS and uses its ascent
propulsion module to raise its altitude to the operational orbit.
c. After jettisoning its ascent propulsion module, the satellite
undergoes on-orbit checkout, performs orbit trim maneuvers, and
maintains the observational orbit acquiring data for the balance of
its design life.
For the Level 3 mission, the CORS module be directly attached to a space
platform by the STS _%{S, where checkout would occur prior to RMS release.
Figure 3.2-6 shows the launch, deployment and ascent operations sequence for
the Level 1 and Level 2 missions.
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Level 1
Science payload
Bus subsystems(dry)
Communications
Command and data handling
Attitude determination and control
Electrical power and pyrotechnics
Thermal control
Structure, cabling, and mechanisms
Propulsion
Pressurant and residual propellant
AIIocatable reserve
Satellite on-orbit burnout mass
Bususable propellant, on_rbit
Satellite on-orbit initial mass
Bus usable propellant, ascent roll control
Ascent module (dry)
(365)
(699)
42
6O
82
130
25
335
25
(1)
|100)
1165
(40)
1205 -
(4)
(125)
Isp = 212
AV = 70
m/s
(401)
(756)
42
8O
82
150
27
• 350
25
(I)
(100)
1258
(40)
1298
(4)
(125)
Propulsion
Structure, cabling, and mechanisms
Thermal control
Pressurant and residual propellant
AIIocatable reserve
Satellite ascent phaseburnout mass
Ascent module usable propellant
Satellite ascent phaseinitial mass
Airborne support equipment
AIIocatable reserve
Satellite system launch mass
50
65
10
(4)
(20)
1358
292
1650
14)
(20)
1451
228 292 !Isp'=
AV =435 1743
m_ _,d
(370) (370)
(3O) (30)
2050 2143
Level 2
Isp :212
I AV 65
Isp = 228
ZIV = 410
Level 3
(2200)
(1320)
6O
3O
30
1200
(100)
3620
m
l
(500)
(50)
4170
*Units in kilograms
Figure 3.2.5. CO 2 Research Satellite Mass Status Summary
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3.3 SUBSYST]_ DESIGN
COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM.
The CORS communications subsystem features low-risk implementation
characterized by using flight-proven hardware elements. The subsystem will
provide co_mlnications with the ground via the S-band Single Access (SSA)
TDRSS link; backup communications are provided by a direct CORS
satellite-to-ground link.
CO.P_q c_._m.._nications requirements are summarized below. An overall bit
error rate less than 10-5 is provided for all links.
a.
b.
el
Provide on-orbit TDRSS SSA forward
Command
Telemetry
Ranging
Doppler
and return link service
IK bps
1.8M bps (playback)
740K bps (real time)
3GK bps (real time)
(two-way)
(one-way or two-way)
Provide backup on-orbit direct-to-ground link service
Telemetry 1.8M bps (SSA format)
Provide ascent TDRSS SSA forware and return link service
Command IK bps
Telemetry 8K bps
The approach used to meet these requirements consists of--
a. Using a two-axis, steerable, 20-dB horn antenna and 20W power
amplifier to close the CORS-to-TDRS ascent and on-orbit return links.
b. Using the same 20-dB horn antenna to close the OORS-to-TDRS forward
i inks.
c. Using a conical log spiral, 120-deg field-of-view .toni antenna to
close the direct link to ground.
d. Using the NASA standard TDRSS transponder to provide TDP_S compatible
modulation.
e. Providing redundant flight hardware to eliminate single-point
failures.
Figure 3.3-1 shows the on-orbit _argins for the SSA and ground station
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Link paremetors
Data rm (K b_)
Transmitted power (dBW)
LSTD (de)
Space loss (dB)
Pointing loss (dB)
Polarization loss (dB)
Antenna gain (dB)
Ohmic losses (dB)
Data rate (dB-Hz)
TDRSS constant (dB)
Margin (dB)
I-_nd Slngle Ac¢_ Service
Q-channel I.¢hsnnel
I
6
192.9
.192.2
4_3
-0.3
2O
-I.6
-30.0
34.7
1800
12
192.2
• 192.9
-0.3
-0.3
20
-1.6
-82,5
35.7
,,.,, , .,
2.3 27.8
Ground station
Q-channel
1800
12
- 171.3
4).3
-2.0
-1.6
-62.5
231.6"
l-channel
1
6
• 171.3
4).3
•2.0
-1.6
-30.0
231.6 °
5.9 32.4
Equivalent ground station constant
Figure 3.3-I. CO 2 Research Satellite Telemetry Link Margins
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telemetry links. The ascent mode telemetry was not addressed in figure 3.3-1
because it uses the same signal path with a lower data rate than the on-orbit
mode, and hence will have greater margins. Conm_nd link margins will be easily
met, so they are not included in the link calculation.
(XIMMAND AND DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTI_.
The command and data handling subsystem (CDHS) accepts and distributes
commands, gathers and formats telemetry, provides clock and timing control,
and performs real time processing for onboard control functions.
ConTmands may be received from the STS before separation or from the OORS
communications subsystem. Delayed action ground commands or programmed conTnand
sequences can be stored in the CDHS for later execution. Telemetry data can be
provided to the STS or CORS communications subystem for transmission to the
ground. Telemetry can also be recorded in the CDHS main memory or on the
satellite tape recorders. Telemetry formats are progr_nmable from the ground
and controlled by onboard software. The CDHS uses a 5 _{z clock. Real time
processing consists of gathering required measurement data to which programmed
algorithms or logic functions aree applied in order to generate control
commands. The primary onboard computer functions are attitude control, power
management, maneuver thrust control, sequencing and scheduling tasks,
configuration and resource management, and data compression. CDHS performance
characteristics are summarized in figure 3.3-2.
ATTITUDE DETERMINATION AND OONTHOL SUBSYST_4.
The CORS attitude determination and control subsystem (ADCS) provides 0.i
deg attitude determination for nadir pointing using two horizon sensors and
the DRIRU II gyro package. For orbit injection, the Z-axis is maintained
within 1.5 deg of the velocity vector and yaw is controlled within 4 deg.
On-orbit attitude is controlled to 4 deg in yaw a_d 0.I deg in pitch and roll.
Solar array and TDRSS antenna pointing are maintained within 4 deg.
Four reaction control wheels provide a smooth source of torque to control
spacecraft attitude during the operational orbit. Three electron_gnetic torque
rods are used to desaturate the wheels. Orbit injection control requirements
are achieved using a reaction control system.
The ADCS block diagram is shown in figure 3.3-3. _ree control modes are
necessary for performing the COH_ mission.
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FUNCTION VALUE
• PROCESSOR THROUGH-PUT
• MEMORY WORDS (22 BIT)
• COMMAND DATA RATE
• COMMAND STORAGE ALLOCATION
• MAXIMUM TAPE RECORDER CAPABILITIES (3 RECORDERS}
• TELEMETRY STORAGE CAPACITY
• RECORD TIME AT 740 K BPS
• RECORD TIME AT 36 K BPS
• PLAYBACK TIME AT 1.8 M BPS
• TYPICAL RECORDER USE
• RECORD FOR 25 MIN AT 740 K BPS
• PLAYBACK FOR 10.3 MIN AT 1.8 M BPS
477 K OPS/SEC
128K
1000 BPS
1024
Q
4.5 * 10" BITS
97.7 MIN
34.7 HR
41.7 MIN
Figure 3.3-2. Command and Data Handling Performance
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ASCENT CONTROL MODE.
The first mode is ascent control, which provides attitude determination
and control during transfer to the operational orbit following separation from
the orbiter. Three two-axis DRIRU II gyros provide an attitude reference and
an onboard computer is used to compute actuator commands for the thrust vector
control system. The other two modes provide attitude determination and control
during the data collection phase.
On-Orbit Control Mode. The on-orbit control mode employs four reaction
wheels in a zero-net-momentum system with electromagnetic desaturation.
Attitude reference is provided by the DRIRU II gyro package and horizon
sensors, and the onboard computer will calculate vehicle attitude and body
rates using a Kalman filtering state estimator. Control laws for the reaction
wheels, solar array, and TDRSS antenna are formulated in the onboard computer.
Orbit-Adjust Control Mode. The orbit-adjust control mode consists of eight
clusters of l-lb thrusters, which will be used for orbituadjust maneuvers and
orbit circularization trim. The control system logic for ascent will also be
used during orbit adjust, with an accelerometer used for thrust cutoff
control. The reaction jets are used in an off-pulsing mode to make the
required orbit adjustment and attitude control.
ELECTRICAL POWER AND _ICS SUBSYSTEM.
The electrical power and pyrotechnics subsystem supplies all the vehicle
electrical power requirements and the ordnance firing. Figure 3.3-4 shows a
block diagram the the CORS Level 2 mission electrical power subsystem, i
Voltage at the power bus is kept withinn the range of 28+4V dc by (i) the
spacecraft NiCd batteries which automatically supply power whenever the solar
array output voltage falls below battery voltage and (2) charge controllers
which limit bus voltage to 32V maximum, depending on the charge status of the
batteries.
The power control and distribution unit is contained in the relay box, as
is the pyrotechnics control unit. Switching connectors, current sensors, and a
termination board for command and telemetry are contained in this unit. Power
is distributed to loads from the 28V dc power bus through control relays and
fuses. Each redundant load has its own relay with redundant contacts. Loads
that are not redundant are supplied from two relays.
The control electronics assembly is an electronics box designed to--
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a. Provide computer failure detection and switching.
b. Provide for manual override for ground command.
c. Provide power and polarity switching for the solar array and TDRSS
antenna drive motors.
d. Provide fault protection.
Batteries are sized to meet CORS satellite power requirements with depth
of discharge limits to ensure proper operational lifetime. Reliability
enhancing features such as temperature sensors, selectable charge-voltage
limits, cell redundancy, and load sharing will be incorporated into the
battery design.
The solar array will have six panels, three on each side of the satellite,
supported on a common shaft. The panels are deployed after launch while the
satellite is attached to the STS P_S. The solar array is sized to provide a 5%
reserve at end of mission life. This allow the arrays to provide full required
power output even while for operating slightly off the sun line.
THERMAL OONTROL SUBSYS_.
The thermally sensitive components on the CORS satellite consist of two
types (I) instruments for which active thermal control techniques are or will
be required; and (2) all other sensors, electronics, electromechanical
devices, electrical power system components, and miscellaneous equipment,
including any distortion-sensitive structure that is thermally controlled. We
propose to provide thermal control for those items in the first category as
required by the instrument. For those items in the second category, we will
provide thermal control using totally passive techniques.
Equipment Bus. The majority of the second-category components are located
in the equipment bus, and most of these components are mounted along the +X
and -X walls of the bus. Heat rejection from the bus walls to space will be by
appropriately sized optical solar reflector (OSR) panels located on the +X and
-X walls of the bus and on the +Y end. The remainder of the bus will be
covered with multilayer insulation blankets. These blankets will be grounded
to minimize static-charge buildup in space. The total electrical load in the
equipment bus is nearly constant throughout the mission lifetime. In addition,
the vehicle orientation (Y-Z plane continuously aligned with the Sun) is such
that there is limited exposure of the bus OSR panels to direct solar
radiation. As a resmlt, a heat balance can be established for the equipment
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bus during all mission operational conditions when bus components are
maintained within allowable temperature extremes.
The OSR mirror panels are sized to bias the spacecraft thermal balance
toward the cold side of the component allowables range at beginning of life
(BOL). As end of life (EOL) is approached, degrading mirror properties will
cause more incident environmental heat to be absorbed; the requirement for
heater power will be reduced, then eliminated; and component temperatures will
rise to midrange or upper range in the allowables band. During BOL, cold-case
conditions, a small amount of heater power is required to maintain certain
components above allowable temperature minimums; provision for this power has
been included in the electrical power budget. No active components (e.g.,
louvers, heat pipes) are required for equipment bus thermal control.
STRUCINJRE, CABLING, AND MECHANISMS SUBSYSTEM.
The CORS bus is a slightly modified Boeing TOPEX bus. The basic bus design
is a mature, all-aluminum construction. This design will minimize orbiter
payload bay length. Key requirements of the structural system are to provide
strength for support; structural stiffness to avoid adverse dynamic coupling;
mass consistent with performance requirements; and reliability. The major
elements of the CORS bus structure as shown in figure 3.3-5 meet all CORS
structural requirements.
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TRUNNION SUPPORT -'7
TRUSS /
TRUNNION /
PIN . /
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t
ATTACHMENT '
POINTS I14 PLACES)
!
ARf
SUPPORT
FITTING
HYDRAZlNE TANK
SUPPORT BULKHEAD
(2 PLACES)
j HIGH-GAIN
. ANTENNA SUPPORT
SOLAR ARRAY _
SUPPORTS
(4 PLACES)
ASCENT MODULE
TRUSS
31NE MOUNT SUPPORT
KEEL PIN SUPPORT TRUSS
KEEL PIN
Figure 3.3-5. Primary Structure
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PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM.
The baseline design for CORS propulsion is a monopropellant hydrazine
system that is ideally suited for CORS because of its low cost, high
reliability, and available space-flight proven components. The system has an
ascent portion for a few minutes operation and a bus component for operations
while in the observational orbit.
Delta V requirements arem
a. Ascent Propulsion Module
Perigee Burn
Apogee Burn
200 m/s
195 m/s
Total Ascent Stage Rqmts 395 m/s
b. Engineering Bus Propulsion System
Satellite Orbit Trim
Five Year Stationkeeping
Total Bus Requirements
30 m/s
30 m/s
_m
60m/s
Figure 3.3-6 shows a block diagram of the separable ascent propulsion
.-Ddule (APM). The APM transfers the satellite from the STS orbit at 250 km
altitude and 99.4 deg inclination to the 982 km altitude operational orbit.
The APM has two 146 kg hydrazine tanks, a feed system, and eight 133N (30-1b)
IUS thrusters, based on four IUS rocket engine modules (RFM). The hydrazine
will be GN 2 pressure-fed in a blowdown mode from 2413 kPa to 586 kPa. The
isolation of hydrazine for the APM will be identical to the IUS design. The
,mnifold and thrusters will be dry and inert during launch and only after
deployment from the orbiter will the system be armed by a pyrotechnic squib
valve. Following that, the system will have a few warming pulses for the
thrusters, then a commit-to-ascent burn signal will start all eight IUS
thrusters. The valve heaters will not be used during the next 12 hr. Thermal
control of the REM's will be provided by warming pulses every 15m in (0.25 sec
pulses). A nominal I063N thrust will be provided at initiation of the ascent
burn which lasts for about 15 minutes. This is followed by a circularization
firing of about 30 min duration at apogee. Thrust vector control during ascent
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is provided by pulsing the pitch and yaw R_M's and the engineering bus
thrusters for roll. When all ascent firing is completed (approximately 3
hours), the APM will be separated from the satellite.
Figure 3.3-7 shows a block diagram of the engineering bus propulsion
system (EBPS). The EBPS is used to circularize the final orbit and for
stationkeeping maneuvers throughout the mission life. The EBPS is a scaled
down version of the APM. The thrusters are 4.4N (l-lb) thrust each and the
nominal propellant load is 45.4 kg for two tanks. All other components are
similar to those of the AI_, though the n_mifold tubing diameter is 0.64 cm
instead of 1.27 cm.
3.4 SYST_ TEST
The test program for the CORS satellite _s two basic guidelines: (I) use
of the protoflight concept of testing whereby the flight satellite is the test
article for all environmental and perfornmmce testing, and (2) performing only
those tests necessary to produce a functionally sound satellite. This approach
produces a cost-effective test program and a satellitee capable of meeting all
environmental and perforrr_nce requirements.
As is shownn in figure 3.4-1 the test program is functionally composed of
three phases (I) structure verification, (2) electrical performance, and (3)
environmental testing.
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4.0 002 RESEARCHSATELLITEPROGRAMSCHEDUI2_
A summaryof the proposed CO2 Research Satellite program phasing schedule
for a three mission program is shown in figure 4-1. This schedule shows a
separate series of phased contracts for near-term, mid-term, and long-term
missions (Level i, 2 and 3 respectively). For each of the three levels, cost
was considered as the primary schedule design criteria. The schedules
presented represent our assessment of a CO 2 research satellite program
designed for minimum total system cost.
The three missions could be part of a comprehensive CO 2 research program
phased as sho_m in figure 5-1. Alternatively, any of the missions could be
flown independently. Level 1 or Level 2 missions could be started as early as
1984 or as late as desired. The Level 3 mission schedule presupposes the
existence of a polar space platform and the Tracking and Data Acquisition
System (TDAS) follow-on to the current Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS). For this reason, a Level 3 start is assumed no sooner than
approximately 1987. Each of the schedules assumes that shared STS launch
opportunities will be available as required.
The purpose of competitive, multiple award, six month Phase A study
contracts is to determine technical and financial feasibility, and to identify
and evaluate various design concepts. Phase A is not intended to lock in
specific hardware, performance characteristics, or costs. The function of the
competitive, multiple award, six month Phase B effort is to gather data
sufficient to make a detailed system hardware and cost proposal. In order to
reach this point detailed trade studies will be made, the preliminary platform
design will be defined, a make/buy plan will be created using supplier quotes
for input, and mission plans and specifications will be established. The
competitive, single award, Phase CD Implementation contract will result in
delivery and on-orbit checkout of a the CO2 research satellite.
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4.1 LEVEL1 PROGRAMSCHEDULE
Figure 4-2 shows a program schedule for the Level I missloL,. An attempt
was made to compress the Level 1 schedule in line with considerations of low
cost, so as to minimize the time required before data is returned. For this
reason we assume that the CO 2 research satellite will follow the protoflight
concept in which the test article will also be the flight unit. This implies a
non-destructive test philosophy. Further, the assumption was made that we
could modify and use an existing Shuttle optimized satellite bus such as that
for the NASA-JPL Topological Oceanography Experiment (TOP_) mission, which is
scheduled for launch in 1989. This allows us to use a much tighter schedule
than would otherwise be the case. If in addition, the first CO 2 research
satellite mission closely followed the TOPEX mission, it would be possible to
further compress the Level i schedule--perhaps by as much as another six
months. In this case, it is likely that purcl_%se of long lead items would be
required prior to PDR.
Phases A and B will concentrate on mission analysis, ground data
processing, and modifications to existing instrument and satellite bus
designmas no new technology or major development efforts are required. Phase
CD timing of 20 months from contract award to system CDR ensures a low
schedule/technical risk program. Because some instruments are likely to be out
of production lead times for science instrument procurement is likely to be
the pacing item in the Level i mission. The final instrument PDR is scheduled
four months after contract award, as only existing instruments will be flown.
4.2 LEVEL 2 PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Figure 4-3 shows a program schedule for the Level 2 mission. The Level 2
mission assumes use of a modified, existing Shuttle optimized satellite bus
and modified existing science instrument complement. The main difference from
the Level 1 schedule is that Phase A studies are expanded to provide
additional concept formulation and feasibility data, while Phase B studies are
deleted because the scientific instruments as well as the satellite bus are
derived from pre-existing designs. Also the Phase CD contract is paced by a
more comprehensive instrument development effort than was seen in the Level 1
mission.
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4.3 LEVEL 3 PI_OGRAM 8CH_M/LE
Figure 4-4 shows a program schedule for the Level 3 mission. The Level 3
mission assumes use of Spacelab derived instrument pallets to support the
scientific instrument complement. The Spacelab pallets would be based on an
unmanned space platform in polar orbit which will have been separately
developed and in place for use by the CO 2 research program. It is assumed that
the space platform will have a standard interface for separable science
modules and that it will supply electrical power, communications, and attitude
control functions sufficient to meet the needs of the Level 3 CO 2 research
mission.
The major task for the Level 3 mission is development and qualification of
new instruments. It is envisioned that an instrument feasibility demonstration
using an aircraft will be required prior to implementation of the space based
Phase A study. Technology studies should be let prior to the start of the
Level 3 schedule to develop instrument concepts and breadboard designs to the
point where a feasibility demonstration is needed.
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ABSIP_CT
This document displays and defines the products and services to be
developed or furnished in the Implementation Phase of a CO 2 Research Satellite
(OORS) program and relates each of the elements of work to be accomplished to
the appropriate end item through a defined and organized project structure.
CORS is envisioned as arising from a joint study effort of the DOE and the
NASA. The operational satellite program will monitor global climate patterns
in an attempt to better understand underlying trends and drivers. This volume
contains a work breakdown structure (WBS), for each of three potential
missions, and a WBS dictionary. Volume 1 contains satellite descriptions and
schedules. Volume 3 contains system cost estimates.
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INTRDDUCTION
This document displays and defines the products and services to be
developed or furnished in the Implementation Phase of a 002 Research Satellite
(COK$) program and relates each of the elements of work to be accomplished to
the appropriate end item through a defined and organized project structure.
The CORS program is envisioned as developing from a joint study effort of the
Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) on "The Utilization of Space for CO2 Research". The
operational satellite program will monitor global climate patterns in an
attempt to better understand underlying trends and drivers.
This document contains a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) for each of three
potential missions and a WBS dictionary. The WBS provides a product oriented
family tree hierarchy which contains levels of work required to be
accomplished in order to produce, launch, and operate a CO 2 research
satellite. The WBS is developed by starting with this end objective and
subdividing into systems, subsystems, and components which are the logical and
necessary steps needed to achieve the project objective. The total estimated
cost for any item at any level is equal to the sum of the estimated costs for
all the items below it. The WBS dictionary is a book of definitions numbered
to correspond to the WI_q describing the contract objectives in terms of
hardware, software, services, and other manageable tasks to be accomplished in
the performance of the total program objective.
OBJECTIVES
The design goal is to provide significant environmental data with low risk
at a minimum overall mission cost. It is envisioned that this will be
accomplished by to providing long-term global coverage with gradual phasing
from an early initial capability to more capable systems as the program
matures. For the COKS program three missions are identified.
o Level 1 - A near-term mission to be flown as soon as practical
with existing instruments.
o Level 9 - An intermediate-term mission to be flown in five to ten
years using using modifications of existing instruments.
o Level 3 - A long-term mission with a new instrument complement to
be developed and flown in ten to twenty years.
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Minimization of total system cost, consistent with provision of meaningful
scientific data, is the primary design objective for each phase.
DEFINITIONS
The performance requirements on the satellite can be defined at both the
system level and at the the subsystem level. For the purpose of this document
and the other material prepared in this study, the following terminology has
been used:
(I) Engineerin$ bus or Satellite platform: the basic structure and
housekeeping subsystems provided by the implementation phase
satellite contractor.
(5) Payload: the complement of sensors provided by instrument
subcontractors or as GFE to the implementation phase satellite
con trac for.
(S) Intesrated Satellite: The composite of the engineering bus and
payload after payload integration, in a flight ready condition or
after launch.
(4) Satellite System: a term used in describin_ performance requirements
which affect more than one enEineering subsystem. It is normally used
for describing in-flight performs_ce of the integrated satellite.
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I_ORKBP_FAKIX)_ STRUCTURE _LEVEL I MISSION
Program Man84_ement
Systems Engineering & Integration
Satellite Bus Design, Fabrication and Test
Structures and Mechanisms
Attitude Control and Determination Subsystem
Command and Data Handling Subsystem
Communications Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem
Orbit Maintenance Propulsion Subsystem
Thermal Subsystem
Wiring Harness and Cabling
Ascent Propulsion Stage
Bus Inter=ration and Checkout
Payload Design, Fabrication and Test
Modified Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
Data Collection System (DCS)
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE-2)
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (_4R)
TOPEXRadar Altimeter (ALT)
High-resolution Infra-Red Sounder (HIRS-2)
Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU)
Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU)
Payload Integration and Checkout
System Test and Evaluation
Test Support
Tooling and Special Test Equipment
Peculiar Support Equipment
Airborne Support Equipment
Critical Flight Spares
Software
Reliability, Quality Assurance and Safety
Launch Vehicle Integration and Flight Support
Ground Operations
Dedicated Ground Station Facilities
Information Processing System
,Mission Operations
Launch Services
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Work Breakdown Structure -- Level II Mission
Program Management
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Command and Data Handling Subsystem
Communications Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem
Orbit Maintenance Propulsion Subsystem
Thermal Subsystem
Wiring Harness and Cabling
Ascent Propulsion Stage
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Payload Design, Fabrication and Test
Improved Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVIQRR)
Improved Data Collection System (DCS)
Improved Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE-2)
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
Improved Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (_MMR)
TOPEX Radar Altimeter (ALT)
Infra-Red Interferometer/Spectrometer (IRIS)
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (A_U)
Payload Integration and Checkout
System Test and Evaluation
Test Support
Tooling and Special Test Equipment
Peculiar Support Equipment
Airborne Support Equipment
Critical Flight Spares
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Work Breakdown Structure -- Level III Mission
Program Management
Systems Engineering & Integration
Payload Support System Design, Fabrication and Test
Payload Support Equipment
Spacelab Pallet
Payload Support Equipment Assembly and Checkout
Payload.Design, Fabrication and Test
Infra-Red Visual Mapper (IRVM)
improved Data Collection System (DCS)
Light Detecting And Ranging (LIDAR)
Infrared Interferometric Radiometer (FTS)
Microwave Pressure Sounder (MPS)
Advanced Microwave Sounder (&.MS)
.Microwave Mapper (_I)
TOPEX Radar Altimeter (ALT)
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Test Support
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Critical Flight Spares
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Reliability, Quality Assurance and Safety
Launch Vehicle Integration and Flight Support
Ground Operations
Dedicated Ground Station Facilities
Information Processing System
Mission Operations
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRU_ DICTIONARY
WBS 1.0 Program Management
This task group encompasses all efforts required to provide CO 2 Research
Satellite (CORS) program management. It includes technical direction and
manag_nent during all required phases of the program, including design,
fabrication, assembly, testing, integration, launch, and operations support of
all CORS program efforts. This task group also encompasses schedule, budget,
and configuration control as well as the management function for all
subcontractors. It specifically includes the efforts of the program manager's
staff and contract administrative support. Travel and living expenses required
for contract personnel also fall under the program management category.
Program management encompasses all efforts required for program technical
integration, direction and management to direct performing functional groups.
The program management task group includes participation on the configuration
control board, management and integration of customer interfaces, liaison
meetings, and the effort to develop and maintain program control by
maintaining a master program schedule and subtiered support schedules.
Configuration identification will be maintained from an established
baseline with hardware item identification provided with serial and lot
numbers, which will facilitate traceability though the drawing release and
recording system. Configuration control will include the implementation of
basic and change control boards together with appropriate mechanisms for the
definition coordination, and disposition of all proposed changes in terms of
technical, cost, and schedule impact. Configuration accountability will
provide on a current basis the baseline status of all deliverable hardware; a
systematic record of pending and approved changes with scheduled and actual
change incorporation dates; and the capability of identifying the as-designed
and as-built configuration of all deliverable items.
The program n_na_ent task includes documentation and data control for all
program documentation. It also includes financial ..-___nagement and reporting,
and the duties required to obtain, maintain, and account for the real property
and equipment required for producing and testing the CO2 satellite(s).
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WBS2.0 SystemsEngineering & Integration
This task group includes the total design and analysis of the CO2
satellite. It encompassesthe developmentof design requirement specifications
and evaluation of technical adequacy of systen%s, subsystems, and components.
Included in the systems engineering and integration task group is system
analysis for the entire CO 2 satellite to verify system performm%ce, such as
structural analysis, control system computer simulations, analysis of all
testing performed, and analysis of essential components of the system.
This task will define the requirements for interface design control and
compatibility for ensuring complete documentation of interface requirements in
drawings and providing for review of all changes for interface impact. It
encompasses all other system engineering tasks, including technical direction
associated with system, subsystem, and equipment integration for the satellite
platform, payload/platform integration, launch vehicle/satellite integration,
and preparation of on-orbit operations requirements and operations
documentation •
WBS 3.0 Satellite Bus Design, Fabrication and Test
This task group contains the efforts required to design, fabricate,
assemble, and integrate protoflight satellite bus subsytstem components to
meet CO 2 satellite specifications. These tasks cover the efforts required to
develop supplier specifications, monitor supplier activities, develop PDR and
CDR data, complete final designs of each subsystem, fabricate, redesign as
necessary, assemble, install, develop test procedures, and test the CO 2
satellite bus subsystems.
WBS 4.0 Payload Design, Fabrication and Test
This task group contains the efforts required to design, fabricate,
assemble, and integrate scientific payload instruments necessary to meet CO 2
satellite payload specifications. These tasks cover the efforts required to
develop supplier specifications, monitor supplier activities, develop PDR and
CDR data, complete final designs of each instrumennt, fabricate, redesign as
necessary, assemble, develop test procedures, and test the CO 2 satellite
scientific instruments.
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WBS5.0 SystemTest and Evaluation
This task contains the efforts required to prepare the overall system
test plan and schedule, develop system integration and system test procedures
for the integrated satellite, prepare the system tests, and analyze and
evaluate the test results. The test program is functionally composed of three
phases: (i) Structure verification, (2) electrical performance, and (3)
environmental testing. The test program includes: component testing, physical
integration, solar panel deployment, static loads, modal survey, acoustic,
vibration, subsystem integration, electrical performance, payload integration,
pyrotechnic shock, alignment verification, thermal balance and thermal vacuum,
electron%agnetic compatibility, miss properties, and final acceptance tests.
WBS 6.0 Test Support
This task group includes tooling and special test equipment (STE)
developed to support specialized equipment tests during the fabrication of
mission _mrdware. It also includes mission peculiar support equipment (PSE)
such as vehicles, tools, cradles, and shipping crates.
WBS 7.0 Airborne Support Equipment
This task contains the efforts required to design, fabricate, assemble,
integrate, and test equipment which is needed by the satellite in the launch
vehicle, but which is not released by the launch vehicle with the satellite.
WBS 8.0 Critical Flight Spares
This task covers fabrication, testing, qualification, and storage of
spares. Where refurbished units, such as engineering units, are proposed as
spares, this task covers only the efforts to bring the units up to fully
tested flight quality.
WBS 9.0 Software
This task group contains the efforts associated with system software
requirements definition, development, documentation, and test. Flight
software, test and simulation software, operations software, and data handling
software are the four major software program elements which will be modified
and/or developed under this task group. The software development effort
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includes developing software specifications, writing the code, verifying
proper operation of software modules, and performing software validation
testing.
WBS i0.0 Reliability, Quality Assurance and Safety
This classification covers all effort, equipment, and m_terial necessary
to plan, document, and implement the reliability assurance, quality assurance,
and safety programs. The reliability assurance effort will support design,
test, malfunction reporting and correction, failure mode effect and
criticality analysis, and design and readiness reviews. The quality assurance
program will provide government source inspection, quality assurance aspects
of subcontractor control, and fabrication controls. The safety program will
include preliminary hazards analysis, analysis of special measures required
for safe handling of hardware, and analysis of launch vehicle and launch site
safety requirements.
WB.S ii.0 Launch Vehicle Integration and Flight Support
This task includes engineering support at the Payload Operations Control
Center (IX3CC) and at the launch site to verify proper installation of the CX)RS
and to assist in satellite on-orbit checkout and initial operations.
WBS 12.O Ground Operations
This task group includes dedicated ground station facilities, the
inforrm_tion processing system, and mission operations system. Included in this
task group are communications services, data analysis and distribution
functions, tracking and orbit determination functions, mission planning, and
satellite operations.
WBS 13.0 Launch Services
This task includes the launch and other services provided by the launch
organization such as launch vehicle integration support, facilitating
satellite/POCC communications while the satellite is in the orbiter cargo bay,
satellite post-launch checkout, and remote manipulator system (RMS) operation.
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ABSTRACT
This document presents costs, and a description of the costing
methodology used for the CO2 Research Satellite (CORS) study contract
P.O. number 551174, in support of NAS8-35357.
This volume contains the cost data for the Level I, Level II,
and Level III missions. Each mission's costs are displayed in a
separate section following a General/Introduction section.
This estimate is a parametric estimate, and is provided
as a ROM (rough order of magnitude) for informational purposes only.
This is neither an offer nor a commitment by The Boeing Company to
perform the tasks estimated herein.
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SECTION 1 '-GENERAL/INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
This document provides the cost estimates for three engineering bus configurationsfor
a CO 2 Research Satellite (CORS) program as well as for launch and ground operations
costs. COR5 is envisioned as an operational program arising from a joint study effort
of the Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) titled "Utilization of
Space for CO 2 Research." The operational satellite program will monitor global
climate patterns in an attempt to better understand underlying trends and drivers.
Key features of the Boei,_g engineering bus design for these missions include:
a. Use of flight-proven major elements and a design optimized for use on a
space transportation system (STS) to substantially reduce technical, cost, and
schedule risk.
b. Minimized modifications to an existing satellite design. We are proposing the
use of the Topological Oceanography Experiement (TOPEX) satellite bus for
CORS Level I and Level II missions. For the Level III mission, we are
proposing to use a design based on spacelab pallets attached to an unmanned
polar space platform.
c. Use of existing technology. No new engineering bus technology is required.
Flight-proven_ off-the-shelf hardware, with known heritage and Performance,
is used throughout the engineering bus. All new design components will be
based on currently existing technology and proven capabilities or on tech-
nology that will have been proven prior to award of the implementation phase
contract.
Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL), the prime contractor for this study, provided require-
ments_ mission analysis_ sensor selection, and ground system definition. Ball
Aerospace System Division (13ASD) provided sensor data. The Boeing Aerospace
Company (BAC) was responsible for recommending overall system concepts, providing
satellite bus definition, developing program schedules and work breakdown structures,
and performing the cost analysis.
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PRICE SUMMARY
t "
,, ;t ::,.,,, _P_'Bw"
°!"
Acquisition Costs*
(1984 Dollars in Millions)
Level I Level II Level III
Flight Hardware $ 116.4 $ 134.1 $ 307.4
Support 36.0 33.4 64.5
Subtotal Cost $ 152.4 $ 167.5 $ 371.9
Contingency @ 20% 30..5 33.5 74.4
Contract Fee _ 15% 22.9 25.1 .55.$
TOTAL PRICE $ 205.8 $ 226.1 $ 502.1
*Does not include ground operations or launch costs.
ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY
The primary tool used for estimating acquisition costs is the Boeing developed
parametric cost model (PCM). PCM develops costs from physical hardware descrip-
tions and program schedules, and allows the integration of any known costs (or outside
generated costs such as subcontractor or vendor estimates) into the total estimate. In
this way, Boeing can assemble a program cost from the best available source data.
Figure 1 is an overview of the PCM estimating method and illustrates the source, type,
and level of information handled and delivered from this estimating process. As
depicted in the illustration, the scope of the program relative to quantities, program
time period, WBS structure, and associated ground rules and assumptions is established
by the customer. Contractor program planners amplify the customer furnished
directives into a design, development, fabrication, test, and spares philosophy required
to support the implementation of the program. This data, along with financial
information relative to labor) support) and overhead rates is input to the PCM model.
This information defines the program level constraints that the cost model will work
within. To develop individual component hardware estimates, engineering and
manufacturing Iunctionals describe the components that make up the subsystems. This
description requires a weight, hardware type, redundancy, hardening, and circuitry
type definition; and an assessment of complexity, development status, manufacturing
process, and required quality control level. These hardware data, in conjunction with
programmatic level "global" inputs, are processed in the PCM cost model to generate
cost estimates.
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The PCM is a collection of relationships and factors that have been developed from
Boeing's historical data base; this data base consisting of manhour and dollar data
contained in the Executive Information System (EIS). EIS is a company-wide data bank
providing raw information from which (in the case of PCM) functional manhour
estimating relationships (MER's) have been derived. These MER's relate program
inputs to the model's internal working logic. Each major functional area (project
engineering, developmental shop, etc.) making up Boeing's organization is represented
and inter-related in the model. These functional areas are ultimately expressed in
terms of manhours required to fulfill the objectives of the program. These manhours
are converted to dollars using dollar per hour rates and estimating factors that are
appropriate _for the time period of the estimate.
Inputs to PCM at the program level include consideration of the following elements:
o Production quantity and rate.
o Schedule - too long, too short, nominal.
o Include or exclude Class I changes.
o Spares as a percent of hardware produced.
o Rates for engineering) developmental shop, manufacturing, quality control,
tooling.
o Number of recurring sets of support equipment.
o Flight test program support hours.
o Support levels of system engineering) software, system test) support equipment
design and manufacturing, and tooling design.
o Level of automation/mechanization.
o Simplicity of end item final assembly and checkout.
o Level of developmental shop support to engineering) and quality assurance to
production.
At the hardware level) inputs to PCM have been divided into the categories of Boeing
build) vendor furnished, and customer furnished.
With customer furnished thruput, costs are acknowledged and displayed but not added
to the total estimate; however, related integration and system test effort is assessed
and included in Boeing cost.
With vendor furnished thruput (design and manufacture), quoted costs are carried
through by PCM without change; however, required integration and system test effort
related to vendor hardware is assessed and integrated into Boeing cost.
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In order to estimate Boeing build hardware, PCM considers the following elements for
both design and manufacture:
o What hardware category best describes the item: mechanical, electrical,
electro-mechanical, propulsion.
o The basic parametric measure of the hardware, in most cases weight.
o The complexity factor to design/manufacture the hardware.
o Program platform - space, missile, airplane, or ground hardware.
o Electronics - discrete or integrated circuits.
o Structural material.
o Operational environment - nuclear or non-nuclear.
o Hardware redundancy.
o Applicable learning curve (manufacturing only).
o Extent of using new hardware and/or existing hardware with modifications.
o Complexity of integration of components.
Cost credibility is a function of: (a) program and hardware definition, (b) the depth of
analysis which translates this definition into PCM estimating inputs, and (c) the ability
of the estimating method to convert good inputs into realistic cost estimates.
The PCM cost model has been validated with historical actual Boeing cost data for
components of all four basic hardware categories. Variance analysis has shown that
the model will develop estimates with +.23% at a one sigma confidence level if the
inputs are accurate.
In addition to PCM, the RCA PRICE H estimating model was used to estimate the
acquisition cost of those electronics instruments not previously priced. PRICE H is a
widely used and accepted parametric estimating model developed by RCA and
available on several computer network services.
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SECTION 2 - LEVEL I MISSION
GROUND RULES & ASSUMPTIONS
1. All values expressed in constant 1984 dollars.
2. Unless otherwise indicated, all dollars are expressed in millions.
3. Estimate assumes Boeing has been previously under contract for the Ocean
Topography Experiment Satellite (TOPEX).
4. CO_ Res.earch Satellite is a TOPEX derivative.z
5. Program estimate based on protoflight concept - no flight test vehicles.
6. Costs for science payload instruments provided by Ball Aerospace; except for
MSU, SMMR, and Altimeter.
7. Costs for ground operations provided by Arthur D. Little, Inc.
8. Launch costs assume full orbiter cost, in 1984 dollars, of $85 million.
9. Costs are not included for:
a. Space operations
b. Use of TDRSS
c. Allowance for Class I changes.
10. Assumptions from Arthur D. Little, Inc., used for pricing the ground facilities are
as follows:
a. No receiving station or satellite control system costs included.
b. Raw telemetry data plus ephemeris data forwarded to processing center.
c. Data is only processed to Class 1 level - converted to calibrated engineering
units. Compression rates for conversion assumed to be about I0 to 1.
d. No user interface is provided. Class 1 data put on 9-track magnetic tape.
e. Yearly center operating costs are estimated as well.
f. Telemetry data flow is assumed to be about 1 Megabit/second plus daily
ephemeris updates.
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COST SUMMARY
Nonrecurring Recurrint_ Total
Acquisition $ 40.2 $ I 12.2 $ 152.4
Operations (I Year) - 5.0 5.4
Launch - Ig. 2 18.2
Ground Facilities 16.5 - 16.5
MISSION DESCRIPTION - LEVEL I
The primary goal of the CORS mission is to gain a better understanding of long term
climate changes through remote sensing techniques. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed
satellite design/or the Level I mission. The design meets all CORS mission goals and
requirements, providing all functions necessary for a mission life of at least 3 years.
Major elements of the proposed design are summarized below.
Level I
The Level I mission is a near-term mission to be flown as soon as practical with
existing instruments. It has a separable ascent propulsion module which has been
designed to carry the satellite from the STS parking orbit to the observational orbit.
The engineering bus propulsion system will provide trim and orbit maintenance
maneuvers. The tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS) will provide primary
command and telemetry links and doppler and ranging data /or orbit determination. In
addition to the TDRSS anetenna, an omni=directional nadir-pointing antenna will be
used to facilitate emergency direct ground communications. The command and data
handling subsystem (CDHS) is based on Application Explorer Mission (AEM) equipment
which Boeing built for the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Tape recorders
will store data and allow simultaneous data recording and playback. Playback will be
compatible with the TDRSS S-band single-access (SSA) link. Three-axis stabilization)
provided by the attitude determination and control subsystem (ADCS), will provide the
required nadir=pointing accuracy. The ADCS wi!l also ensure accurate thruster
pointing and control during orbit maintenance maneuvering. The electrical power
subsystem will generate and distribute power required throughout mission life, with
NiCd batteries providing power during periods of occultation. The thermal control
subsystem will use passive methods supplemented by heaters to maintain the payload
instruments and subsystem equipment within permissible temperature ranges.
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ACQUISITION COST SUMMARY
WBS
1,0
Nomenclature
Program Maqagement
2.0 Systems Engineering and Integration*
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
.3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
Satellite Bus Design, Fabrication, & Test
Structures and Mechanisms
Attitude Control & Determination Subsystem
Command & Data Handling Subsystem
Communications Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem
Orbit Maintenance Propulsion Subsystem
Thermal Subsystem
Wiring Harness and Cabling
Ascent Propulsion Stage
Bus Integration and Checkout
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
Payload Design, Fabrication, and Test
Mod Adv Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
Data Collection System (DCS)
Stratospheric Aerosol & Gas Exper (SAGE-2)
Earth Radiation Budget Exper (ERBE)
Scan. Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR)
TOPEX Radar Altimeter (ALT)
High-resolution Infra-red Sounder (HIRS-2)
Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU)
Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU)
Payload Integration and Checkout
5.0 System Test and Evaluation
6.0
6.1
6.2
Test Support
Tooling and Special Test Equipment
Peculiar Support Equipment
7.0 Airborne Support Equipment
g.0 Critical Flight Spares
9.0 Software
!0.0 Reliability, Quality Assurance, and Safety
11.0 Launch Vehicle Integration and Flight Support
TOTAL ACQUISITION**
*Includes engineering liaison and data.
**Does not include fee and contingency
$
Cost
$ 8.9
7.4
31.2
3.9
4.8
5.7
3.3
6.2
1.4
1.3
.3
1.3
3.0
85.2
9.2
8.1
5.8
17.3
2.8
10.5
11.5
2.4
6.9
10.7
3.4
6.8
5.1
1.7
1.7
2.5
3.7
1.2
.4
$ 1.52.4
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OPERATIONS/LAUNCH COST SUMMARY
WBS Nomenclature
12.0
13.0
Ground Operations
Launch Services
Cost
$ 21.9
18.2
FISCAL YEAR FUNDING REQUIREMENTS - (See Schedule Page 3)
Fiscal Year Acquisition Cost*
1986 $ 20.6
1987 #1.2
1988 51.#
1989 61.7
1990 30.9
TOTAL $ 205.8
*Includes fee and contingency; no operations.
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GROUND RULES & ASSUMPTIONS
I. All values expressed in constant 1984 dollars.
2. Unless otherwise indicated, all dollars are expressed in millions.
3. Estimate assumes previous go-ahead for the CO 2 Level I mission and TOPEX
satellite.
4. Program estimate based on protoflight concept.
5. Costs for science payload instruments provided by Ball Aerospace; except for
SMMR, AMSU, and Altimeter.
6. Costs for ground operations provided by Arthur D. Little, Inc.
7. Launch costs assume full orbiter cost, in 1984 dollars, of $85 million.
8. Costs are not included for:
a. Space operations
b. Use of TDRSS
c. Allowance for Class I changes.
d. Additional ground facilities.
COST SUMMARY
Nonrecurring Recurring Total
Acquisition $ 39.0 $ 128.5 $ 167.5
Operations* - 5.4 5. ¢
Launch - 19.2 19.2
*Assumes no additional costs for ground facilities and includes I year of operational
costs only.
MISSION DESCRIPTION
This is an intermediate term mission to be flown in five to ten years using
modifications of existing instruments. Modifications required for the Level If mission
bus are minimal and are limited to minor structural changes, additions to the
electrical power subsystem to accommodate changed payload requirements, and the
addition of redundant components to meet a five-year life requirement.
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ACQUISITION COST SUMMARY
WBS
1.0
2.0
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.0
3.5
3.6
3-7
3.8
3.9
3.10
4.0
0.1
0.2
4.3
0.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
0.8
4.9
5.0
6.0
6.1
6.2
7.0
8.0
Nomenclature
Program Management
Systems Engineering and Integration*
Satellite Bus Design, Fabrication, & Test
Structures and Mechanisms
Attitude Control & Determination Subsystem
Command & Data Handling Subsystem
Communications Subsystem
Electrical Power Subsystem
Orbit Maintenance Propulsion Subsystem
Thermal Subsystem
Wiring Harness and Cabling
Ascent Propulsion Stage
Bus Integration and Checkout
Payload Design, Fabrication, and Test
Imp Adv Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
Improved Data Collection System (DCS)
Imp Stratospheric Aerosol & Gas Exper (SAGE-2)
Earth Radiation Budget Exper (ERBE)
Imp Scan Multichan. Microwave Radiometer (SMMR)
TOPEX Radar Altimeter (ALT)
Infra-red lnterferometer/Spectrometer (IRIS)
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU)
Payload Integration and Checkout
System Test and Evaluation
Test Support
Tooling and Special Test Equipment
Peculiar Support Equipment
Airborne Support Equipment
Critical Flight Spares
9.0 Software
10.0
11.0
Reliability, Quality Assurance, and Safety
Launch Vehicle Integration and Flight Support
TOTAL ACQUISITION**
Cost
$ 9.0
7.9
30.6
4.0
#.8
9.0
2.9
6.7
1.0
1.3
.3
1.2
3.0
99.5
13.9
10.8
9.2
17.3
2.8
10.5
17.3
4.7
13.0
3.2
6.9
5.4
1.5
.4
2.7
1.6
1.3
.0
$ 167.5
*Includes engineering liaison and data.
**Does not include fee or contingency.
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OPERATIONS/LAUNCHCOSTSUMMARY
WBS
12.0
13.0
Nomenclature
Ground Operations
Launch Services
Cost
$ 5.4
19.2
FISCAL YEAR FUNDING REQUIREMENTS - (See Schedule Page 3)
Fiscal Year Acquisition Cost*
1988 $ 22.6
1989 33.9
1990 #5.3
1991 56.5
1992 45.2
1993 22.6
TOTAL $ 226.1
*Includes fee and contingency; no operations.
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SECTION 4 - LEVEL HI MISSION
GROUND RULES & ASSUMPTIONS
1. All values expressed in constant 198# dollars.
2. Unless otherwise indicated, all dollars are expressed in millions.
3. Estimate assumes previous go-ahead for the CO 2 Level I and II missions as well as
TOPEX.
#. Costs for science payload instruments provided by Ball Aerospace; except for the
LAMMR, Altimeter, AMSU, and MPS.
5. Spacelab pallet costs were estimated assuming design will be 100% off-the-shelf.
6. Estimate assumes the space platform will be in exJstance and operational.
7. Costs for ground operations provided by Arthur D. Little, Inc.
$. Launch costs assume full orbiter cost, in 1984 dollars, of $$5 million.
9. Costs are not included for:
a. Electrical power, attitude control, or communications- assumed that space
platform will handle these functions.
b. Use of TDRSS.
c. Space operations.
d. Allowance for Class I changes.
e. Additional ground facilities.
COST SUMMARY
Nonrecurring Recurring Total
Acquisition $ 227.9 $ 144.0 $ 371.9
Operations* - 5.4 5.4
Launch - 85.0 85.0
*Assumes no additional costs for 8round facilities and includes costs for I year of
operations only. _
MISSION DESCRIPTION
Level III is a long-term mission with a new instrument complement to be developed
and flown in ten to twenty years. For the Level Ill mission two Spacelab pallets will
provide the primary structure which will be attached in orbit to a free flying,
unmanned, space platform using a "standard" space platform docking interface. The
space platform will provide electrical power, communications, and attitude control
services to the CORS module.
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ACQUISITION COST SUMMARY
WBS Nomenclature
1.0
2.0
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
Program Management
Systems Engineering and Integration*
Payload Support System Fabrication, & Test
Payload Support Equipment
Spacelab Pallet
Payload Support Equip Assembly & Checkout
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
Payload Design, Fabrication, and Test
Infra-Red Visual Mapper (IRVM)
Improved Data Collection System (DCS)
Light Detecting and Ranging (LIDAR)
Infra-Red Interferometric Radiometer (FTS)
Microwave Pressure Sounder (MPS)
Advanced Microwave Sounder (AMS)
Microwave Mapper (MM)
TOPEX Radar Altimeter (ALT)
Parallax Sensor (PS)
Adv Eart Radiation Budget Exper (ERBE)
Payload Integration and Checkout
5.0 System Test and Evaluation
6.0
6.1
6.2
Test Support
Tooling and Special Test Equipment
Peculiar Support Equipment
7.0 Airborne Support Equipment
8.0 Critical Flight Spares
9.0 Software
10.0 Reliability, Quality Assurance, and Safety
11.0 Launch Vehicle Integration and Flight Support
TOTAL ACQUISITION**
_'Incluoes en neering ll_lSOII dllu UtiLe.
**Does not includefee or contingency.
Cost
$ 19.2
19.2
20.5
13.4
5.8
1.3
286.9
26.2
10.8
78.8
26.2
4.0
4.7
16.0
10.5
21.0
52.5
36.2
12.g
7.3
3.7
3.6
.4
2.1
2.1
1.0
.4
$ 371.9
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